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KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

ALL HAIL THE FOURTH

Here in a nutshell are the Twilight League attractions over the
weekend.
This Saturday afternoon St. George is playing at Camden.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock Waldoboro and Camden are play
ing a postponed game in Camden.
Fourth of July the morning games will be Thomaston at SL George;
Waldoboro at Rockport; and Camden at Rockland. The afternoon
games will be; Waldoboro at Rockland; St. George at Camden, and
Rockport at Thomaston.
Thomaston has won five straight games and stands in undisputed
position of first place.
The boys are playing fine ball and deserve your support morally
and financially.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Editor
WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor
FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions |3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single coplea three centa.
Advertising rate* based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1848 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1883 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March IT. 1897.

All hail the Fourth!
With drums and band,
Salute of guns,
Throughout the land.
Ring loud the bells,
From belfry towers,
At break of day,
And sunset hours.

The Fourth of July marks an
epoch In the world's history •*
It marks the birth of a free
nation—Selected.
—

Two great dances at Rockland
C.mmunity Auditorium will featrre
the Fourth celebration. Sunday—
midnight until 4 a. m. Mondaymany prizes, special features. And
the great Independence Ball Mon
day night, July 5, closing the cele
bration. lOrand contest awards made
at the ball. Special prizes. Music,
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies..—
adv.

As Told To Anderson Camp To Hold Important Hearings
Coming Month For Mari
Auxiliary At Wednesday
time Commission
Night’s Meeting

Maratime Commissioner Edward C.
A special meeting of Anderson
Camp Auxiliary was held at Grand Moran, Jr., left Washingtln yesterday
Army hall Wednesday for the pur for hearings on the Pacific Coast on
pose of hearing reports of the re employment, wage and living condi
The U. S. A.
cent convention in Portland. Mrs. tions in ocean-going shipping. He
We love the name,
Mae Cross read the report in the will sail from New York today on
Heroes and deeds,
absence of Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory. the Grace Liner Santa Elena, and
That bring us fame,
It was splendidly written and said in will be gone more than a month.
Hearings will open at San Fran
Democracy,
part:
cisco, July 20. Others will be held
The
Wednesday,
June
16
meeting
And Brotherhood;
was caMed to order by President Sara in Seattle and Los Angeles.
Laws that promote,
Similar hearings on the Atlantic
Salter of Belfast. The retiring presi
The Common Good.
FOR SALE^MY HOME
dent was presented with a white gold and Gulf Coasts will be held by
Just |out of the city, fine hummer lo
wrist watch from the different State Commissioner Thomas M Woodward,
cation, 8 rooms, 2 baths, heat, lights,
Land of our Hopes!
Auxiliaries. She also received many beginning with New York, July 13,
city water, double garage; l'a acres.
individual gifts.
That afternoon and including Boston. Jully 19, in
Lead on! Lead on!
Telephone R09-R
greetings
were
extended
by the Na the Federal Building, at 10 a. m.
79-81
Aglow with light
At the end, a general hearing will
tional Department President. An
Of Freedom’s sun.
impressive memorial service was held be held in Washington.
On this our Fourth,
In addition to the hearings Com
at which time Mrs. Riah Knight read
We pledge to thee;
Modernize Your Watch
a fitting poem. Rev. A. M. Sou'.e, missioner Moran will visit ships at
with our
Undying love,
in behalf of Anderson Camp present various ports and make a first hand
NEW YELLOW GOLD CASE
ed Col. E K. Gould a gold badge in study of conditions. On hls own
And Loyalty.
AND DIAL
recognition of 50 years service in ship he will eat and talk with the
$3.50 and $5.00
Henry Felton Huse
the Camp. 30 years of which he had men.
The hearings are called prepara
North Haven, Maine
DIAMONDS
served as secretary. Col. Gould al
tory to the commission determining
July
4th,
1937.
though
taken
by
surprise
responded
LEON J. WHITE
feelingly. A campfire was held that the minimum wages, minimum man
304 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
ning scales and reasonable working
night; also the midnight parade.
Thursday June 17, the meeting was conditions for officers and crews em
________________________________
The question of where to dine Sun- I
called to order at 11 a. m. Past Na ployed on all kinds of ships which
CANDAGE’S. Camden St. day or Monday is perfectly answered '
tional President Margaret Waters receive operating subsidies from the
CHICKEN DINNER with old fash- by the delicious shore dinner at !
was called on for remarks. The re commission. This is provided in the
ioned STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE _
_
_ .
I Drive For 1000 Members sponse was by Past Department Pres new merchant marine act of 1936
jj
I Crescent Beach Inn. Cool ocean
Still On — In Height Of ident Geneva Barton. Degree work While Moran was in Congress he
Special Dinner for the Fourth and breezes, wide airy porches, beautiful
was exemplified and the officers for was a member of the Merchant Ma
rh^Uli
79-lt ' VieW 8nd a delici0US shore dinner'
Midsummer Beauty
|the ensuing year elected: Mrs. Mil rine Committee and wrote a mer
What could be better?—adv.
chant marine bill. It was rejected
Director Lermond has received dred Webster, Springvale, president;
Mrs. Mae Cross. Rockland, vice presi by the House but many of its provi
this letter;
dent; Mrs Sara Salter. Belfast. Mrs. sions were included in the present
“I have noted with keen satisfac Jennie Whitman. Bangor and Mrs. act. which originated in the Senate.
tion the final success which has Edith Farnham. Portland, members In the division of duties among
crowned your long years of efforts of Council; Mrs. Katherine Voter of the five commissioners, labor falls to
Moran
in the cause of science, culture and Farmington, treasurer; Nellie DeThe commissioners will hear evi
Haven,
secretary;
patriotic
instruc

art in Maine. Permit me to send you
tor, Alice Brown. Portland; depart dence of any present manning, wage
herewith the greetings and congratu
LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN MAINE
ment inspector, Georgia Patten. Au or working conditions and any pro
lations of the Indiana Academy of gusta; Mrs. Gertrude Stuart. Bath, posed conditions for passenger or
Science and our best wishes for chaplain; installing officer, Eva freight ships, especially with regard
many years of success and service.” Lawry. Waterville. Installation of to living conditions aboard ship, na
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
OPP. HOTEL ROCKLAND
Ray O. Friesner.
NEXT TO AL'S BARBER SHOP
officers then took place and the con ture and hours of work at sea and
President Indiana Academy. vention adjourned after voting to in port, overtime work and pay and
• • • •
hold the 1938 encampment In Bel tigne off in lieu of overtime pay, va
cations, subsistence and travel allow
| The drive to increase the mem fast.
ances. etc.
After
the
reading
of
this
report.
bership to 1000 is still on. Come on
Mrs.
Eliza
Plummer,
newly
elected
! in, all ye who love nature and to
whom science or art makes an ap department president of D.U.V. was
ALL HOME COOKING
peal. ‘‘Associate" members pay one called upon for remarks. The Aux
LOBSTER, CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS
LUNCHES
COLD DRINKS
dollar dues a year; "active,” two dol iliary voted to discontinue meetings A New Hampshire Corre
PARKING SPACE
BATHING BEACH
lars a year "contributing." five dol until the first meeting in September
Head of Brown's Wharf
spondent Tells of a Mag
lars a year; "sustaining,” ten dol and decided to hold a social gath
MRS. MARY BARTON. PORT CLYDE, ME, TEL. 4-12
lars a year; "Life,” twenty-five dol ering once a month during July and
nificent Display
79*80
lars, no dues; “patrons," from 8100 to August on the third Wednesday of
Wilton, N. H„ July 2.
81000; "benefactors," from 81000 up. the month. The Auxiliary then
Since last reporting the following closed in the usual manner after the To The Roving Reporter:—
I read with interest your com
have Joined the Academy: As As president Mrs. Elizabeth Barton an
3 BIG HOLIDAY DANCES 3
sociate members—Lucius E. Jones, nounced her committees for the fair ments on the mountain laurel in
.
TONIGHT
Donald W. Fogg. Dr Campbell, Dr to be held in the fall. A card party Massachusetts, Vermont and New
Regarding the last
H. J. Weisman. R. R White, Mrs. will be held next Wednesday at the Hampshire.
LOU KYER and his ORCHESTRA
W. O. Fuller, Cleveland Sleeper; As hall with Mrs. Mae Reed and Mrs named State, my interest was tinged
with amusement.
SUNDAY. MIDNIGHT—12 to 4 A. M.
active members—Mrs. Leon F. Bry Helen Paladino as hostesses.
The next time you go roving in
BOB PERCIVAL and his BAND
ant, Dr. Edwin L. Scarlett, A. C.
laurel time, visit southeastern New
Ramsdell, Mr. Helstad. Mrs. Elmore,
MONDAY. JULY 5
Hampshire. It is probably a bit too
Dr. Nell A. Fogg. Mrs. Doris P. Fogg.
HAL VAN and hts ORCHESTRA direct from Boston
i late now to see It in all its glory, but
Dr. Charles D. North, Joseph E.
Sone week ago today I rode from Ab
No Advance in Price Any Night
Blaisdell. As contributing members:
Free Parking
Admission 40c
bott Hill in Wilton through the little
ONE
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bird, A. P.
79*lt
town of Mason over a dirt 'road
Blaisdell, Fred C. N. Parke; as life
DAY
which was lined for much of the way
member: Dr. Popplestone .
ONLY
with
mountain laurel, both the pink
••• k
and white varieties. "Two feet high"
James R. Miller and helper, Miss
did you say? Nearer 10 feet, many
Alice Hunter, of the Clapp Labora
of the bushes.
tory of Allston, Mass., called to see
I have spent many summers In
us on their way to Eastport, where
AND EVERY SUNDAY HEREAFTER
New Hampshire during the laurel
they will stay Itwo weeks dredging
season and have driven over this
5OWi GOLDEN
for marine material for their labora
JUBILEE
road, but never before have I seen
1 OCR
tory. On way home they will call
such a magnificent display.
here again and give us some of this
Cora F. Ames
material.
• •• •
HITLER SAYS: "NO WAR"

KNOX ARBORETUM
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FIREWORKS
JAMES DONDIS
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PORT OF CALL TEA ROOM

MOUNTAIN LAUREL

OaklandPark
Ranting !

ROCKLAND

SAT.

SUNDAY EXCURSION JULY 4

Old Circus Grounds

1OVR <
1
MAIIX

Three showy lady slippers and
eight yellow cnes have been in bloom
the past week, as has also the white
fringe-tree from the Blue Ridge
Mts. of North Carolina.
Our Mountain Laurel has bloomed
this season for the first time.
Norman W. Lermond, director

( IR( I
Presenting

COLE

Famous Western
Star in person. Cow*
boys. Cowgirls and

Park* nie

TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,

Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bav Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
73Th-Stf

BIG * { RING

The
>jJ
Plenty
Only
1 argeat
\
Real B t g
In Amer»-.;.i'/
Shew
Exhibiting
< om’ng
af
rhis
£
Pcoul*»
Year

All methods of per
manent waving. Only
the beat in workman
ship, materials.

Even
Inexpenrive waves are
first class work.
All prices.

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

hibitors’-Judges Course

CONVENTION STORY MORAN GOES WEST

All hail the Fourth!
On land and sea,
Unfurl the Flag
Of Liberty!
The Stars and Stripes!
For on this date,
The Nation’s birth
We celebrate.

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

Garden Club Federation of
Maine To Sponsor Ex-

TEL. 11S3-W

53-tf

R rice*

FREE EXHIBITION
11:8*0 and 6;3O F. M.

Performance 2 and 8

5O---FtlNNY tl-tiWNS- so
3OO—PEOP1 F. 3OO

Chancellor Adolf Hitler assured
Thomas J. Watson of New York
Thursday that "there will not be any
war." Watson, president-elect of the
International Chamber of Commerce,
; said Hitler told him substantially the
following, in a private conversation:
There will be no war. No country’
wants war, no country can afford it.
Certainly that is true of Germany."

Two great dances at RocklanJ
Community Auditorium will fvatuie
the Fourth celebration. Sundaymidnight until 4 «. m. Mondaymany prizes, special features. And
the great Independence Ball Mon
day night, (July 5, closing the cele
bration. Grand contest awards made
at the ball. Special prizes. Music,
Uncle Seth and hls Hill Billies..—
adv. •

OUR THREE DAY CELEBRATION
AT THE PUBLIC LANDING
SATURDAY, JULY 3
Starting at 2.30 the following events will take place at the Public
Landing with cash prizes awarded

Trial Heats and Semi-Finals
BOYS’ EVENTS
Three-legged race, running broad jump, running high jump, shoe race,
100 yard dash, relay race, and sack race
GIRLS’ EVENTS
Three-legged race, potato race, 50 yard dash, sack race, running
high jump

The Oarden Club Federation of
Maine will sponsor an exhibitors’ and
judges’ course as the next project.
Mrs. Lawrence C. Andrew of Highland
street, Portland, has announced that
the meetings will be open to all per
sons interested in exhibiting, judg
ing or arranging flowers.
The meetings will be held in Port
land July 7, 8, 9 at Frye hall in the
Women's Literary Union Clubhouse,
78 Spring street, Wednesday, July 7,
at 10. ia. m. C. Edward Newell, presi
dent of the Massachusetts School of
Art, will speak on "Design in Flower
Arrangement.'’ At 3 p. m. Wednesday
Mir. Newell will speak on "Color
Theory in Flower Arrangement.”
Thursday at 10 a. m. Mrs. Robert
R. Kearfolt of Mamaroneck, N. Y„
will speak on “Methods of Flower
Show (Judging" and at 2 p. m. Arno
H. Nehrling, exhibition manager of
the Massachusetts Horticultural So
ciety, will speak on "Exhibiting and
Judging Specimens."
Friday from 10 to 12 a. m. and
from 2 to 4 p. m. members will judge
a small flower show staged for the
purpose as an examination of the
previous lectures.

SUNDAY, JULY 4

Independence Day services, Congregational Church
Rev. Corwin II. Olds, Pastor

After church services at 2.30 the following events take place with cash
prizes awarded. The general public is asked to take part in any of
these events, so go to the Public Landing prepared to walk away with
the bacon.

A FRIENDSHIP BOY
New Banking Honors Have
Come To Stanley A. Law
ry In Boston

Official announcement ls being
carried in the Boston papers this
week of additional honors that have
come to Stanley A Lawry. formerly
Trial heats and finals
of Friendship, in the banking circles
Water sports—boys and girls
of that city. Mr. Lawry, at a recent
Free style, back stroke, fancy diving, form diving, relay, free style,
meeting of the board of directors of
breast stroke, plunge for distance, pillow fight on spar, tub race,
the New England Trust Co. was
greased spar walk.
unanimously chosen and elected vice
Sardine Parking Contest
Clam Shucking Contest
president of that institution. This
promotion follows his selection as
Trial heats and semi-finals—Fishermen's Championship
treasurer four years ago during tlie
Will end up at the Midnight Frolic at Community Building
general banking emergency which
swept the country at that time, in
MONDAY, JULY 5
cluding the financial reconstruction
At 10 A. M. parade will form at the Berry Engine House and start at
of business since in which larger
10.30. Would like all floats taking part in this parade to be at the
banks of the metropolitan centers
Berry Engine House at 10 A M., marching through Main Street to
have played such an important part
Rockland Street, down Main to Park. We are expecting this to be one
This appointment to grenter respon
of our feature events, with the Coast Guard leading, and spectacular
fl a Is following. There Is also a ■’horrible" parade ln which we would
sibilities attests his unusual ability
like the public to participate. Cash prizes will be awarded to the best
and Insight in the field of finance.
float and the best worst "horrible."
The New England Trust Co. is one
After the parade the following events will take place:
of the country's largest banks.
Finals Boys' and Girls' Track, Finals Fishermen s Contest, Firemen's
The banking circles of Boston and
Field Day Events, Augusta Drum Corps maneuvering on Main Street
Massachusetts have been quick to
and Public Landing all day, Grand Ball Monday night, all prizes
recognize the talents of Mr. Lawry.
distributed, Miss Knox County Crowned, Aero Carnival.
In May he was elected vice presi
The Committee.
dent of the Bank Officers Associa
tion of Boston, representing the
banks of the entire Metropolitan
TRY THE ICE TEST
Boston and with a membership of
over 3000. Mr. Lawry is also a mem
Will Show If You Are Hypersenber of the Governing Board of the
sitive to Cold—Warning to swim-1 In Store For Vinalhaven Boston Clearing House. With four
Folk* Tuesday Night—For other members he also served on
the committee directing the work of
Tonsil Clinic
Dr. Bayard T. Horton of the
the RFC program of the government
Mayo clinic sounded a warning to
A concert will be given Tuesday as it applied to New England.
swimmers who are hypersensitive to
Mr. Lawry was born in Friendship,
cold. It is such a condition he said night in Memorial hall, Vinalhaven
son of Capt. Adams D. and Emmain a clinical report that causes many for the benefit of the Tonsil Clinic,
line Condon Lawry. He attended the
drownings. Here is Dr. Horton's ad- sponsored by the American Legion schools of Portland and later gradu
vice to bathers:
and Auxiliary.
ated from Hebron Academy in the
Place a cube of ice on the fore- I
Artists who have consented to con class of 1909. He went immediately
arm for a minute. If three or four
to Boston and after a few months In
minutes after the ice has been re tribute their services to this worthy
the manufacturing line left to go
moved, a swelling appears on the cause number Mrs. Elizabeth Earle,
with the New England Trust Co.
arm, the patient is hypersensitive to a Well known visitor to Vinalhaven
with whom he has been associated
cold, and should never plunge into from Philadelphia whose solo work ever since. With his family Mr.
cold water.”
is always greatly appreciated, David Lawry now spends his summers at
All because, Dr. Horton explained,
Martin's Point at Friendship.
swimming or other exposure to cold Moyer, teacher of piano at Oberlin,
Dr. Oram R. Lawry of Rockland,
Ohio,
and
an
eminent
piano
soloist
may result In fainting.
whose generous contributions to past also Capt. Melvin Lawry of Friend
ooncerts have been received with ship and Clinton C. Lawry of Bos
FOR TUFTS MEDIC
gratitude; and Louise Bernhardt of ton are brothers of Mr. Lawry.
Announcement is made oy Dr. New York, a gifted mezzo soprano
ON CUTWORM CONTROL
John A. Cousens, president of Tufts soloist of the Metropolitan Opera
Damage from cutworms, which
Company.
College, of plans to raise 82 000,000
Harold Vinal of New York, noted prey^on newly set tomato, cabbage,
by public appeal as the first step in
poet whose readings of original and similar plants, is especially se
what will ultimately be a 85,000,000
vere this year, according to Oscar
fund for the Tufts Medical School. poems has distinguished him as an
L. Wyman of the Maine Extension
artist
of
merit,
will
be
a
decided
at

The decision to go to the public of
Service. Mr. Wyman suggests the
New England for funds was reached traction as he Ls a native of Vinal
use of poison bait, scattered on the
haven
and
well
known
on
the
island.
at a recent meeting of the trustees.
ground near plants likely to be at
R.
Mont
Arey,
also
a
native
of
that
The campaign, which Is sponsored by
tacked. One part of parts green
town,
will
feature
on
the
program
the Tufts Medical Alumni Associa
added to 20 parts of bran, moistened
and
is
well
qualified
as
he
is
teacher
tion, of which Dr. A. K. Paine is
with water and sweetened with mo
of
clarinet
at
the
Eastman
School
president, will begin immediately. It
lasses, makes an ecective bait. It
of
Music
in
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
and
will culminate In December
Al
should be applied in the late after
solo
clarinetist
in
the
Rochester
though Tufts' long term program
noon or early evening.
Philharmonic Orchestra.
contemplates new medical school
The
piano
accompaniments
will
be
buildings and other improvements,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the 82.000,000 to be sought now will played by Mrs Evelyn (Arey) Hall
and
David
Moyer.
The
Vinalhaven
be used to build and equip a surgiIf I had my life to live again I would
made a rule to read some poetry
| cal unit as part of the New England Band which has been trained under have
and
listen to some music at least once
j Medical Center, to create a fund for the able leadership of its conductor, a week The loss of these tastes Is •
I its maintenance, for additional pro- Joseph Kittredge, will furnish a va loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
| fessorships. and for equipment at the riety of selections and Mr. Arey will
LIBERTY FOR ALL
act as guest conductor
medical school.
They tell me. Liberty! that In thy name
This promises to be a rare musical I may not plead for all the human race;
That some are born to bondage and
disgrace.
Hammock tops, cushion covers, treat and conqert of the highest
order.
Some to a heritage of woe and shame.
waterproof covers and waterproof
And some to power supreme, and glorous fame;
ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel.
With my whole soul I spurn the doctrine
HOLLYWOOD
HONEYMOONERS
1262.-W—adv.
62-T-tf
base.

A MUSICAL TREAT

CEDAR LODGE
AFTERNOON TEA
ROCK GARDEN PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
DAMARISCOTTA
Telephone 27
71-82

Charles ("Buddy ") Rogers and
his bride were on the high seas to
day, bound for a honeymoon in Hon
olulu. On the same ship with Rogers
and hls bride, Mary Pickford, was
another pair of Hollywood newly
weds, 'Gene Raymond and Jeannette
MacDonald ,

And. as an equal brotherhood, embrace
All people and for all, fair freedom
claim!
KnoWfthls, O man! what'er thy earthly

God never made a tyrant nor a slave:
Woe, then, to those who dare to des
ecrate
Hls glorious Image!—for to all he gave
Eternal rights, which none may violateAnd. by a mighty hand, the oppressed
He yet shall save!

—William Uoyii Oarrison,

<t
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IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

MAIL SCHEDULE-DAYLIGHT TIME

That which is born of the flesh Departures
is flesh; and that which is born of j Train No. 74 ....................................
Train No. 78
the spirit is spirit.—John 3:6.
Train No. 82

Close
7.20 A. M.
1.20 P. M.
4.20 P. M.

Departs Leaves Depot
7.30 A. M.
2.00 P. M.
I.::o P. M.
5.00 P. M.
4.30 P. M.

' M Thomaston Headed For First Half Championship
—Dimick Replies To “Chick”

Every-Other-Day

AN 0PEN le™
Walter Dimick Makes a
Definite Reply To May
nard’s Criticism

To the Sports Editor:—
8.15 I Daily I
Star Route to Brunswick................. 8.00 P. M.
Chick Maynards open letter of
Arrivals—
criticism In the July 1st issue of The
Truck arrives at
4.00 A. M.
field, and was well mated in center Courier-Gazette regarding my ability
Today—St. George at Camden.
Train No. 55 arrives at
10.25 A. M.
by E. Crockett. The score;
Sunday,
July
4—
Waldoboro
at
Train No. 57 arrives at
2.50 P. M.
and integrity as a baseball umpire
Rockland
Camden.
would seem to me to call for a reply
SUNDAY SCHEDULE
; Monday. July 5—(Morning! Thomab r bh tb po a e
Train No. 775 arrives at depot 10.00 A. M.
in my own defense.
Arrives aston at St. George; Waldoboro at Thomas, rf ...... 5 1 3 4 0 0 0
Depart
Close
The Camden feeling started in a
Rockport;
Camden
at
Rockland;
Karl. 2b ........... 5 0 2 2 3 0 2
Stages
Daily Except Sunday
7.15 A. VI. iafternoon)—St. George at Canjden; Gatti. 3b . ......... 5 0 11110 game at Camden Monday night June
12.00 P. M.
12.30 P. VI.
Rockville ..................
11.45 A. .VI.
12.00 M.
Ash Point ......................
7.30 A. »1. Waldoboro at Rockland; Rockport at C. Gray, cf........ 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 28. I did not go to Camden to offlI kA I'. Mt
Owl's llc.nl ..................
4.00 P ,M.
4.15 t. VI.
Thomaston.
S Gray. If ...... 1 0 0 0 1 1 Cc i elate but merely as a spectator. I
South Thomaston
Daily Except SundayEllis,
If, p .......... 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 ; was asked by Mr. Maynard to act as
Wednesday, July 7—Rockland at
Spruce Head
9.45 A. M.
10.15 A. M.
7.30 A. .VI
Winchenbach. c 40239400 1 umpire and I obliged, and gave them
Rockport.
• Clark Island ..............
3.45 P. M.
4.15 P. M.
2.00 P. M.
Ladd, lb............ 4 1 3 7 13
1 as I saw them, and apparently
Friday. July 9—Thomaston at
Camden and Roc kport
Billings, ss ...... 4 0 110
Daily Except Sunday
J everybody was satisfied until I called
close night before
5.30 A.M.
7.15 A.M. Camden.
Barlow, p, if
4 2 110
the game at the end of the fourth
10.00 A. M.
10.30 A. VI.
1.35 P. .M.
Sunday. July 11—St. George at
inning with Camden in the lead. Now
2.30 P. M.
3.00 P. VL
4.30 P. VI.
Waldoboro; Thomaston at Rockland.
41 4 13 19 27 14 4 my reason for calling the game—in
10.00 A. VI.
10.00 A. M.
6.00 P. VI.
Late Dwight W. Morrow, Sundaythe first place the weather was such
Tuesday. July 13—Camden at
Rockport
that no game should have been
Lost In England, Made .Matinicus I
Rockport; Waldoboro at Thomaston
ab r bh tb po a
7.15 A. VI.
3.30 I*. VI.
r.00 A. M.
started. When Dailey came in from
Wednesday. July 14—Rockland at Belyea, ss ....
Capital Of Reply
CriehAven, Saturday
Daily Except Sunday
5 3 3 3 1 1
the field in the third inning he was
St. George.
G. |Starr, 3b ..... 4
Vinalhaven closes
5.15
A.
VI.
10.45
A.
VI.
remarking that he had a hard time
One day the late Dwight Morrow, night before
2.30 P. M.
2.45 P. VI.
6.30 P. M. Thursday. July 15—Camden at M. Graffam. 2b . 5
to see a short fly which he had
and his wife, were in the town of
next day
Bohndell. If...... 4
Waldoboro.
caught. Mr. Collins, the Rockland
Rugby, in England. After wander Minturn
K. Crockett, rf.. 5
manager, called my attention to the
Friday, July 16—St. George at
Turner, e....-.... 4
ing through the streets, they realized Atlantic
playing conditions and I agreed with
Rockport.
Swan's Isle
j close night before
5.15 A. .VI.
12.55 P. VI.
E. Crockett, cf. .. 4
him that the visibility was bad. As
that they had lost their way. At this Frenchboro
next day
H. Graffam, lb 1
the few who were at the game know,
moment an incident occurred which
Thomaston
9,
St.
George
6
M. Starr, lb .... 0
North Haven close
the fog was very heavy in the out
entered into the Morrow philosophy Stonington
Manager Simmons swung three Merrill, p .......... 5
night before
5.15 A. M.
8.00 I
field and was blowing in very near
pitchers into line at Thomaston
next dav
and became a ruling motive in his
the infield. The balls were nearly
Sunday
6.35
P.
VL
Thursday
night
but
they
failed
to
37 10 10 10 27 7 1 the color of the fog and coming from
life.
stop the relentless onrush of the Rockport
1 0 0 0 5 3 0 1 0—10 that background were very hard to
They accosted a little Rugby lad North Haven
Thomaston team, which, with nary a Rockland
020000002—4 follow. Rather than risk some batStonington
of about 12 years. “Could you?" they Isle au Haut
defeat checked against it. is making
Two-base hits. Thomas, .Winchen- | ter
struck in the head by a
asked, '‘tell us the way to the sta Lookout
2.15 P. VI.
2.45 P. M.
12.55 P. VI. a strong bid for the Twilight League bach. Three-base hits, Ladd 2. Base
pitched ball that he could not fol
Sunset
tion?”
pennant, in the first half of the cn balls, off Barlow 2, off Ellis 2. low. I called the game. If a game is
Deer Isle
twin season, at least.
“Well." he answered, “you turn to Sargentville
Struck out. by Merrill 7. by Barlow 3. worth more to Camden than the risk
St. George's rally in the seventh by Ellis 7. Hit by pitcher, H Graffam,
the right there by the grocer's’shop
of some youngster getting hit in the
Dark Harbor
10.00 A. M.
10.00 A. M.
1.30 P. M.
and then take the second to the left.
Starr.
Umpires,
Gardner. head by a pitched ball they will have
2.45 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
4.30 P. M. ager Jealous a bit of a scare, but■ M.
That will bring you to a place where Sunday ..... .
Winchenbach.
Scorer to get a different umpire. My only
10.00 A. M.
10.00 A. M.
G.80 P. M. Upham allowed only one more run Glover.
four streets meet. And then, sir, you
Winslow.
remuneration from the game was
Castine ......... . ...................... .
9.45 A. M.
10.00 A. M.
while Thomaston was adding two to
• • • •
had better inquire again.”
the abuse I received from the Cam
Daily except Sunday
its one-run lead. Mackie. Monaghan
“This answer came to symbolize
At Thomaston Wednesday night the den outfit at the Thomaston game
Corridor open Sunday 10.00 A. VL to 12.30 P. VL 5.30 to 8.00 P. VI.
and Felt tapped the horsehide for home team defeated Camden 8 to 5, last Wednesday night before and
for Dwight Morrow his own method
extra bases.
of approaching complicated problems,"
clinching the game in the fourth inn during the game.
Tlie score:
writes Harold Nicolson in an excel
ing with four runs. Condon was in
In regard to the game played at
lent biography. "It implied in the
Thomaston
tii» box for Thomaston. Camden Thomaston the two instances men
first place a realistic skepticism re
used Boynton and Hamalanien. On tioned where I erred against Camden
ab r bh po a
garding the capacity of human in
the same night. St. George defeated —I would like to inform Chick May
Uoham. p ...
2 2
telligence. The human mind is a
Glover 2b .
Rockport 17 to 0.
2 2
nard. who by the way was not at
small vessel and cannot, at any one
Felt, 3b .......
0
the game, but who chooses to criticise
moment, hold too much. It was, in
1 Rcbinson, cf
UNCLE HUNTER'S RECIPE
2
from hearsay, no ball pitched by
the second place, an object lesson in
i
Grafton, rf
0
Condon
hit the plate in the game,
the inevitability of gradualness.
! Moody, rf ....
0
the only ball hitting the ground near
Vinalhaven, June 30
And in the third place it was a
Libby, if .....
1
the plate was thrown by the Camden
To Aunt Hunter:—
parable of how, when the ultimate
After being battled to a standstill 7 while Thayer missed an easy putt Bucklin, c ........... 2 0
We. at our house, are much con starting pitcher and missed by their
end is uncertain, one should en by Ed Thayer of Sanford in the first Ifor an fight, but it made little dif- Woodcock lb
2
cerned about the means you have catcher. Roy Weed.
deavor to advance, if only a little playoff for the interscholastic title terence with the Rockland star hav- GaV. ■**
On the charge referring to the bat
2 taken to exterminate the ant. We
way, in the correct, rather than the at the Country Club yesterday morn- h‘6 too great a lead with only one
- I have already hit upon a saner, and ter stepping out of the batter's box.
incorrect, direction.
Harden of Rockland finally *‘ole t0 8°-" The afternoon's card<
38 9 11 27 13 2 we think, safer method without any I would advise Mr. Maynard et als 1
Morrow resorted to the story ttoke through after 36 holes of extra ''.®re:
to consult the rule book before pro
I danger to the exterminator
St.Georgc
whenever a business negotiation pigy to down the Sanford youth by HaHrden. out 45454446 6—42
Just purchase a package of pow testing that decision, as the only
ab r bh po a
reached the stage where it seemed six strokes in the climax of one of Thayer, out
56454455 6—44
dered borax—you will find it at any rules in that connection are: Rule 43
........ 3 l
1
impossible to get agreement among the longest drawn out schoolboy Harden in
55355437 5—42 Auld, 2b
drug or department store, and fol concerning "An illegally batted ball" ,
the participants. Many big deals tournaments in
recent
years Thayer, in
3
5 6 3 6 5 5 3 8 5-46 Patterson, cf ........ 3 0
and Rule 44. Sec 10 regarding step
low these directions carefully.
Smith, c
........ 2 0
were thus rescued from collapse— Both boys scored rounds of 84 in
0
Apply a small amount on the tail ping from one batman's box to the
Wiley, ss
........ 4 l
The Imperial Magazine.
0
the morning necessitating another
1 of every male ant, 1 make the second other. It may be that “Chick" has I
Simmons.
3b
........ 5 1
0
18 hole match in the afternoon in
0 [ application if necessary). They will his "softball rules" mixed with the |
Mackie, c, cf ........ 4 1
DR. FOSDICK’S DAUGHTER
7
“baseball rules."
whicih Harden duplicated his morn
0 I immediately curl up and die.
501 1
ing score to the point, while Thayer ‘Boomerang” Well Staged Monaghan, if
In regard my baseball experience
0 ' When you get all of the male
Proves a Heroine When She Finds
0 14
weakened on the soggy course to
At Watts Hall—Will Be Hawkins, lb
2 ants out of the wav the female ants and knowledge of the rules, I am
Lobster Fisherman On Burning
Lowell, rf ............ 1
a 0
0 : will all die of grief.
finish out his final 18 in 90.
willing at any time to match them
Boat
Seen Again Tonight
Simpson,
rf ........ 3
0
"It was a deserved victory for the
with any member of the Camden
Uncle
Hunter
Kinney, p
2
team.
0
Miss Dorothy Fosdick, 24 daughter Rockland High star", says the Old "Boomerang,” a 3-act comedy Lowell. _
2
0
Orchard correspondent of the Press drama. was presented last night a.
It seems to me the Camden team is
MRS.
THOMAS
E.
SHEA
of the Rev. Dr. Harry Emerson Fos
0
0 i
Herald for if anybody had worked
*
• P
trying to make me a goat to console
r
..
.
...
_.
,,
.
Matts
hall.
Thomaston,
and
will
be
dick, saved a Southport lobster fish- ‘lor
r.r tho
ho din
vinnHov
the prntrri
crown, he
did. .Qinro
Since Monday
Mrs. Nellie Burkett Shea, wife of them for the loss of a “called game."
rrman when flames engulfed his tiny he has played continuously, averag- on “P boards again tonight with
39 6 9 27 17 3 Thomas E. Shea, died at her home Although there was a schedule com
j Thomaston
1 2 0 0 2 2 0 1 1-9 on Church street this Wednesday mittee appointed, Mr. Maynard saw
boat offshore near here.
ing 36 holes a day for four days < curtain at 8 15. It is under the aus- g.
0 1 0 0 1 0 4 1 0—6 morning, after a long illness. Mr. fit to ignore the committee and make
The fisherman. Maynard Robinson. wlth a remarkable display of en-, Pices of St. Johns Episcopal Church
Two-base hits Felt, Mackie. Mona- and Mrs. Shea were well known in out his own schedule and now seems
50, was about to leap into the water ! durance and consistently good golf. > of Thomaston.
Shan. Base on balls, off Lowell 4 , theatrical circles, retired for the bent on appointing the umpires and
I
It
was
also
his
second
battle
in
as
when Miss Fosdick. who had been
The p.ay tells the absorbing story off Kinney 3. off Colbath 1. off Up„
...
,
.
, „
—
1 past few years. Mr Shea has ap- making the rules. ,1 would like to
cruising in the vicinity in her power , many days for a Maine crown, for
a ruthless munitions maker and
4. Struck out. by Lowell 2. by peared all over this country and in advise Mr. Maynard that more games
boat. Vagabond, saw the fire and' Wednesday he was matched with
Royce Abbott, defending Junior ihu methods being based on the re- K-lnney 1. by Upham 6. Double Play, Car.ada, as well as in London, in iare WQn by playing baseball on the
sped to his rescue.
Lowell. Smith an<^ Hopkins. Um- “The Trial of Mary Dugan.” and
Disregarding the danger from the t!tUst’ in the final match PlaJ’ for cent Nye investigation. Alice Hep- , .
fields than by making threats to um- j
i1PS
arter and Smalley. Scorer. Mrs Shea accompanied him every- Pires or trying to intimidate them
fire, she swung her craft alongside this year s crown, losing out 2 and 1 burn stars the show assisted by the ‘Jealous.
.
_.
“ ,
where. She was his leading woman by nasty remarks from the bench. I
and took Robinson aboard it. She to the longer driving Auburn ace. finished professional actors from the
“Harden was still playing his N._. Vn.
in many productions Charlotte Bur As to "vulgar expletives" they must
treated him for minor burns and
. .
'
- , New York stage, William Anderson
, „
have been some more of that hear
kett, being her stage name.
then brought him to the shore. Rob same sturdy game during the final 1
Rockport 10, Rockland 4
eighteen holes, and was always out 1 an
rancis Heald.
Mrs. Shea was born in Belfast, say.
inson said the fire started when a
The team which was not thought
Among the home folk in the excel
As to retiring, if the Camden Club
backfire of his engine ignited a can front after taking the first two. At lent cast are Helmi Johnson, Mr. strong enough to be admitted to daughter of George W. and Harriet
the completion of the first nine, he
(Simonton) Burkett, the family is running the league, I suppose I am
of gasoline.
the
Twilight
League
came
here
last
Morse, Lillian Thurston, Douglass
Dr. Fosdick pastor of Riverside led 2-up, winning the first, second Mills and Edward Thurston. The night and whaled Collins Colts 10 to home being the estate at the Foot officially retired from the proclama
end
seventh
and
losing
only
the
of the Square, now the property of tion by the Camden Club put in The
Baptist Church, New York city, and
play makes a well balanced produc 4 It is true that Rockland led the
one of the best-known clergymen in eighth when he made the first of his tion. high grade, enjoyable enter Procession for four innings, and that Frank Palmer Wilson. Besides her Courier-Gazette under date of July
the nation, has a summer home at only two poor drives of the tourneys. tainment for an excellent cause. It it hit for nine more bases than the husband she Is survived by a niece, I. 1937.
"Harden's magic touch with the
Mrs. Charlotte Thompson, now of
From one who feels he has been
Mouse Island Southport. His daugh
visitors did. but the cyclone struck
putter which he had lost in the is presented by the Amateur Theatre
Augusta, and the latter's young unjustly accused and sentenced with
ter is a Smith College graduate.
ir
the
fifth
inning,
when
the
visitors
Guild of Boston and ably coached by
morning and which cost him the
daughter Marjorie, who made her out a trial.
Walter G. Dimick,
fanned Barlow for four singles and
Miss Carol Mathers.
a t home with the Sheas, and by a
title at the time on the eighteenth
“The Goat, who calls them as he
walk Two costly errors sandwiched 1
when he had a chance to take the
nephew. Thomas Wadsworth, now sees them."
into this attack gave Rockport five'
JOSEPH VI. JACKSON
ci Old Town.
final hole, came back to him in the
runs, to which three were added in
while Thayer's
ap
Mrs. Shea had hosts of friends all
A thrilling finish marked the open afternoon.
A DEPRESSING EFFEC1
The death of Joseph M. Jackson. tlie next inning on patchings, wild oxer the country, who will deeply
ing of fifth season of racing of the proaches. which had been his main
pitches,
passed
balls
and
Belyea's
deplore her death, she was inter Stormy Weather This Week Wrought
HAJ fleet of the Camden Yacht Club forte in the 36-hole medal play the 51. who supervised the Federal Farm single.
Havoc With Certain Crops
ested in her home town and friends,
at Camden yesterday. Betsy Ross fi:st day. was off. and counted Credit Administration in Maine for
Ellis pitched three and one-half
and was always willing to help
sailing her Flicker" crossed the line heavily against him with their drives tome time, occurred Thursday at
Rainy weather the last few weeks,
the Camden Community Hospital innings, and though inclined to wild anyone that she could.
first in 1 hour. 48 minutes and 48 being matched yard for yard.
ness, fanned seven men. Merrill,
the
weekly produce market report of
where
he
had
been
a
surgical
pa

seconds. Nancy Krements sailing
"The tenth was halved, but Harden
Funeral services were held this
the Rockport pitcher looked
as
“White Wing ’ came in a second increased his lead by a stroke on the tient following six months illness in
morning in St. Francis of Assisi the Maine Department of Agriculture
though he was in for a lot of trouble,
later. Results:
church, Rev. James F. Savage of said yesterday, has had a "depressing
eleventh, and another on the thir Belfast.
effect on the produce business.”
Mr. Jackson was a native of Bos tut kept the hits well scattered, and ficiating.
Flicker 2. Betsy Ross. 1 hr., 48 teenth. He then put the match in
fanned three in succession after
"Weather conditions," the report
ton,
the
son
of
Joseph
and
Sarah
min. 48 sec ; White Wing. Nancy the bag by taking advantage of two
Winchenbach had doubled and Ladd
said, "have especially affected pro
THE CANNING CLAN
Kremcntz 1 hr . 48 min. 49 sec.; Sa- heartbreaking putts of Thayer's on Weatherbee Jackson, former resi
had singled.. "Doug" Ladd was the
ducers of strawberries, spinach and
tana. W. J. Latta 1 hr. 48 min. 50 the fifteenth and seventeenth to dents of Searsmont. He had lived in
hero of the game with his triples
Among the 50 chapters in Earl new cauliflower. Peas show the need
sec.; Tide, Poillon Bros, 1 hr. 48 take two more holes. Thayer failed that town and in Belfast of late years
He was a member of Masonic bodies ana a single to his credit, besides Chapin Mays The Canning Clan: A of sunshine.
min. 51 sec.; Pezzzazz, Wing Taylor, to win a hole coming in.
putting un a fine game at first base. Pageant of Pioneering Americans,
The report said native peas "are
1 hr. 49 min. 04 sec.; Alice B. Goon,
“On only one hole was either in Searsmont. Liberty and Skowhe
The
Starr.
Graffam.
Crockett,
et
in
the market in good supply, with
which
The
Macmillan-Company
of
William Boardman. 1 hr. 49 min. 08 player more than one stroke away gan. of Equity Grange, Belfast and
p!r combination put up a fine brand New York will publish in September, quality fair." Beef prices were re
sec.; Ripple, Clifford Smith, 1 hr. fiom par. the eighth on their sec the Elks Lodge in Detroit, Mich.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Ytol Z cf baseball and will be troublesome several are devoted to Maine's part ported "higher," with other meats
43 min. 50 sec.; Diana, MacNeille ond round on which both messed
belore the season Is over. Bohndell I in the development of the canning in- holding the same price level as the
Bros.. 1 h. 49 min. 58 sec.; Twells III up their tee shots with high, short Jackson, to whom he was married in
a particularly fine job in left dustry. Isaac Winslow, first commer last several weeks.
A P. Sailer, 1 hr. 50 min. 10 sec.
drives, and then wasted another Detroit, 11 years ago. and an aunt,
cial canner of corn, was a whaler out
“Native blueberries," the report
with poor seconds shote. Harden, Mrs. Ada E. Stearns of Dorchester,
of
Portland. Volney Barker, of said, "are expected to appear within
Mass.
Two great dances at Rockland however took the par 4 hole with a
Sweeten it with Domino Maine,
was the first mechanical the next day or two, with prosFuneral services will be conducted
Community Auditorium will feature
pure
cane-dean-full
weight
genius
developed
by the American pects for a bountiful crop."
the Fourth celebration. Sunday—
KNITTING WOOLS at the Searsmont home Sunday at Refined in U.S.A.^
canning industry. John Winslow
?
o'clock.
Rev.
Gardiner
Wills
of

midnight until 4 a. m. MondayA New England
10lb,;
Jones was the first “king" of the
The question of where to dine Sun
ficiating. Burial will be in the family
Product
many prizes, special features. And !
American canning industry. Many day or Monday is perfectly answered
At attractive prices. lot in Everett. Mass. The bearers
the great Independence Ball Mon
Samples sent free will be Fred A. Kittredge of Madison,
families in Maine boast of three suc by the delicious shore dinner at
day night, July 5, closing the cele
with knitting hints.
cessive generations actively associated Crescent Beach Inn. Cool ocean
Frank
E.
Oakes
of
Fairfield,
Harold
bration. Grand contest awards made >
Visit our yarn shop.
^neSugarj
with the canning industry. Hence, breezes, wide airy porches, beautiful
Skillings of Skowhegan, James F.
^neSuga,.
at the ball. Special prizes. Music,
Open daily.
Maine names are scattered through view and a delicious shore dinner.
THOMAS HOI1GSON * SONS, Inc.
Daley of Pittsfield, Herbert S. Han
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies. —
CONCORD WORSTED Mil I S
The Canning Clan.
What could be better?—adv.
Concord, N. II.
79-S-10I son and Milbury F. Hunt of Belfast.
Sdv.

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT
I have taken over the stock, fixtures and

goodwill of

G. W. PALMER & SON, Jewelers
357 Main Street, Rockland
and will conduct it as a modern Jewelry and

allied lines and Jewelry repair store.

The re

pair department will be equipped for prompt
and accurate .watch and clock work and any

type of jewelry repair.

A most cordial welcome awaits old and new

HE ASKED THE WAY

patrons

KARL M. LEIGHTON
ROCKLAND

357 MAIN ST.

TEL. 654-W

SANDY SHORES OPEN
This beautiful clean resort is open for the sea

son, on Route 1, between Warren
and Thomaston

BATHING

BOATING

PICNIC TABLES

FISHING

PURE WATER

LIGHT LUNCHES

SANDWICHES

ICE CREAM

DICK HARDEN S TRIUMPH

Rockland Boy Wins Interscholastic Golf Crown
In An Endurance Battle

BANK STOCKS

INSURANCE STOCKS
KEYSTONE

FUNDS

INCORPORATED INVESTORS

vEN i HAL MAINE POWER PREFERREDS

MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST
GENERAL INVESTORS TRUST
SUPERVISED

Cinrnln

HIGH GRADE PLAY

I. AtBar

Investment*
Rockland,
Maine
Tel.
500

43Stf

ncro cnos-fics
olVing a health,

ROUNO TCP
FARMS

HAPPIM1S5 ANO ECMOMV
WW8LEM. IT'S PUN TB
SOLVE ISOS-TIIS.M
ARRANGE THE LETTERS
Of EACH UIE TO rORM A
SENTENCE.

E

Winner of last week's Cross-tic
Mrs. Bessie F. Maddocks
16 Claremont Street

PASTEURIZED
MILK
IS
GOOD
INSURANCE

THE H. A. J. BOATS

iDoini^

SHARES

ANSWER TO

DrlldouA,

EROS TILS

wboleaome Ice
presented here.

NO 4

cream

Is

Recommended by Leaders in
the Medical Profession

AN ENDURING TRIBUTE
TO A BELOVED MEMORY
This, briefly, describes the prin
cipal function of a monument.
But it Is more than that. It be
comes, down through the passing
years, a perpetual reminder to
all of an unselfish devotion, sym
bolized in rugged granite or
beautiful marble, appropriately
inscribed. We are specialists in
all forms of memorial sculpture.

Win I AM I DORNANiSON
I n C.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION anti THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Page TKreS
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2 Record Breaking HOLIDAY DANCES
at ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
SUNDAY

MIDNITE

INDEPENDENCE BALL

UNTIL 4 A. M. MONDAY

MONDAY NIGHT, JULY 5

GALA GOOD TIME
BARRELS OF PRIZES
“HORRIBLES” CONTEST

GRAND FINALE of Celebration
MARVELOUS PRIZES
SPECIAL FEATURES

UNCLE SETH AND HIS RADIO HILL BILLIES

Grand Contest Prizes Awarded at Independence Ball
COMMUNITY BUILDING FUND BENEFICIARY

- H-Uw
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12'l 314fl 51617
18 19'20 21222324
25 26127282913001
/!»
w®*

Attractions at Strand Theatre next
' week:
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
, “This Is My Affair with Robert Tayi lor and Barbara Stanwyck; Wednes
day-Thursday, '‘Go-Getter." with
George Brent and Anita Lcuise; Fri
day-Saturday, "Sing and Be Happy."
I with Anthony Martin and Dixie
| Dunbar.

. The races at the Public Landing
| this afternoon start at 2.30 sharp and
I will be In general charge of Libby
j Paladino who requests that entries be
I made either at the Public Landing
’ field at 2 o'clock or earlier by phone,
1202-W. The boys’ sack and bag
races will be 50 yards as will the shoe
i race. The girls will go half that dis1 tance.

A Social Justice Council is being
formed in Rockland by organizer
John B. Moulaison. It- is his hope to
have a few (but 100® loyal) members
in a purely local council, to promote
and spread the principles of Social
Justice as annunciated by Father
Coughlin.

Miriam Lodge Rebekah Sewing
Circle will meet at the home of vice
giand Mrs. Nestor Brown. Maverick
stieet Tuesday afternoon for sew
ing on a quilt in preparation for the
annual Fair to be held in Septem
Harry H. Brown has returned to the ber. Covered dish supper will be
Maine General Hospital in Portland, served.
where he will again receive treatment.
SUNDAY NIGHT'S FIREWORKS

David S. Beach and family have
gone to Moncton. N. B.. where they
Walter Butler was arraigned before
will spend the holiday with Mrs
nuXy.
of°S> C.ime ' ldee Zelma M- DWinal Thur'sday- Beach's parents. Mr. and Mn. C. M
Sul, 7 Annua? Fair. Ladies Aid of Ut-1 ctlar8ed with a^ault and battery upon
tlefleld Memorial Church
Lawrence Crowley of Thomaston. The
July 10—Walter L Main Circus in
respondent had the appearance of
Rcckland.
Supt. Frank Rowe of Warren
July 13—Concertand bridge party at j having been dragged through seven ....TZL’jJ’
Armory, auspices St. Bernard's Parish , ,
,
suspended sightseeing in Detroit long
July 13—Rockport—Garden Club meet- cities, and after his story had been < enough this week
remember the
lna at Walter Carroll home.
I heard Judge Dwinal acquitted him '
j~i,—in,
July 28—Downle Brothers’ Circus.
editorial desk with post card views of
July 28 — Rockport - Fair of Baptist) Crowley, in turn, was arrested on a , thp jy,rdo0n planl
L Juiev ^Tenants Harbor-Fair of char«e which involved his alleSed re‘ j ‘
_
Puritan Rebekah Lodge
lationship with a 14-year-old girl.
The Maine State Highway Commis
Aug. 4-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta.
Aug 10—Glen Cova—Field Day of The case was continued to yesterday sion is seeking bids for the construc
District 12. OES. at Grange hall
when Crowley was bound over to the tion of 140 miles of bituminous con
Aug 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
November grand jury, being released crete surface in Waldoboro. The esti
Aug. 16—Maine's Special Election.
Aug. 17—Rockland Garden Club Flow on his personal recognizance.
mated cost is $30,790.
er Show.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug. 19—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy
AugP 19—Warren—Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church.
Aug 24 — Annual meeting ThreeQuarter Century Club In Ellsworth.

The MacMillan expedition reached
Sidney. N. S.. yesterday.
The Public Library will be closed
all day Monday in observance of In
dependence Day.

Sidney Leonard of the City Farm
L delivering vegetables and water
melons to the kiddies on his welfare
department route.

Funeral
services
for
Helen
(O'Brieni widow of Eugene Lyddie
who died this morning will be held
Monday at 2 o'clock from the resi
dence on Old County road. Mrs.
Lyddie is survived by one son, Frank
Lyddie of this city.
Many pairs of Rockland ears are
being bent to the radio today for
r.ews of Amelia Earhart whose plane
has been forced down near the
Howland Islands in the Pacific. The
radio signals from the plane were
growing feebler as this paper went
to press.

The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church will hold their an
nual Fair on the church lawn Wed
nesday afternoon and evening. July
7
Aprons, fancy articles, candy,
ice cream and cold drinks will be on
sale. From 5 to 7, lunches will be
served in the vestry. At 7.30 a play
will be presented entitled “The Min
ister's New Car."—adv.

Gardner’s Motor Express, Rock
land and Port ICyde round trip daily,
is now operating. Promnc attention
to all freight and express, errands,
etc. Tel Tenant's Harbor, 3-23. Coal
wood and crushed ston efor sale.
Rockland depot, H. IL Crie & Co.
Tel. 205.—adv.
73-79

The fireworks display, held in
conneition with the Fourth of July
celebration, will take place at the
Public Landing Sunday night from
10.30 to midnight. The finest pyrotechnieal show ever seen in Rock
land. tis said.

What more delightful way to spend
the Fourth (tomorrow) than by en
joying the beautiful sail through
Penobscot Bay islands on either of
the able steamers W. S. White, or
North Haven. Both leave Tillson's
Wharf at 9 o'clock, the former for
Vinalhaven, the latter for Swan's
Island and way landings. The re
It was Coronation Day at Rotary I
turn is made in late afternoon
Club yesterday and Dr. Neil A. Fogg j Pentecostal assembly is holding its
^m'ed^pr^'s'mantVea^dl^"111 convention in the Gospel
No deliveries will be made by the
scenes of pomp and circumstance tcnt 81 Ash
nt' contlnu ng °'er letter carriers, parcel post or rural
July 5. Meetings Sunday and Mon
Following the impressive (?> cere
mail carrier Monday. July 5, E. C.
day begin at 10.30 a. m. and 2.30
monies former president Arthur L.
Moran, Rockland Pcstmaster, an
Orne presented an excellent paper cn and 8 p. m.
nounced Thursday. Collections will t
the highlights of the spring confer
be made from street letter boxes ac- !
Captain Bowness of the Salvation
ence. The new song leader, George
cording to holiday schedules, and spe
Army leaves Monday on a fortnight's
Cumming, demonstrated his ability
cial delivery mail will be given prompt |
vacation which will be spent in New
and survived the ordeal. Secretary L.
delivery.
The Oeneral Delivery, j
A. Walker revealed the attendance York State. He will be Joined by his Registry. Money Order. Insurance. 1
fiancee Capt. Jean Oemmell of Rox CO D. and Stamp windows will be
the past month to have attained an
admirable 97 81. C. K. Hopkins of bury. Mass.
closed all day. The mailing section
Camden, Chester Moore and A. L.
will receive and dispatch mails as
Burr V. Atwood, who since 1934 has
White of Everett, Mass., and George
usual, but all other sections will be
been employed with the Mallory
Scott and Carleton Doak of Belfast
closed the entire day.
Transportation Co. of New York, has
were visiting Rotarians.
____
returned to Rockland and is with his
Official programs of the 4th Cele
The first week of the Daily Vaca- mother. Mrs. Hazel Atwood, of South
bration are on sale by boys. 10c.—79-lt
tion Bible School at the Pratt Me- Main street. Mr. Atwood is now emmorial Methodist Church has brought ployed here.
Saved the Condemned St. Ber
the largest attendance in the history
nard's. Why the Swiss Government
Dr. Dropkick Murphy did not en
of the school, opening on Monday
Stopped the Execution of All the
with 121 pupils and eight teachers danger his title Wednesday night when Brave Alpine Dogs. Doomed Be
and helpers the school has increased he met the Texan, Dick Simpson, at cause One Had Gone Wild and
until on Friday there was a total of the Spanish Villa. Murphy won the Killed a child. A Feature Page of
159 present exclusive of visitors. The match in two straight falls, requiring The American Weekly, the Maga
school will be recessed until July 6, 13 minutes on the first and 14 on the zine Distributed With the July 4th
continuing through the week and two second. Martin of New Jersey won Boston Sunday Advertiser.
79* It
days of the following week with clos from Tony Ray of Springfield, and
ing demonstration, to which the pub Lloyd Stewart of Lynn. Mass., bested
WASHINGTON
lic is invited, on Tuesday evening. Ray Steele of Nebraska.
F. W. Gorden Az Son, Union.
July 13. The school will close with
Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
The question of where to dine Sun
an outing cn Wednesday. July 14.
Stock up today and beat rising
Announcement will then be made of day or Monday is perfectly answered prices. Today is last chance.
by
the
delicious
shore
dinner
at
those who have won recognition on
79-lt
Crescent Beach Inn. Cool ocean
the honor roll of each department.
breezes, wide airy porches, beautiful
Summer days and some arc not, view and a delicious shore dinner.
ATTENTION!
This Is to announce the opening
but it s all the same if you have one What could be better?—adv.
of the
of Yorkie's super-delicious hot dogs
They are truly extra delicious and j Two great dances at Rockland
everybody In your automobile party Community Auditorium will feature
will be happy if you fill 'em up at the Fourth celebration. SundayYorkie's Stand on Main St. Camden, midnight until 4 a. m. MondayTHOMASTON, ME.
many prizes, special features. And
—adv.
TUESDAY,
JULY 6
the great Independence Ball Mon
Full line of
day
night,
July
5,
closing
the
cele

F. W. Gorden & Son, Union.
FRESH SEA FOODS
Maine—storewide sale closes tonight. bration. Grand contest awards made
With prices that fit your family
Stock up today and beat rising at the ball. Special prizes. Music,
budget
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies..—
prices. Today is last chance.
78-79
79-lt adv.

B.&B.
FISH MARKET

PARK THEATRE

SERMONETTE

The Education of Christ
The wisdom of Jesus Christ has
been the wonder of the ages.
Truly no man ever spake as he
did. So far as we know. He atlended no schools nor sat at the
feet of any of the great Rabbini;al teachers of His day. When
He was 12 He confounded the doc
tors In the temple.
Later in life there came a day.
when with His life in peril He no
longer walked in Jewry because
the Jews sought to kill Him. The
feast of the tabernacles was on
and to it Jesus sent His brethren.
He went, secretly and alone. At
the great feast the Jews sought
Him asking "Where is He?" Right
in the very midst of the feast the
Master went up into the temple
and taught. The Jews marveled
and asked “How knoweth this
man
letters.
having
never
learned?
Jesus heard and answered. He
told them the secret but it is
doubtful if they understood and
there are countless numbers today
who sfill wonder. "My wisdom is
not mine but his that sent me."
Further;—Jesus told those who
were to come after Him. in ages
that followed, how they too
could acquire this knowledge.
This is the secret He imparted
to all men. "If any man will do
His will, he shall know."
Moody without educational ad
vantages obtained knowledge. I
heard him surrounded by great
scholars. I can remember noth
ing they said but Moody I can
never forget.
It requires no
scholarship, no matriculation but
is available to anyone who will
do His will.
William A Holman.

"Do you know that Mr. Softman I
was just speaking to?” asked a guest
at a tea party of a woman standing
, next to her.
"Oh yes," was the reply.
“I suppose he says those sweet
things to all the women he meets?’’
“No, he never says them to m» ’
1 “Indeed! and you know him?"
“Oh yes—I’m his wife!”

I

Packed with novelty and side-split
ting situations, Joe E. Brown's lat
est picture. "Riding on Air” soon
song and sermon at 7.33. The pas coming to the local screen, presents
tor, Rev. Charles E. Brooks, will use the noted comic in the role of a
for his topic “Motives.” The Daily small-town newspaperman who gets
Vacation Bible School will continue uproariously involved with airplanes
every morning this coming week, ex
and stock promoters.
ccpt Monday and Saturday, from 9
Based on the famous “Elmer Lane”
tc 11.45 o'clock.
stories
that have appeared from time
• • • •
to time in the Saturday Evening
At Littlefield Memorial Church,.
Past, the new offering breaks sharp
Rev C. A. Marstaller, pastor. The ly away from the type of vehicle in
morning subject will be "The Slav which Brown has starred in the past.
ery of Confusion and the Freedom of As the one-man staff of a weekly
Authority " Sunday School comes at paper in a little Wisconsin town,
Brown as Elmer, also takes on the
“M AINE'S LITTLE R ADIO CIT3*
the close of the morning service with
job of being correspondent for a big
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
classes for all ages. The Loyal Tem
A1I Shows Under
Chicago daily, and endeavors to help
perance Legion meets at 5 o'clock
Daylight Saving Time
a fellow-townsman promote the deand the junior Christian Endeavor
• velopment of an airplane which he
SATURDAY, JULY
at 6 p. m. with Lucy Munro as leader.
flies by radio-beam remote control.
Matinee 2.30. Evening 7 and 9
The evening subject is. “The Mes
Along with these activities runs
“Charlie Chan At
sage of John the Baptist—Repent
his romance with the belle of the
ance." There will be special music
The Olympic*’’
town in the fact of the opposition of
at both services. Prayer meeting
KATHERINE DeMILLE
a wealthy rival. And when he wins
Tuesday evening at 7.30. The' an
and WARNER OLAND
a five thousand dollar slogan con
nual fair of the Ladies' Aid will be
also
test and a suave Chicago confidence
"The Installment Collector”
held Wednesday afternoon on the
man comes to town to separate him
with FRED ALLEN
church lawn.
from the money, and succeeds, things
SUN.-MON., JULY 4-5
1 begin to happen in the best Joe E.
"Why Y'ou are What You Are." will Brown tradition, with hilarious situ
be tlie subject of the sermon at the ations piling on top of one another,
ALEXANDER
First Baptist Church Sunday morn- —adv.
KORDA
j ing. Tlie choir under the direction
presents
of Charles Wilson will sing. The
LIBERTY
church school with classes for all
P. W. Gorden Ac Son. Union,
ages will meet at noon. Tlie En- Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
|deavorers- Inspiration Hour will open Stock up today and beat rising
at 6 30. The people’s evening service prices. Today is last chance.
at 7.30 will be conducted by the Dur79-lt
lcy Radio Carollers of the Provi
dence Bible Institute. Howard W.
BORN
Ferrin will have charge of the meet HALLOWELL--At Portland. June 11. to
Mr and Mrs. Frank Hallowell (Helen
ing and F. Carlton Booth a, id Miss
Davis), a son, Albert William.
Eleanor M. Ostrander will provide a
&ci$*d
“Toomoi of ths Elephant*'* b
MARRIED
musical program. The happy prayer
Rockland. June 24, i
and praise meeting will be held on DAVIS-NEY-At
George F. Davis of Thomaston and ’
Miss Lenora M. Ney of Portland
Tuesday night at 7.30

"Hearts at Attention" will be the
theme of the sermon by Rev. Cor
win H Olds at the Congregational
Church tomorrow. The services will
be of a patriotic nature, and the
Veterans of Foreign Wars, with
other veterans, and Auxiliary mem
bers, will be special guests. The serv
ice Is at 10.30 a. m.
• • • •
Services of Salvation Army 477
Main Street in charge of Capt. Bow
ness and Lt. Hollings will be; Sat.
7.30 p. m.. openair services. School
and Mam streets; 8.00, praise serv
ice, “Elijah;" Sunday. 10 a. m.. Sun
day School; 11, holiness service, “Law
Life and Liberty;” 6.30 p. m., Y. P.
Legion in charge of Maud Staples
and Virl Alley; 7.30, openair service
and 8. salvation meeting, "Freedom
in Truth."
• • • •
The Sacrament of the Lord's Sup
per will be observed at the Sunday
morning service at Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church.
The Friendly
Men's Bible Class will assemble at
9 30 a. m. for Bible study. The Bai rhea Class and Church School will
1 meet at noon. Evening worship of

WALDO THEATRE

3

DUDLEY CAROLLERS

The Dudley Radio Carollers of the
Providence Bible Institute are to
be at the First Baptist Church Sun
day evening This is the group that
puts on tlie “Mountain Top Hour”
leach Sunday morning over nine sta
tions of the Yankee and Colonial
networks. The service will be in
i charge of Howard W. Ferrin, radio
preacher. F. Carlton Booth, tenor
I soloist, will be present to sing and
direct the music. Miss Eleanor M.
Ostrander, organist and pianist of
the Mountain Top Hour will play.
The service will be at 7.30.

DIED
HAWES-At West Rockport, July 2.
Bertlia Horton, wife of Arthuf L
Hawes of Freeport, New York, aged
«3 years, 9 months. 4 days. Funeral
Suncaj at 2 o'clock from Good's fu
neral home
LYDDIE At Rockland. July 3. Helen
O'Brien, widow of Eugene Lyddie
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock from
residence on Old County Road
WINSLOW—At Vinalhaven, June 28.
Marietta, widow of Clarence Winslow,
aged 82 years, S months. 24 days In
terment In John Carver Cemetery .
CONARf—At Rockland. July 1. Lana C.
Conary. aged 78 years. 2 months. 4
days
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
from residence. Burial In Sea View
Cemetery.

a

There have been all kinds of
pictures—but never one like this.
The picture with a thousand ele
phants and a million thrills! Pho
tographed in Asiatic Jungles never
before penetrated. Acted by the
Maharajah's own hunters.
“Tlie picture of the week" In
Life Magazine. "Three and on?half stars" in Liberty Magaziue.
' Magnificently climaxed by a real
elephant hunt and superbly pho
tographed throughout," Time Mag
azine "Go out of your way to
see lt," column in Esquire.
Also on the same program:
Paramount's beautiful JMusical
Romance in technicolor, “Trees;''
"Tennis Tactics" with Pete Smith;
and Master Donald Duck in "Mod
ern Inventions."
Benefit Performance

-

?

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL *62

» CLAREMONT 8T, ROCKLAND
98tf

Ambulance Service

SIMON K. HART

BURPEE'S

ALL KINDS OF

Mortician*

Monumental Work
“Let Me Furnish Y’our Memorial"
53 PLEASANT ST. ROCKLAND
46Stf

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
119-tf

Page Fouf

Every-Other-Daf
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CENTRAL MAINE’S OUTLOOK
As Told In President Wyman’s Letter To the
Corporation’s Stockholders

UNION

MRS. GAY WILL ACT
As Hostess Of New England
Conference Of State Fed
erations of Women’s Clubs

An enjoyable party was held Mon
day night at the (Lermond Pond cot
tage of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mor
ton. sponsored by the Rebekahs. High
scores were held by Mrs. Charles Ler
mond and Wilson Merriam; other
honors by Mr. and Mrs. John Cun
ningham.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes and Mrs.
Herbert Hawes were hostesses Wed
nesday to the Orange Circle at a
picnic dinner.
Mr and Mrs. Linwood Carroll had
as recent guests Mr. and Mrs. Ruffeil
Tweed and Mrs. Tweed's mother. Mrs.
Clarence Hager of Randolph. Mass.
Jeannette Stephenson, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson, spent
last weekend at York Beach vis.ting
Constance Hallowell.
The annual Bible schools will be
held at the Methodist Church the
first it wo weeks In August.
Mrs. Della Morton entertained three
tables al luncheon and contract Mon
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Creighton and
daughter Barbara went Thursday to
West Ossipee. N. H, Barbara enter
ing Camp Huckins.
Mr. and (Mrs. Herman Fowles of
South Windham are spending the
' Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Creighton.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley
have opened their cottage at Crawford
Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Mathews and
son Bobby are with Mr. Mathews'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Mathews.
Mrs. Wilbur Abbott went recently
to Boston where she will enter a hos
pital for treatment.
Mrs. Edward Alden returned Tues
day from Southampton. Mass.
Mrs H. "H. Stickney of Belmont.
Mass, is at her cottage at Crawford
Lake for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols of Hope
and Mr. and Mrs. Alec Fuller enter
tained Sunday at the former s home.
Lunch was served on the porch to
the guests who included Mr. and Mrs.
C. G. Hoyt of South Union, Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Bowes, Mr. and Mrs.
Emory Allen and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Thorndike all of Rockland; Mrs. Inez
Hills of Norway. Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Moody of Warren and William Moody
of Nobleboro. This party also met t
Gulfport. Fla, March 14
• • • •
Haw«-Wooten
Many of this locality will be inter
ested in a clipping taken from the
Ames (Iowa) Telegram reading:
"Of Interest in college circles par
ticularly is the announcement of thi
marriage of Miss Ruth Virginia■
Wooten of Boone, Iowa, to William
n
George Hawes of Segmore. Mo,
Iowa State College graduate.
■'The ceremony was performed
May 30 in the garden at the home of
the bride's parents, Supt. and Mrs.
George S. Wooten in the presence of
125 relatives and friends. Dr. Frank
Bian read the double ring service.
"The attendants were Miss Sybil
Hawes of Union, student at Iowa
State College and sister
the bride
groom, and Wayne Leffler of Ames,
Iowa.
“The bride was attired in a floor
length gown of blue net over rose
taffeta and she wore a wreath of
roses in her hair. Her flowers were
a colonial bouquet of roses.
"Miss Hawes wore yellow chiffon
and carried a colonial bouquet of
sweet peas.
"A reception was held after the
ceremony and refreshments served.
"The bride was graduated from
Boone High School and attended
Boone Junior College and Iowa State
Teachers’ college. She has been
teaching at Carlisle. Iowa for the
past two years.
“The bridegroom was graduated
from Iowa State college with the
class of 1936 and has been employed
as plant manager of the Carnation
Milk Co. at Segmore. Mo.
"The couple left following the re
ception for their new home in
Missouri.

The annual meeting of the New
England Conference of State Fed
erations of Women s Clubs will be
Early in June Central Maine Power so that there is quite a substantia! held at Poland Spring. Sept. 15. 16
Company bought land and flowage growth in the business of the Corn- end 17. at Poland Spring House, with
rights on the Androscoggin River Pany at aI1 times from this source', the Maine Federation of Women's
,
„
It is important to the welfare of the Clubs as the hostess organization.
and a dam at Solon on the Kenne- „
.. . ,
,,
,
..
™
Company that these appliance sales Miss Emily Louise Plumley of Glenbec River from the International continue and, in fact, that they in- brook. Conn., preslden’ of the conPaper Company.
The land and crease.
ference. has announced as general
rights on the Androscoggin River The use of electricity by residen- chairman, Mrs. Maybelle H. Brown
constituted the Ram Island power I tial and farm customers in Maine, of Waterville, immediate past preslsite located Just above Gulf Island and for that matter in New Eng- dent of the Federation.
Dam which partially flows it out Und is somewhat lower per cusThe conference will again consider
At the time Gulf Island Dam was ; tomer than it is in the United States J "Youth Today, Citizens Tomorrowbuilt negotiations took place to pur- ] as a whole. There are some funda- as its general theme. The program
chase this flowage but no agree- j mental reason for this which per- will include a number of addresses
ment was reached.
The matter haps cannot be overcome but we ' by prominent men and women as well
dragged along until 1935 when In- [ believe that, with the present fa- [ as round table discussions at which
ternational Paper Company brought | vorable rates, a great deal more can ! various aspects of the youth problem
suit against Central Main Power be done. Our employes are making | will be presented by State delegates. I
Company which was heard by Justice an organized and determined efAdded interest will be given to the
Hudson of the Supreme Court of ■ fort to assist in getting more ap- conference this year as officers will
Maine last December.
I pliances in use in the homes of our be elected, the nominating commitThe purchase which has now been ' customers.
During the
twelve ! tee having as its chairman Mrs. Carl
made Includes the full settlement of months ending May 31. 1937. sales of! L. Schrader of Belmont, Mass. Rethat suit and gives to Central Maine j approximately $300,000 worth of; vision of the By-Laws will also be
Power Company all the rights for-1 appliances were traceable to the ef-1 considered, these being presented by
merly owned by International Paper J forts of employes not employed pri-1 Mrs. Harry H Burnham of BiddeCompany on the Androscoggin River' marlly as salesmen.
' ford. Maine.
between Gulf Island and Livermore: Stockholders living in the terri-’ The official hostess for the conFalls. This will allow Central Maine tory served by the Company can be ference will be the new president of
Power Company to utilize an addi of material assistance in building up, the Maine Federation, Mrs. Maude
tlcnal three-foot head at
Gulf this business. If you have appll- Clark Gay of Waldoboro, and asIsland by Installing higher flash ances of your own and like them I j sitting as hostesses will be the past
boards, which in turn will enable hope you will tell your neighbors J presidents of the Federation,
that dam to store an extra half- about them and try to interest themj Poland Spring was chosen by the
biilion cubic feet of water in its mill in making use of similar ones. One , Maine Federation for the conference
pond and generate five or six million way in which you can help a great ’ because of the beauty of its setting
more kilowatt hours in a year than deal is to tell us frankly when there i and its accessibility from all parts of
It has formerly. These new flash I are troubles that develop in our, New England. It is 27 miles from
boards will be on the “hinged" type service or with appliances that we Portland on Route 26
and so arranged that they can be sell. It is the aim of the Company to Mrs. A. E Chittenden of Auburn
raised or lowered at almost any make its service as nearly perfect (will be the program chairman; Mrs.
stage of water, thus doing away with es possible and one of the great Carl R. Green of Waterville will have
some of the trouble and expense ln- helps in doing this is to have troubles | charge of the banquet, other State
This is a featured scene in the spectacular film “Elephant Boy,’ showing at Waldo Theatre, Waldoboro, July 4-5.
cldental to the use of ordinary pin | reported to us that these may be committee chairmen will be anre med led more quickly. Our critics ’ nounced later by Mrs. Brown
type flash boards.
SOUTH THOMASTON
The Solon Dam Is a 28-foot wood are our best friends.
.
-----------------THE K. C. A.
en dam which was built about forty
Miss Bernice Newborg. John NewWALDOBORO
years ago across the Kennebec River
borg And their nephew Mark New
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
towns of Solon and Embden. It was
The Susannah Weisley Society met
comb of Arlington Heights, arrived
EDUCATION PROSPERS
used to operate a ground wood pulp
Thursday afternoon with Mrs Oscalast Saturday to spend the summer at
IO
4
8
1
3
7
b
9
1
5
mill for 25 years or so and since that
A. B. Crocker
j G. Barnard in the Methodist vestry.
Miss Newborg's cottage.
The Hope Sunday School observed
time has been idle. This Solon Dam
Mrs. Crosby K Waltz of Wollaston.
XJrs^Eva Sleeper gave a family din12
II
is the next one down river and
Children s Day on Sundav. June 28
J
Mass.,
is
at
her
home
at
Kalers
Cor

I
Thoreau's
Journal
written
in
Con

at
6
30
in
the
church,
with
a
large
ner
P
aw
Monday
honoring
MJsae
*
W
about eight miles below Wyman
ner. Miss Mildred Waltz, who ac attendance of parents and friend- Lucy Hal: and Etta Hall of San Fran14
15
lb
13
dam. Bv making use of reasonable cord. Mass., as of July 29. 1860, reads:
w
flash boards a maximum head of 311'
1 COme through H08mer S P°Ut° companied her, has returned.
several of whom had motored from clficop^alif.
19
feet can be created and about 40.000,- field 1 se€ the great clusters of P°tat0
Stuart C. Hemingway. Jr., is guest adjacent towns
17
16
The
program Miss Mary Bartlett maae a shop000 kilowatt hours produced in an balls on the sandy ground on each Iat Achnocloich Castle. Argyle. Scot- opened with scripture read by Mr- P;n? trip I®51* Saturday to Portland.
w
ll
l6
average year. Besides the energy side- Methlnks
are unusually la™«23
Etta Fernald superintendent, and a
Mr. and Mrs. George Dill and Mr
w 22
thus actually produced at Solon, it!abundant thls 5'ear- Is 11 owin« to
Ruel Eugley has been passing a few special song by the chorus, whqse and Mrs. Burton Peterson of Omaha,
W
Wi
will be possible to smooth out theithe wet and 0001116557
days with Mrs. Eugley and daughter, members were Clara Brownell Mary Neb.', were callers Monday at the
2b
Z4 25
variations in the flow of the river, where' ° where, has the potato , who
ui Boston.
Herrick. Dorothy Beverage. Vlr- Bartlett home.
caused by peak loads at Wyman sta-'bal1 gone? 15
extlnct, like the1 waiter Kaler, a student at the Uni ginia Hart. Anna Hart. Estelle Bqv-: Mr,"Emma Stamp went to Auburn
29
hOTe to
tion which will result in an increased dodo, great auk passenger pigeon versltv of Mi-hlgan
erage.
Pauline True.
Frederick ^cpntjy
attend the graduation at
and heath hen. may we ask?
32
the summer with his parents. Mr. and Brownell. Royce Wright. Elroy Bev- 'MMrd Little High School of her
output from that plant.
31
M C. C.
Mrs. Walter Kaler.
Taken all in all, the settlement
erage. James Wentworth and Mrs. grandson. Wilbur Estes, son of Mr.
8omervllle, Mass. June 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph David and Mabel Hatch. A welcome was ex- and jjrs Ralph Estes <Nellie Stamp*.
with and purchase from Interna
3b
37
j daughter have moved to Damariscotta tended by Sallv Brown, aged 5 years. :
.
. . _ .
tional Paper Company has been
J
®
’
,1
Miss
Helen
Sleeper
motored
to
Bar
3&
In <the History of the Town of St. j Mr. and Mrs. John H muier an<1 and then another tlnv tot. Jane Rob-.................
W
,
.
quite advantageous to Central Maine
..
•
, j
...
„ , Harbor Wednesday, accompanied by
O
Power Company as it appears that George there appears this item: Roger Miller are occupying their sum- bins, age 4. recited: "We re Glad
..
_ ,
„
, W. P. Sleeper. Mrs. Rebecca ThornYou re Here. • The remainder of
there will result from it fifty million At the western part of Cutler’s Cove nier camp at Medomak.
46
44
43
m
41
39
dike and the Musses Lucy and Etta
or more cheap and reliable kilo there was formerly a saw and grist Mias Sheila Gwynne Harrah of Mt. the program consisted of:
Oi
HalL^
Dramatization: "Spring's Awakerfc1
watt hours. Work has already be | mill. We are told that about the Kisco. N. Y, and Narragansett. R. I,
Mb
45
Charles Peterson is spending the
gun preparatory toward installation tune the mill was built, Clara Lin- who has been the guest of Miss Nancy ing" with this cast: Robin, Donald
of the flash boards at Gulf Island. nekin. the local poet produced a Hemingway, left Tuesday for Elk Brownell; Flowers: Loraine Hatch. summer with his daughter. Mrs. A. P.
47
49
4b
Edith Beverage. Harold Brown; Pillsbury, at her cottage "Petersport"
No steps have been taken toward in fine poem from which one verse is Haru Ranch, Bozman. Montana,
stalling hydroelectric units at Solon given, thusly. referring to the sons' Mrs. John B. Deaver has arrived North Wind: Obed Hart; Snow at Owl's Head.
from Wyncote pg and opened Me flakes: Sally Brown; Sun: Hartley
Mrs. Etta Stevens and Mrs. Beatrice
and probably none will be until the of John Watts:
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL(Cont)
HORIZONTAL
Watts' boys they built a mill.
9-Apportion
37- Dimlnutive suffix
Hcoper went Wednesday to Damari
1
-Opinion
trend of business for the next 12 “And
Beverage;
Rain:
Ernestine
Pease.
domak
Lodge,
her
summer
home.
half the time she stood still,
10-Thinner
38- Tardier
5-Mischievous child
months becomes a little more cer- I And when she went she made a noise
Pageant: Through the Sunday scotta to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Harvey B. Lovell and
39- Portuguese coin (pi.) 14- Terminate
7-Egg-shaped
Because
she
was
built
for
Watts
’
boys
tain tiian it is now.
young son, John Lovell of Louisville. 6chool Oates: Cast. Happy Child, Stevens' brother. John M Oamage.
15- Firearm
42-Clear of
11-Girl's name
In a recent book on Cape Cod one Ky„ are gUests of Mr. and Mrs. John Ruth Richardson; Selfish Thoughts:
The last six months has been a
12- Like an old woman 43- Positive command 21-Acted in a listless
Mrs. Arthur E. Woodhead (Ethel
manner
that something be
13- Short gaiter
period of very good business for notes under the heading "Wind- H. Lovell.
Keep It. Vida Reed; Don't Care. Wil Hayden) of Ann Harbor, Mich, was
23-State of being
done
14- I ncite
this Company and of more than or mills;”
liam
True;
Dont
Know.
Viola
Miss Barbara S. Cooney sailed Tues
honor guest Wednesday at an infor
balanced
45- Each
16- Girl's name
“The Baxter boys they built a mill.
dinarily good water conditions. It Sometimes
25- Religious woman
day for Holland. She will pass the Brown; Christmas. Madeline Hatch; mal tea given by Mrs. Scott Kittredge
46- Comblning form.
17- Small child
It ran. some stood still;
26- Sainte (abbr.)
Small
18- Declare void
seems certain at the date of this And when It ran It made no noise
summer in Austria and France. She Thanksgiving, Mabel Herrick; East and tats. Charles Emery at Mrs. Kit
27-Tear
47- Smaller
19- Capital of British
It was built by the Baxter
writing that all reservoirs will be Becauseboys."
was accompanied to New York by her er, Edith Beverage; Happy School tredge's home. Guests were Mrs.
28- Foea
48- Tavern
Empire (abbr.)
full and overflowing on July 1st.
Day, David Hardy; Story Boy, Wil Irene Leon of Charlotte, N. C, Mrs.
29- Large bird
20- Entry in an account 49- Scorch
The History of St, George was pub parents. Mr. and Mrs. Russell S.
30- Snare
Anything like an average rainfall for
lard Brown. Jr.; Children's Day, Elsa Constantine of Rockland, Mrs.
22- Noiae
lished In 1892, the book on Cape Cod Cooney.
31- An evergreen shrub
VERTICAL
23- Top of the head
the rest of the year should give us
Thelma Brownell; Far-away Child, Ruth Kirk of Dram. Ore, Mrs. MarJohn
W.
Palmer
attended
the
re

33-Wisest member ef
in 1936.
24- Upon
good water for the next 12 months,
Ernestine Pease; Little Voice. Joy * garet Box of Omaha, Neb, Miss Ber
cent
G.A.R.
Encampment
In
Port

any company
1- To pour in by drops
26-Very
N. C. C. 2.
but a serious drought between now
True; Joy of Service. Dorothy Baird. nice Newtorg of Arlington Heights.
35- Distant
27- Rejection of a debt 2- Warehouae
land.
Somerville. Mass, July 1.
36- Spread loosely tor
3- Excite
by a government
and January 1, 1938 might compel
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Starkweather
Mass, Mrs. Ethel Borgerson. Mrs.
drying, as grass
31- Fabric woven from 4- High (Mua.)
the use of relatively large amounts
The Hope Sunday School Teachers Grace Witham. and Mrs. Lottie Crow
and son Ralph of Beverly Hills, Calif,
40- First woman
6- Act of extolling
flax
OWLS HEAD
ol steam.
Training
Class
had
an
all-day
meet

41Seniors
(abbr.)
are visiting Mr and Mrs. Carroll S.
ley of Rockland. Mrs. Flora Baum.
7-Unit
32- Prusslan city
The general business of the ter
8- Suburban detached 43- Suffix. Make
34- lmitated
Cooney. Prof, and Mrs. John A. Gee ing with the religious director Miss Mrs. ’ Aurelia Ripley, Mrs. Marion
Mrs. Robert St Clair left this
44-Constellation
cottage
35- Obese
ritory served by this Company
and Miss Molly Warner of Cleveland, Margaret McKnlght, on June 24. Lindsey. Miss Mary Bartlett, Miss
morning
for
two
weeks'
visit
In
New
seems to be about the same as three
have also been guests of the C. T. marking the closing of the Sunday Susie Sleeper and Miss Lillian Rowell.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
months ago. Most of the textile Bedford.
Cooneys. Miss Warner will pass the 8chool year and election of officers. The house was decorated with bou
Mrs.
Florence
Nelson
who
has
been
mills are slowing down somewhat
These officers were chosen: Superin quets of beautiful flowers. Tea, sand
ROCKVILLE
summer In Europe In travel.
.IaInItL
and we have lost a certain amount a patient at Knox Hospital is being
tendent. Mrs. Etta Fernald; assist wiches, hors-d'oeuvers and cakes were
ol business from strikes in the shoe cared for at the home of Mrs. Iris
ant. Mrs. Estelle Bartlett; secretary served. Mrs Woodhead. whose hus
Mrs. Herbert M Waldron of Glen 1
SOUTH WALDOBORO ol Sunday School. Mrs. Abbie Baird;
business. On the other hand, sum Thomas. Masonic street.
band is profesor of natural science at Cove spent Tuesday with her father
Mrs.
Sadie
Esterbrook.
R.
N,
was
mer customers appear to be coming
treasurer.
Mrs
Evelyn
Brown;
sec

Univers'ity of Michigan, returns Dana A. Sherer.
Mrs. Theresa Shuman, Mrs. Perley
earlier than usual and in greater called to Gardiner recently.
retary of Teachers' Class, Mrs. Har home next week.
Miss Mabel Oxton has returned I
returned Wlnchenbaugh. Mrs. Sidney Sim
number. Our kilowatt output grows Miss Margaret Albee
old Wright. A surprise feature of
from a two weeks visit with her j
mons and Mrs. Nelson Wlnchenbaugh
Wednesday
from
New
York.
slowly but rather steadily.
the meeting was a three-course din
s.ster Mrs. Jesse Kellar in Milton.
were Portland visitors Friday and also
During the five months ending May
ner prepared and served by Misses NORTH WASHINGTON
dined at the Danish Village In ScarMiss Margaret McKnight con
31. 1937. our sales of electrical mer
ORFF'S CORNER
Ada and Alena Young of North
boro.
chandise were $358/128. an increase
Main street. Rockland
A color Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crummitt ducted a fin? service at the church
Mrs. Caroline R. Dever arrives Wedcf $46,731 over the same months of The Laymens Gospel Team will be
scheme of pink and white was pret and family were in Somerville last Wednesday night. She gave a help
t
the
Community
House
Friday
at
nesday
for a season s stay at her sum- tily carried out in table decorations Bunday for a call on relatives.
ful talk illustrated by use of a black
1936. These sales are almost enboard. She will hold another meet
tirely of current using appliances.j 8 o'clock daylight to hold a service. mer home.
Donkld
Cunningham
and
mother
and appointments. As it had rained
Word has been received here of the
To this must be added the appliances j Herbert E. Mank of Waldoboro will
every night the teachers training Mrs: F. W. Cunningham were re ing next Wednesday evening at 7
death Thursday in Dorchester. Mass,
told by our dealers in our territory I deliver the message.
class had met, the place cards were cent g. ests of Mrs. Cunningham's o'clock.
Simonton's Corner as well as West
of Chester Hatch, a former resident
quite appropriate—silver lined um brother, R. P. Morang in Orland.
Mrs. Edward LaCroix and daugh Hyssong has general charge with able
of this place.
Representatives of the Maine ters of Swampscott passed Wednes persons for assistants. It Is hoped
brellas. Others present in addition
Mrs. Clarence Harding and Mrs.
to the officers and Miss MacKnight Sunday School Commission were '.n day night wtth her father J. F. Ja- the parents will co-operate in making
John Harding and children of Au
were 'Mrs. Margie Beverage and Mrs. this community recently and made seph and Mrs. Jaseph at Porter it possible for their boys and girls
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
burndale, Mass, arrived Wednesday
arrangements for school children to Acres.
Ada Gould.
15 years of age and under to receive
for a sojourn at the Harding summer
HATtJl
• • • •
be taken to Sunday Sehool each
tne valuable instruction afforded by
Miss Lydia Lehtinen returning
$«gi*
home.
Bible school will be held at the week. Archie Lenfest will take them
to Your hotel fa$ BOSTON.
north after a winter passed in the these Vacation Bible schools. Trans
tew*
chapel at Razorville on Friday at in Iris bus.
portation is to be furnished free and
south arrived yesterday and is vis
1 p. m. (daylight*. To make It pos
FRIENDSHIP
all the young folk in and around
500Room*
iting
her
sister
Mrs.
Elmer
Starr.
sible for the boys and girls and McKKnight at her home in Rock
this community wishing to attend
Waldoboro Lions Club observed mothers who live up in the moun land. Such help will be appreciated
Brainerd Thurston and Norman ere asked to be at this church Tues
RADIO
employment at day at 8.45. The school continues to
ladies' night Wednesday at the Lob tains east of Razorville to attend, far more than words can express— Thurston have
SERVIDOR
ster Pet. 'Mr. and Mrs. Parker Worrey transportation must be provided. end wih constitute true Christian Chater's farm In Rockport.
noon.
TUB X SHOWER
and Mr. and Mrs. Gregory being Houses are far apart and some homes service. The homes up in the moun Miss Olive Tolman attended the
guests from the Rockland Club. A are 5-miles away. These boys and tains represent something like thirty meeting of the Sunshine Club Mon
lobster dinner was served.
girls who live In these remoter children,
day in Rockland.
WE BUY
Forty-nine managers and assistants places have not been able to attend
• • • •
The Daily Bible School will open
" NORTH STATION
of IA. & P. Stores from Bath to Bel any Sunday School. Now the oppor Special meetings for mothers have Tuesday morning and continue
•< $TtF-/r«» »«»e TRAIN-»«/»•» ROOM*
AND SILVER
fast ("Maine Clam Diggers") gave a tunity is at hand, if transportation been planned for Pleasant Point on through July 16. It will be held at
banquet at the Lobster Pot recently. can be taken care of. Anyone wish Thursday evening, Rockville, Wed the Baptist church In West Rock CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
A shore dinner was served and the ing to help In this matter may learn nesday evening, and West Washing port and will embrace Rockville and
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
boys did justice to it,
more of the detail", bv railing Miss ton, Tuesday evening.
(Simonton's orner as well as West

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

THE SAUNTERER

n

MANGER

OLD GOLD

F. W. Gorden * Son, Union,
Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
Stock up today and beat rising
prices. Today is last chance.
79-It

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wotton and
two daughters of Hyde Park. Mass,
are occupying Mrs. Cassie McLoud s
cottage for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wall. Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Allard and Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Dennison went deep sea fish
ing Sunday and report a good catch.
Mrs. Margaret Carr entertained at
cards Tuesday night at her home in
Rockland, high score going to Mrs.
Carr and Mrs. Frances Newhall.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Simmons
and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Simmons
and daughter were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Payson in
Rockland.
Kenneth Drinkwater of South
Portland Is visiting his grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater for
the summer.
Joseph Godfrey, Carl Godfrey,
Vincent Carr and Miss Ruth Cookton made a business trip Monday to
Portland.

Every-Other-Day
SOMERVILLE
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SPRUCE HEAD island

/WILL MISS “BILLY”

VINALHAVEN

BIG FIVE LEAGUE

Mrs. Lilia Ames came recently to
H. C. Brown and family were call
Mrs. Sara Donohue and daughter
her cottage Rockhaven and returned Sixteen Yean of Faithful Anne arrived Thursday from Dor Warren defeated the Pirates 2 to 1
ers Sunday in Aina.
at Warren Wednesday night. Bat
Charles Crummett and family of Sunday. The guests Sunday were
Service Endeared Caven chester, Mass.
teries, Matson and Buck; Stahl and
her
son
Edgar
Ames,
Arthur
Upham
Washington visited relatives here
Mr. and Mrs. William Alonzo Kes
To Many Patrons
Day.' Hits, Warren 7, Pirates 6
and Levi Clark.
Sunday.
sell, daughter Lillian, Mrs. Grace
Errors, Warren 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Stackpole and Editor of The Courier-Gazette?—
Kessell and Mrs. Paflendort of New
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Day of Thomas
Warren will play the Chisox at
son Charles and Mrs. Stackpole's
With the termination of William burgh, N. Y, are guests of Mr. and
ton were at Merle Day's Sunday on
Warren Monday afternoon at 1.30.
brother Walter Hastings and uncle Caven's contract to carry the lccal Mrs. Oscar Lawson.
a visit.
a • • a
William Hastings spent Sunday at mall, the residents of Spruce Head
C. S. Roberts was in town this
Coming (Games—Sunday, Warren
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and felony Crest cottage.
feel a sense of loss, as Mr. Caven week.
vs C.C.C. at Camden; Pirates vs.
son and Mrs. Amelia Babb of Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Alex McLean re has always been faithful, obliging
ington were callers here Sunday.
Miss Muriel Chilles returned Fri Chisox at Rockland. Wednesday,
turned to Medfield. Mass.. Sunday, and congenial.
July 7, C.C.C. vs. Pirates at Rockland ;
day from Rockland.
Mrs. Fred Armstrong and son of after spending a few days with Mr.
Although his successor is a young
Chisox vs. Warren at Warren. SunConnecticut arrived in town last rna Mrs. William Gilbert.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Owen
Roberts
have
man of sterling qualities, neverthe
as
guest
Miss
Mabel
Carlon
of
New-j
day.
Ruly It. Warren vs. Pirates at
Saturday, joining Mr Armstrong who
Frank S. Dunn and family of less it is with deep regret that towns
ton
Mass
'
R^kland;
Chisox vs. C.C.C. at Camhas employment here.
Brighton. Mass , spent last week at people bid adieu to '•Billy” Caven.
den. Wednesday. July 14 Chisox vs.
The 4-H Club met Friday with "Whispering Spruces" cottage.
Miss
Harriet
Scott
of
Ridgewood,
As a tribute of appreciation their
Mrs Percival to make plans for field
Mrs. Anna Nelson and family were sentiments are here expressed in N. J., is visiting Miss Sara Bunker. Pirates at Rockland; C.C.C. vs. War
ren at Warren.
day last Saturday They journeyed at their cottage last weekend, verse:
Miss Eliza Patterson of Somerville,
to Union for that event, but owing to | Virginia Nelson was hostess to Phyl- Sixteen years ago today
is spending a vacation in town.
TREMONT
There entered in this town
the cloudy, misty weather the festivl- 11s Perry of Warren
One with no thought of glory
Charles Winslow went Thursday to
William Colby had as callers Sun- Or the world and Its renown.
ties were cancelled
Miss
Prudence
Benson has em
New York, having been called there
No bugle to herald his coming—
Fishermen are plentiful here this uay Mr. and Mrs. William Makinen No banners waved In the sun.
ployment
with
her
aunt Mrs Rhoda
by the death of his mother Mrs. Ma
of South Thomaston.
Duty was his chief concern.
year and report good catches.
Watson of Pasadena. Calif., who
rietta
Winslow.
Mrs. Walter Stackpole and Miss Nobly and faithfully done.
has arrived at her cottage In Manset
A. M. Light and son George have
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones of
Emma
Stackpole enjoyed Wednes The sixteen years have not been all
for the season.
been assisting G. F Marr during the
A path of rosy glow;
Belfast are at “Rockaway Inn’’ for
day and Thursday at Stony Crest.
Sometimes Its been In summer's heat.
hoeing season.
Mr. Wallace of Oakland was guest
the season.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Newton of New Somtlmes mid winter's snow.
feu "lay at the home of Mr and Mrs
And when the fields were shrouded white
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Orotton of
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar
Haven and Mr. and Mrs D. H. Stew Burled fences to topmost rail.
Shirley Kelley. On return he was
Rockland have been occupying their
have as guests Mrs. Merle Huchlnson
art of Meriden, Conn, were at Saw His only thought was then that he
accompanied by his daughter Ruth
Must safely bring our mall.
camp here.
end
children
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clar

yers' log cabin for one week.
who had been visiting Miss Barbara
Mrs. Beulah Tobey and Gertrude
And
ss
we
watched
him
passing
by.
ence Hennigar of Rockland.
C. A. Lewis and family of Water
His face so set and grlin;
Kelley.
Hlsler have had employment picking | vme spent Sunday at their cottage. i We could be sure an honest heart
Jaseph Leopold was in town Wed
Mrs. Ida Dlx of Portland and Ber
Was
there
Inside
of
him.
blueberries in Union Mrs. Tobey
Mrs. C. A. Haraden and family And so, his service over.
nesday in the interests of the Leo
nard is at her cottage for the season.
has returned home but Miss Hisler passed Sunday at their cottage, A new man takes his place—
pold quarries.
But we shall always msm'rles bear
remained.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Ingalls and
I Journey's End, Earl McFarland of Of "Billy's" pleasant face.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pears have
daughter Shirley and son Roscoe
Several 4-H Club members spent Rockland, Mrs. Mavis Bridges and
as
visitors
Isabel
Ames
and
Hilda
The faithfulness that was his theme
of New Rochelle, N. Y, are sum
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Dorothy son George of Camden being re Will hold a memory dear;
Thompson of Matlnlcus.
visions of him passing by
mering at their Ingall Shore cot
Percival.
cent visitors. Recent callers were And
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Roman,
Miss
Will last through many a year
The
man
who
takes
the
mall
today.
Marion Brown called Tuesday on Mrs. Minnie Spinney, Mrs. Ida HarpRuth Boman and friend returned tage
are proud to know, and yet
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Tracy (Hattie
Caro Turner.
! er, her daughter Patricia of Rock- WeWecannot
Friday
to Lisbon Falls.
see our old friend go
Miss Eugenia Carver of Somerville, Benson) of New York recently spent
Waneta Peaslee of Augusta was land and Mrs. Vivian Gannon of Without a deep regret
Mass., is in town for the summer va a few days here and at-Southwest
guest Wednesday and Thursday of New York
And as we sit on winter's nights
watch beyond the hllL
Harbor with relatives and friends
cation.
relatives and friends in this place.
Mrs E W PUte’ Ruth PUce' Char' A And
stranger's face we see pull In—
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson and Mr. Tracy who is a Southwest Har
Elwood Goss of Knox called on lten ^"“dell and -Muriel McPhee We'll miss our old friend. "Bill "
—Spruce Head Friends.
daughter Joan went Thursday to bor boy is now editor of the Current
acquaintances here Monday after- of Rockland were callers Monday at
Mr.
Caven's
popularity, and appre Rockport.
History Magazine published in New
noon.
jthe Century.
Jennie Brooks and son of Oakland
Dinner «uests Wednesday at the ciation for the excellent service he | A surprise party was given Tues- York City.
visited Sunday at the home of her Fr|endly Home were Dr. and Mrs. gave on his route, found expression ' oay night to Mrs. Max Conway at
Mrs. Emily Howe and sister Miss
father Edwin French
1 L w Had>ey and 'Mrs Maud Trask in the many letters and cards he her home in honor of her birthday. Harriet Williams accompanied by
Raymond Hisler, daughter of Mr I01 8011111 ^““nd Callers Sunday received as the time drew near for Mrs. Conway received two large Mrs. Alberta Sawyer and Mrs. Iona
birthday cakes and many gifts. Cards Sawyer motored Sunday to Bar Har
and Mrs Leonce Hisler is confined were Mrs C^ence Peabody and son him to make his final trip.
Weston and Marlon Arey com featured the entertainment. Those bor stopping at Seal Harbor to
! end Miss Janet Wade of Warren.
to the house with scarlet fever.
Charles Brown and Omer Brann
Miss B6rtha Storer of Warren. A’- menting upon the mudholes he had present were: Mr. and Mrs. Henry call on Mrs. Leona Sawyer.
are delivering pulp to Augusta for 'red Storer' Lydia T' Storer' Mrs Jumped and the snow he had shov Anderson. Mr. and Mrs. Forest Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nelson and
Mont Brann
Reta M- Snow of Rockland and Miss eled. reminded him of the many ker, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ames, Mr. sons Lewis and Leslie and Mrs. Nel
Mrs. William Hanson and children Eelen Studley of Thomaston called times he had picked them up when and Mbs George White, son Clifford, son's mother Mrs. Lizzie Benson of
they were on their way to school.
Mrs. Hanley Dyer and daughter West Somerville, Mass., are at the
of Whitefield were callers Sunday at
at Lookout Lodge,
Here are some of those who sent Doris. Mrs. Laura Ingraham, Mr. Latty cottage for the summer.
the home of S. L Bartlett
Mrs Ruth Spear motored 10 Cad'
Raymond Cargill of Gardiner made ' ‘”ac Mountain ™day with frtends expressions of good will and wishes and Mrs. Richard Young.
Howard Kelley and Aubrey Kel
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Pulling of ley of Worcester, Mass., spent a few
a call Sunday on friends in this comMr and Mrs John E 00(186 had for good luck in the future: Char
munity
as callers Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Her- lotte and Harry Waterman, Lucy Wellesley, Mass., are at Honeymoon days recently with their parents
and Marjory Wall. Frances Barnes. Lodge.
Walter Pressey of Bath has bought i Urt WaItz Of Warren' Mr and
Mr and Mrs. Jacob Kelley. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbet Cassie of Kelley attended church Sunday
the Allard place at South Somerville aarence Benner o{ Waldoboro and Eugenie Godfrey, Mr. and Mrs. El
and with his family will move there Mr and M”
Post of Roclt’ bridge Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Quincy, Mass., arlved Friday for the with four of her six sons. Howard.
mond Rackllff,«Ada Martin, “Amy holiday.
Shirley. Aubrey and Vernon. How
Horace Moore of Washington was lar‘d
a caller Sunday afternoon in this
Miss Kath6rine L Bulkl6y and and Lucy," Stanley and Alice Sim Guests at the Miller House this ard and Aubrey with their parents
vicinity.
Homer Bulkley of Utica, N. Y, were mons. Nellie Waterman, Mr. and week were :Mr. and Mrs Henry King, motored Sunday to Nicolin to visit
___________ _
guests Tuesday night at Rockledge Mrs. L. S. Godfrey. The Johnsons, Richard King. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mr and Mrs. Roy Sweeney (Ida Kel
Pleasant Beach; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Der06ier, Concord, N. H.; Edwin ley). The two brothers returned
CRIEHAVEN
Mr and Mrs Richard Hammond Rackllff; The Salos, Head of the Hobbs, Boston: J. Oeorge Kuckaiski;
home Monday.
Mrs. Burton WhiTman of Turner rntertained at Rest Easy over last Bay; Elbert and Eunice, Spruce Harold Ogden, Harold Kavaza, Mel
has been guest of her parents for two weekcnd thelr nl6C6 MUs L°UhC Head; M. W. Simmons, Lewis Sim rose, Mass.; John E. Rafferty, Jr..
PORI CLYDE
mons and family, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dunstable, Mass.. Gordon C. Twichweeks. Mrs. Whitman was accominch«‘nbach of «®ckland.
The
topic
Sunday at 915 at the
panied by Miss Mary Donavan of
Mr and
John Crei«hton and win Shea. Maynard Post and family. ell. East Pepperell, Mass.; and Dr
Baptist
chapel
will be “Our Eternal
Wollaston. Mass
Miss Allce Hellier of Crescent Mr and Mrs. Scott Rackllff and Walter Conley, Rockland.
God." by J. Wesley Stuart. At 10
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Scott Simpson visited Beach were.vUltors Sunday at Mrs family and Edna Rackliff.
o’clock the Sunday School meets. In
Mrs. Marietta Winslow
Edward Blom at Ash Point last week- Ruth Sp6ars'
Marietta, widow of Clarence Wins the evening this church joins with
en(i
| Mr. and Mrs. Milton Griffin. BarST. GEORGE
low. died Monday at her home here the Martinsville church in a service
Mrs Prior of Loudvlhe Is guest of tara Oriffln and her guest 13681101
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stein
Skoglund
are
Mrs. Winslow was born in Owl's Head of songs and praise. The midweek
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Anderson
Barnard att6nded the American LeMrs. William Murry and children c‘on Conventlon Sunday in Old Or- receiving congratulations on the 82 years ago. daughter of Willard service will be Thursday at 7 p. m.
The boys and girls will enjoy two
birth of a daughter.
and Delila (Arey) Ingerson.
have been visiting Ralph Wilson and I chard'
Deceased is survived by one daugh weeks of Daily Vacation Bible School
Misses Elizabeth Riley and Marlon
Riley of West Somerville., Mass., are ter Mrs. Alard Sprague of Brock in the Baptist Chapel under the di
Misses Marilyn Hupper and Helen
TENANTS HARBOR
visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hock ton. Mass.; three sons, Charles Wins rection of Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley
Hupper are at the home of their aunt. j John Fuller at the agq of 90 is the
low of New York. Sidney and Wil Stuart, the school to open Tuesday
ing
and
family.
Mrs. Leslie Wilson, on a visit.
present holder of the Boston Post
liam of this town; one sister. Mrs. at 9 a. m., hold a session each week
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
Imlach
and
Mr. and Mrs Watson Butler spent1 gold-headed cane for being the oldest
Fanny
Philbrook of Vinalhaven; day except Saturday, and continue
a few days in Tenant's Harbor re- resident of the community. Mr. daughter Betty called Monday eve
eight grandchildren, Mrs. Donald through July 16. It is hoped that all
Fuller
was
born
in
Appleton
but
has
ning
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Hock

cently.
Webster. Mrs. Kenneth Webster, children will attend and enjoy the
Bertrand McClure is at R. A. Camp. lived here the greater part of his life ing.
Miss Emily Winslow of this town, songs, choruses, stories, games and
with the exception of three years
Ocean Park, for the month of July.
Several from this part of town at Mrs. Dorothy Rines of Brockton, handwork.
Misses Barbara Blom and Norma passed in Virginia. He was married tended the wedding Friday night of Mass., Taylor Winslow of New York,
Blom had as guest last weekend Miss to Mary L. Green of Calais who died Mr. and Mrs Clayton Hunnewell.
Gardner’s Motor Express, Rock
Colon Wyvan and Richard Winslow
a Jew years ago. Mr. Fuller has nine
Mary Wiggin of North Jay.
Earl Kinney is gaining in health. of this town; and also two great land and Port Clyde round trip daily,
Joseph LeBlanc is guest of his living children.
is now operating. Prompt attention
Clyde Grant of Cape Elizabeth grandchildren.
Church notices for Sunday are;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Coast Guard Station is visiting his
During several years, while con to all freight and express, errands,
10.30 a.im, worship, subject, "Angels;’’
Anderson.
family for a few days.
fined to a wheel chair, Mrs Wins etc. Tel. Tenant's Harbor 3-23. Coal
Miss Elizabeth Anderson is visiting 11.30 a. m„ Bible school hour; 7 p. m,
low was tenderly cared for by her wood and crushed stone for sale
Miss
Cora
Hilt
has
employment
at
happy hour of music and message, a
relatives in Port Clyde.
son W. C. (Winslow and by her Rockland depot, H H. Crie <k Co
Treasure (Point.
Mrs. Dorothy Simpson visited hearty song service for everyone, with
73-79
grandchildren,
Margaret Webster. Tel. 205—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Hilt of Portland
the young people's choir and other
friends in Portland recently.
Virginia
Webster
and
Emily
'Wins

Victor White made a business trip musical selections. The pastor's topic Head Light called Sunday on Mr. low, to whom she gave a mother’s
GLENMERE
will be "Paul's Address At Ephesus ” and Mrs. Earl Kinney and Miss
Thursday to Rockland.
care after the death of their mother
Nannie
Kinney.
The
congregation
is
appreciative
of
The telephone crew assisted by
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart
Mrs. William Winslow. For the past
Miss Marion Riley was weekend
W.P.A. workers have completed set Fred Wall's ingenuity in converting
few months while confined to her were hosts Sunday to Mr. Stuart's
the church organ from one pumped guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. O. Kalloch
ting the new telephone poles.
bed. she was cared for with great brother, sister and friend from
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Guptill are by hand with considerable difficulty and Miss Eleanor Kalloch in Mar love and devotion by Margaret Kennebunk.
receiving congratulations on the birth to an instrument supplied with air by tinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. William Keen of
(Winslow) Webster, with whom she
electrical motor. This will add great
June 23 of a son.
Carl Skoglund and Stein Skoglund made her home.
Brighton, Mass, are passing two
Miss Janice Wotton of Owl's Head ly to the music of the services. Daily are at home from Fitchburg, Mass.,
Mrs. Winslow was a devoted wife weeks' vacation with Mrs. Keen's
vacation Bible school will begin Tues where they have had employment.
is visiting Myrtle Gove.
and mother, whose optimistic nature mother Mrs. Elsie Giles.
School closed June 18 with three day at the Harbor church at 9 o'clock.
Mrs. Amy Temme and sister Carrie
Inspired many friendships. She was
graduating for High School.
Miss Every boy and girl wishing to enroll
a member of the Ladies of the G.A.R. Simpson who spent the winter in
SUNSET
Laura Harding, teacher, is taking a will meet at Sunday school Sunday
Florida have arrived at their cot
and also of the Apron Club.
summer course at Farmington Normal. morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Snowden and
Funeral services were held at the tage for the season.
Mrs. Agnes Simpson and children
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Cole motored home. Wednesday. Rev. Arthur Leigh,
Two great dances at Rockland
Neal, Betty and Oscar, are guests of
to Rockland. Friday, returning last pastor of Union Church officiating. tron of honor. Mrs. Stone was for
Community Auditorium will feature
Guy L. Simpson.
Saturday. On retrn they were accom The abundance of floral offerings merly Thelma Brown of Camden.
Mrs. Ava Simpson is visiting her the Fourth celebration. Sunday- panied by June Snowden who has testified to the affectionate regard
The bride wore a gown of white
midnight until 4 a. m. Mondaybeen employed in Fanwood. N. J. the held for Mrs. Winslow. Interment sheer material and a corsage bou
parents in Union.
many prizes, special features. And past winter.
Frank Ogilvie of Wollaston, Mass,
was In the family lot in John Carver quet of white sweet peas and lilies.
is spending the week with his family the great Independence Ball Mon
Mrs.
Louisa
Knowlton
visited
in
cemetery.
The bearers were Walter The matron of honor was attired in
day night, July 5, closing the cele
who are passing the summer at “Hill
Boston recently.
Ingerson, Edward Kessell, Frank a blue taffeta gown and wore a cor
bration. Grand contest awards made
Side."
sage of talisman roses.
Mrs. Caroline Greenlaw has re White and Alvah Geary.
at the ball. Special prizes. Music,
Becky Whitman gave a wienie roast
The bride is a graduate of Vinal
Those from out of town who at
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies..— turned from Bluehill Hospital.
at Harbor«Edge cottage recently for
haven
High School class of 1930. The
tended
the
services
were
Mrs.
Alda
adv.
Mrs. Nancy Marden of Waterville
her guest Miss Mary Donovan. Those
groom, son of Rev. and Mrs. Archie
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Miller Colby. (Winslow) Sprague, of Brockton.
present were Elizabeth Nicklas, Har
Mass., and Charles Winslow of New Begg, graduated from V. H. S. class
CONFESSION
Mrs. Edwin Marshall, son William York.
old Anderson, Mary Wiggin, Eliza
|For The Courier-Gazette]
of 1932.
• • • •
beth Ogilvie, Mark White, Irving I sat In church. The opening hymn was and daughter Catherine are guests
The newly married couple have
sung.
of Mrs. Loren Forcyth.
Gamage and Bertrand McClure.
Begg-Nelson
congratulations of many friends lo
.The collect read; the lesson was begun—
Russell Simpson's new boat was Mechanically I bowed my head In Mr. and Mrs. Earle Rhittenhouse
A beautiful wedding was solem cally
prayer—
launched June 23. It is a nice looking I sat In church—and yet I was not there. and Miss Ruth Hankinson of Cali nized Sunday noon, June 27 in Som
They will make their home at
craft and will soon have the engine Through open window came the warm fornia and New Jersey are occupy erville, Mass., when Miss Mary Nel Springfield. Mass, where Mr. Begg
ing the R. W. Knowlton house this son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Is employed.
spring sun—
Installed.
laid a scarf of gold across my knee. summer.
Mrs. H. J. McClure has returned AIt bluebird,
Nelson was united in marriage to
with Its mating Just begun
Miss Gwendolyn Eaton and Doro Alex Begg. The ceremony was per
Was swaying on the budding apple
from a few days' visit in Rockland.
JEFFERSON
tree.
thy Dunham are visiting in Bangor formed by Rev. E. L. Traver, pastor
Irving Gamage was called Thursday
to Bristol by the death of his father, It broke the silence with a long, sweet Calvin Knowlton is guest of his of the Latter Day Saints Church, the
F. W. Gorden & Son. Union.
note
single ring service being used
John Gamage.
That burst like flame from red painted grandmother Mrs. S. B. Knowlton.
Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
throat.
Marvel Snowden spent a few days
Ellis Simpson and Samuel Tupper Its liquid
The bride and groom were at Stock up today and beat rising
tones rose high and mounted
recently with her mother, Mrs. Alice tended by Mr and Mrs. Arthur Stone prices. Today is last chance.
have been delivering loads of fish to
higher—
village choir. Ellis.
of Springfield as best man and maVinalhaven,
, i, A challenge to our stately
79-lt
Martha Brown.
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ROCKPORT

AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

The Copper Club was entertained
Thursday at an all-day picnic at the
Oliver Ingraham camp at Norton's
Pond.
Miss Gertrude Havener, who has
been spending a week with her grand
mother. Mrs. Gertrude Havener, will
retun Monday to Portsmouth.
Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Pressey of Pat
ten have been passing a few days with
relatives here and in Camden.
The exterior of the Baptist parson
age is being painted white with green
trimmings, taking the place of the
staining. Henry Tominski is doing
the work.
Miss Elaine Richards of Rockland,
a recent graduate of the Ballard
Business School, has employment with
the Confidential Loan Co. of that
city.
Mrs. Ella Ames and brother Charles
Achorn of Concord. N. H, Warwick
Achorn and friend of Chicago, were
guests Thursday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Je'nn Achorn.
Lee Ault and family of New York
arrived Friday at the Henry cottage,
Beauchamp Point to remain until after
the holiday. The C. Walcott Henrys
are expected to arrive June 15 to re
main for the summer.
Regardrd by Hollywood as the film colony's Number One romance, Bar
At the Baptist Church services Sun
bara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor find their supreme opportunity to be to
day, will begin at 11 a m. with morn
gether, act together, and become greater together, in the dramatic Twentieth ing worship and sermon by the pas
Century-Fox production, “This Is My Affair."—adv.
tor, Rev. John W. Hyssong. subject
“Physical and Spiritual Food;" 12
"This Is My Affair" would be a tri- structed to disgrace himself in the noon, Graded Bible school. The
umph for either of its co-stars, for it Navy, be discharged, and eventually Young People's Christian Endeavor
presents Robert Taylor in a picture locate the bank-robbing gang and and also evening Gospel service will
be held at the West Rockport Baptise
which captures the mood of great their government informant,
romance and the urge of mighty In a mld-Western criminal's hang- Church. The young people's meeting
drama. while Barbara Stanwycx out, Taylor makes the acquaintance beginning at 6.15. and evening service
matches his greatness with a fire of a cafe owner. Victor McLaglen; his at 7.30. Subject of pastors message
end power given full scope for the ■ right-hand man, Brian Donlevy, and "Paul Before Felix." Miss Vera Easton
first time. But for Robert Taylor the singing and dancing star of the will be the speaker at the C.15 service
and Barbara Stanwyck, it is their cafe's show. Barbara Stanwyck. He and Muss Mildred Butler will conduct
supreme dramatic opportunity—to notes that the two men have ac the consecration service.
Capt. ahd Mrs. Homer Litzenberg
he together, to act together, to be- qulred large sums of money, and
ccme greater together.
that their absence from the cafe and children who have been guests of
Setting its scene at the turn of the coincides with a bank robbery in an- Rev. and Mrs. J. W Hyssong went
Thursday to Portsmouth where Mr.
century. “This Is My Affair" shows other city.
Joining the gang in a robbery Litzenberb is stationed at the Navy
the nation's stability threatened by
a series of sensational bank robber during which a Secret Service man Yard. Mrs. Dell S Leech, who has
ies in the Middle West. President is killed, Taylor is arrested with the also been visiting at the Hyssong
William McKinley turns in despera others and. in a stirringly dramatic home, returned with them.
H. A. Nash and daughter Laura of
tion to a young lieutenant, Robert climax, faces the prospect of the
Taylor, whose record under Admiral Ct-Hows, when the only man who can East Weymouth. Mass, will arrive to
Dewey bespeaks his valor. The young clear his name, the President him day to join Mrs. Nosh who is visiting
her sister. Mrs. Adelbert Walker. They
officer, is sworn to secrecy, is in- self, is assassinated —adv.
will remain over the holiday.
Chester L. Pascal spent Thursday
DEER ISLE
MARTINSVILLE
in Bath as luncheon guest of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knapp of
Mrs. Alan Ohesney and family Percy of Percy <St Small, shipbuilders.
Needham. Mass, have arrived for and Buests of Miss Emily Sheppard ! Pour other old time shipbuilders were
also included in the dinner party,
the season.
j spent Friday at Eagle Island.
John Wardwell of Rockland, Capt.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Marshall of
Arnold Haskell of Quincy. Mass,
S. R. Percy of Bath, Oliver Matthews
Somerville, Mass, are at the Mar-| ’ as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walker
and James Creighton of Thomaston.
shall home. Mars-Hall for a few Pickering the past week
weeks visit.
j Miss Lillian Greenlaw who teaches
F. W. Gorden & Son, Union,
Mrs. Frank Booth and young son1 in Sanford arrived home last SaturMaine—storewide sale closes tonight.
Henry of New York City are guests day.
Stock up today and beat rising
at the Sharb cottage.
Mr. and (Mrs. Harold Freedman prices. Today is last chance.
Mr and Mrs. George Nichols of and Mrs. Brandstone of New York
79-lt
Everett, Mass, Mrs. Julia Astle and cjty are spending the summer at
niece are making a visit at the Astle I gay view jnn

CUSHING
home'
Miss Barbara
Johnston
of
Capt. and Mrs. Albert Rice and Erighton Mass
is visiting her
Mrs. Mary Robbins entertained
family of Philadelphia are occupy- grandparents Mr and Mrs. C. F.
the Helpful Club and a few addi
ing the William Harris house.
Schroeder, at Bay View Inn.
tional friends Wednesday afternoon
W. A. Simmons has the cellar ex-1
Miss Atkinson and Robert Freed at an afternoon tea in commemora
csvated for his new house.
tion of her natal day. Sandwiches,
Leslie Hupper went last Saturday man are spending the summer at
cake, tea and fancy crackers were
Edgewood Farm.
to Shelburne, Vt, where he has em
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Southworth enjoyed. The club presented Mrs.
ployment,
Robbins with a shower of presents
(Misses Marylin Hupper and Helen and family of Springfield, Mass, ar
Friday night at the home of Mrs.
rived
last
Saturday
for
the
summer
Hupper are visiting relatives on
Fred Olson.
at their cottage on Salmon Point.
Criehaven.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clavin, with three
Mrs.
Raymond
Meunler
and
three
Capt. and Mrs. Clayton Coffin of
children of Hollis, L. I, have been
Quincy, Mass, are occupying their children, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Dsme and two daughters came guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. C.
home on the Ridge road.
H. Wales. Mrs. Clavin and Mrs
Miss Joyce Veughans of Cam- I®51 Saturday from Indian Orchard,
Wales were girlhood friends, and
H
jj
Mass,
to
pass
the
summer
at
the
bridge. Mass, visited Mrs.
Meunler cottage at Sylvester Cove. Mr. and (Mrs. Clavin spent their
Hupper recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Marshall of honeymoon here 13 years ago at the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson
Wales home.
have returned from a motor trip to Bucksport were guests of Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Alice Mank of Thomaston
mond
Marshall
recently.
Lakewood and Skowhegan.
En
with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Patterson
route they attended Colby College
of Skowhegan visited Sunday at
Commencement exercises.
SOUTH WARREN
(Richard Davis' also Riley Davis'.
Mrs. Sidney Chase passed last
Mr. and Mrs. George Vannah and
As Miss Edna Overlock was re
weekend at her home in Haverhill,
son George of Somerville, Mass,
turning
Monday
from
work,
she
was
Mass.
have arrived at East Friendship
B. S. Dwyer of Rumford, who has much startled near the new bridge
been visiting his parents Mr. and to have a stray bullet smash the where they are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Jameson while preparing
Mrs. C. C. Dwyer, returned home windshield.
their home for summer occupancy.
Good
Will
Orange
Sewing
Circle
Sunday.
Mrs. Roy Dill and children and
Mrs. Stanley Foster of Abington. snd the Social Club of East Waldo
Miss Alice Oeyer. who are staying at
Mass, was recent guest of her cous boro were entertained Wednesday at
Geyer’s camp, called Sunday on oldins Mrs. Cecil Andrews and Mrs. the Copeland-Maxey home with 59
time friends In Friendship.
ir.
attendance.
The
next
meeting
of
Harold Hupper.
Rev. F C. Wheelock and family
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Simmons and the Grange Circle will be July 14 at
suent Wednesday in Pemaquld as
the
hail.
family are with relatives in Friend
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Leavitt are guests of friends.
ship.
spending
a few days at the home of
Miss Shirley Dwyer is visiting her
aunt Mrs. Orris Holbrook in Ten their daughter in Marblehead and
making the acquaintance of a new
ant’s Harbor.
4W?
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Routledge granddaughter, Sandra Lee Beals.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Overlock went
and family of Needham, Mass, are
Wednesday to Boston where the lat
at their cottage for the season.
"Our Eternal Ood" will be the ter will enter the Deaconess Hos
topic Sunday at 1045 of J. Wesley pital for observation.
Stuart at the Baptist Church. The
choir will sing a special number.
8unday School meets at 11.45. At 7
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
o'clock a song and praice service will
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON.
be held, the subject to be “Sin In the
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Camp." The mid-week prayer serv
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
ice will be held on Wednesday at 7
(Eastern Standard Thne)
p. m. The boys and girls will attend
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
the annual Dally Vacation Bible
Read Down
School which opens Tuesday at the
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sundav
Port Clyde Baptist chapel.
cept Sunday Only
cept Sundav On>v
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A M. P.M. P.M.
4.30 2.15 R.OO Lv. ROCKLAND,
Two great dances at Rockiand
Ar. 11.55 7 00 5.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10,55 6.00 4.35
Community Auditorium will feature
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
the Fourth celebration. Sunday7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.43
1.15
midnight until 4 (a. m. Monday- 1
Read Up
many prizes, special features. And
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W S. WHITE
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
the great Independence Ball Mon
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
day might, July 5. closing the cele
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
bration. Grand contest awards made
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5 30 5.30
at the ball. Special prizes. Music.
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
76-tf
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies —

adv.
I

PAINTS
Woolsey’s Paints and Varnishes have been on the
market for 84 years. Guaranteed to contain pure
lead, zinc, and linseed oil.
Standard Brands, $3.00 per gallon; $2.90 in fivegallon drums; $1.60 half gallons, 85c per quart; 50c
in pints.

Best Spar Varnish, outside $3.50 per gallon;
$1.00 per quart
THOMASTON

Best Inside Spar and Floor Varnish, $2.75 gallon.
Special Bam and Roof Paints, $1.15 per gallon

The Thomaston Twilight team,
with five straight to its credit, plays
Everything in the Paint Line
at St. George Monday forenoon, and
For Sale By
Rockport plays here in the afternoon.
Give our boys the support they de
serve.
TELEPHONE 5
THOMASTON, ME.
William F. Creighton of East Milton, Mass., has arrived to spend the j
summer with his grandparents, Mr. —--------and Mrs. N. .F Andrews.
; ,^ey attended a meeting of the Maine
WARREN
Deputy-Warden James Logan of 'Funeral Directors' Association,
The Poultry Club met Tuesday at
the Rhode Island State Prison and
John Gildersleeve has returned to
Mrs. Logan called on Mr. and Mrs. New York city after being guest of the home of Mrs. Herbert Waltz.
It was voted Thursday at the
Theodore Rowell, and also visited the I Amos S. Mills, Jr. for a week
Maine State Prison Friday enroute
Miss Irma Collamore of Portland, meeting of the Woman's Club to hold
is visiting her aunt and uncle, Mr a mid-summer ball, the date to be
to Canada.
Warren Silva hasreturned to Med- 1 and Mrs, Fred Burnham, and will I announced. The committee will in
ford Hillside,Mass., afterspending (also visit another aunt and uncle Mr.) ciude Mrs. Eleanor Barrett. Mrs
ten days with his grandfather. Gil and Mrs. George Frisbee, before go- J Nancy Clark. Mrs. Carrie Smith,
ing to Friendship where she will be Mrs. Margaret Spear and Mrs Willis
man Stone.
Vinal. During the program hour
Announcement is being made of !guest of her 8randmother
the marriage of Miss Lenora Mary 1
la£t Performance of the three- Mrs. Margaret Spear read a group
Ney, daughter of \ir and Mrs. act comed-v drama "Boomerang" of her poems, many of which have
published. "Oak
Leaves."
Michael Ney of Portland to George starrin* Alice Hepburn, well known been
Broadway
actress,
William
Anderson
"Faith."
"Lines
on
the
Death
of a
Frederick Davis, son of Fred C. Davis,
of this town and the late Georgie and Francis Heald, and a cast of Friend,1' "Reverie;" "Pussy Willows,”
Hammons Davis, which was solem loca] talent, will be shown tonight rnd "Toasts of Fifty Years." Two
four-handed piano selections were
nized Thursday morning in Rock at Watts hall, at 8.15.
played by Mary Ludwig and Joan
land. Mrs. Davis is a graduate of ,
* * *
Smith, and Mrs. Carrie Smith and
Gorham Normal School, and for the
Charming Social Affair
past eight years has taught ln the j The luncheon-bridge given by Mrs. Miss Lillian Russell. Refreshments
were served.
second grade of the public schools Lee W. IWalker and Mrs. William T.
tn„,n
...
Finni.
i.
i
in this town. Mr Davis is employed
...
••
. Rehearsals (or the annual mid
----... -- 'Fhnt at the Lobster Pot. in Friend- summer concert sponsored by the
in McDonald's Drug store. Mr. and
ship, Wednesday, was one of the ■ Baptist Church, will begin at 7.30
Mrs. Davis have returned from a
largest and altogether delightful af- daylight, Tuesday. Date of the conshort wedding trip which included fairs or_ the
summer Prizes were eert has been set for Aug. 19.
Providence, and Boston, and are oc\fissinn Cir
cupying their cottage in Cushing for Won by Mrs Henry* Stickney, of Bel- ,i The Baotist
Baptist Women's
womens Mission
cir
mont. Mass., and Crawfords Lake. rie Will meet Wednesday afternoon at
the summer.
Mrs. George Blaney, Mrs. Donald the Montgomery rooms for work
Hanly and Miss Charlotte Buffum of Teachers and officers of the Church
Services at St. John's Church Sun
Rockland, Mrs. W. B D Gray cf I school are invited to the supper at
day will be: 9.30 a. m„ Holy Eucha
this town, and Mrs. R. M. McKinley, g 0-ciock. and to the Workers' Con
rist and Sermon; 7.30 p. m„ Evensong
or Union.
ference which will follow.
and Sermon.
The other guests were Mrs Carl | Because of the absence of Rev. H
The annual Federated Sunday q Hutchinson of Augusta. Mrs Wal- A. Welch, pastor of the Baptist
School picnic will be held Thursday ter Johnson of Evanston. Ill. who is church, who is at Royal Ambassa
at South Pond. Cars will leave the occupying her Knox street home for dor Camp, there will be no morning
Congregational Church at 10 o'clock. several weeks Mrs
Kochs
service Sunday at the Baptist
There will be a pre-school clinic of New York city and Rockville. Mrs. Church. The congregation will at
Tuesday, in the Selectmen's office at Annie T. Sargent of Leicester. Mass. tend the Congregational Church
1.30. All children entering the sub- who is visiting her daughter, Mrs where Rev. H. I. Holt will deliver a
primary and first grade this fall are .Lionel F. Jealous, Mrs. Emily E. sermon in keeping with Inderequested to attend.
The town Weeks of Michigan and Ash Point. .per,dence Day. and the children of
nurse. Mrs.
Mrs. Katherine
Katherine W.
'
nurse.
Flint, and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West j
vacation'Bible School will give
the school physician,
physician. Dr. Oliver F. Rockport. Mrs. Katherine S Sharpe. a demonstration of their work of the
Cushing, and Dr. Walter P. Conley of New York city and Rockland. Mrs past two we€ks
will be in attendance.
L. Bliss Gilchrest of New York city : Mr and Mrs Sldney wyllie are
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard of and Thomaston, Mrs. Kennedy ' spendlng a week at Lake Boon
Needham, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Crane. Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs. ’ gtowe Mass.
Packard's sister, Mrs. Martin E. Russell Bartlett. Mrs. Dana NewpoSt offlce wiI1 open Monday
Webber.
man. and Mrs. Ruth Bird of Rock- 1 from 7 30 to 11 a. m. Mails will be
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Closson and land' Mlss Mary Haggerty of Win- i despatched during the afternoon but
daughters, Arlene and Adeline of ttlr°p Mrs. Frank D. Elliot, Mrs j therewill be no delivery at the
Linwood, Mass., are visiting Mr. and :Lawrence H Dunn, Mrs. Arthur J j window or carrier service
Mrs. Herbert Newbert over the holi- ®B°t, Mrs Donald P. George. Mrs.
and Mrs. Howard Batchelder
Charles W. Singer, Mrs J Edward and family of Weymouth. Mass . are
day weekend.
Elliott. Mrs. Charles W. Creighton spending a few days with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Andrews
Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton. Mrs. Al here.
and sons, Paul and Edward, of Plainbert B. Elliot. Mrs. Arthur E. Mac
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Hughes and
field. Vt., are spending two weeks'
Donald. Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous, Miss ten Merrill and friend of New York
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Hilda George, Miss Clara Spear. Miss city are visiting Walter Hughes and
Mrs. Ward Grafton, and his parents,
Harriet Dunn. Miss Elizabeth Wash- yjr ancj ^jrs Lawrence. Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs N. F. Andrews.
burn. Miss Ardelle Maxey, Miss ville.
Mr. and Mrs. James Sleeper re
Mrs. Hanna Hastings has returned
turned yesterday to South Portland Anna Dillingham. Miss Katherine
after a brief visit with Mr. and Mrs. Turner and Miss Margaret Jordan. fcome from Thomaston where she
i wgs guest a few days of Mrs. Alida
George N. Phillips. They were ac all of this town.
Miss Edith Roche of Winchester.1 gimrnOns.
companied by Miss Elizabeth KilDavid Walden of Milton.
Mr and Mrs Maynard Waltz and
leran. who will remain for a week's Mass,
Mass, are house guests of Miss Mar- > son ^iiies returned today to Keene.
visit.
}gery E. Mills and Peter Milks.
jj after visiting two weeks with
I Mr. and Mrs Vesper A. Rokes.
Services at the Federated Church :
• • • •
Mrs. Clara Johnson arrived Thurs
Sunday will begin with: Sunday
Minor Automobile Accident
School at 9.45; morning worship at | A coupe driven by Lawrence Saw- day to spend a few days with Mr. and
11, subject of the pastor's sermon, jyer going westward on Hyler street Mrs. Arthur C. Perry.
Mrs. Irville Spear and daughter
"Patriotism." Tlie anthem by the i Thursday at 6 45 p. m. was in colChoral Association will be, "He Pills (lision with a car owned and driven Ruth of Woburn, Mass., are guests
My Soul With Singing" by Wilson. | by Prank Adams who was proceed- of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spear and
The sacrament ,of the Lord's Supper ' ing up Green street. Mr. Aadms' car will be joined over the holiday by
will be observed at the close of this w’as hit almost broadside, to the rear, Mr. Spear.
service. There will be no evening ! denting the side of the machine and ! Mrs. Helen (Johnson) Ring of
Somerville, Mass., has been visiting
services until further notice.
blowing out the tires.
Thomaston will play its next Twi- , The front part of Mr. Sawyer's car Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Perry.
Mrs. Amy Puller is passing the
light League baseball game with ; was considerably damaged while the
Rockport Monday at 3 o'clock, on | other car was turned completely weekend with her daughter, Mrs.
Styvie Hill.
I around and landed in the ditch. Mr. George Law in Rockland.
Twenty-one members and guests of j Adams had two sons with him. Mr
Georges River Woolen Mills are
the Garden Club spent an enjoyable Sawyer was alone. None of the oc-! shut down for two weeks to make
repairs on the underpinning.
day Wednesday at the McIntire cot cupants sustained injury.
tage in Martinsville. A picnic din
State Patrolman Henry Roper in
F W. Gorden & Son, Union,
ner was served and a short business vestigated the accident.
Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
meeting held in the afternoon.
i
--------------At the Baptist Church Sunday, j P W. Gorden & Son, Union, Stock up today and beat rising
Bible School will be at 9 45; morning ! Maine—storewide sale closes tonight, prices. Today is last chance.
79-lt
worship at 11, the pastor to speak [ Stock up today and beat rising
on, "With Christ, Power: Without prices. Today is last chance.
Christ, Helplessness.” The music will
79-lt
include, "And He Shall Reign" by
Simper and "Recessional" by KiplingTwo great dances at Rockland
CeKoven with incidental solo by Community Auditorium will feature
Raymond K. Greene. Mrs. Carl R. the Fourth celebration. Sunday—
Gray of Omaha. Neb. and Stone’s j midnight until 4 ia. m. Monday—
Point, will b3 the speaker at 7 o'clock, many prizes, special features. And
Mr. and Mrs. Arshak Semarjian 1 the great Independence Ball Mon- |
and sons. Dean and John, and his ; day night, |July 5, closing the celemother, all of Boston, are visitors bration. IGrand contest awards made | JJTo Us Printing i» mors than
■* just putting words into typo.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clement at the ball. Special prizes. Music, It is the creation of a work of art,
Moody, for the holiday weekend.
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies..— bo it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hencs
Mr and Mrs. William Stevens and adv.
we take all the pride of an artist
daughter Mary returned Thursday to
in hia craft, in each job; and that
South Portland after spending a few
is tha secret of ths superlative
HOPE
days with Mr. and Mrs. William Pelt.
quality of Ths Courisr-Gazstts
They were accompanied by Mr. and
F. W. Gorden & Son, Union, Printing.
Mrs. Pelt, who will be their guests Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
for a week.
Stock up today and beat rising I
J. Russell Davis and Loring Orff prices. Today is last chance.
motored Wednesday to Bath where '
79-lt
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VANISHING INDIAN
STAGES COME-BACK

Probate Notices

Probate Notices

|n Everybody’s Column

STATE OF MAINE
I
To all persons Interested ln either of '
:he estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland
In and for the County cf Knox, on the
l.ilh day of June ln the year of our
Lord one thousand tune hundred and
thirty-seven and by adjournment from
day to day from the 15th day of said
June
The following matters having
been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated It ls
hereby
ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in flic Courlcr-Qazette a newspaper published at Rockland, ln said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 20th day of

!

WANTED

!

;

FOR SALE

*

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisement* ln this column not to
„ exceed three line* Inserted once for 25
County oi Knox
gp
Superior Court centa. three times for 50 cents. Addi g£
To the honorable Justice of the tional lines five cento each for one time
MIDDLE-AGED woman wants a light
Superior Court, next to be held at 10 cents for three times. Six words
housekeeping position,
Write R A.
Rockland, within and for the County of
Marked Increase in Wyom
care Courier-Gazette
78*80
Knox on the second Tuesday of February
A
D
1937.
MIDDLE-AGED woman wants employ
ing Tribes Is Noted.
Respectfully represents Carrie F
ment. light housekeeping or practi
Gould, of Rockland, that she is seized
cal nursing MRS EMMA SMALL. 13
ln fee simple, and as tenant ln com
North Main Ste.. City Tel. 1120. 79-81
Cheyenne, Wyo.—Wyoming’s somon of and ln certain real estate situ ♦ —- ----------- ----------------- I
called “vanishing Americans" are
. MAN wanted to board ln nice home.
ated ln Rockland, in said county, to
Apply 65 No. Main street.
75-tf
wit;
a thing of the past, a check at the
DOG lost, white fox terrier, brown
Beginning
on
the
westerly
side
of
WOMAN wanted for general house
head
and
tall.
MRS
ROGERS.
6
WllShoshone Indian reservation at Fort
Mam street at a point opposite the
79*18 work. to go home nights. MRS A W
Washakie revealed.
partition that divides the wooden
FOSS. 11 Beech St.
79-lt
block the southerly part of which
The Wyoming red men, after deMAN'S gray suit coat lost somewhere
GIRL wants position as mothers
was formerly owned by O P Hix,
at southend or on Main street to north- helper.
creasing in many cases faster than
Write MISS DORIS DENNISON.
and the northerly part by the heirs
end. Reward TEL 723-W or call at Spruce Head
...
-J- \
78*80
at law of the late T. W. Hix. 6ald
cades, are riding the upswing line
Southend First National Store.
79-81'
building
being
divided
into
two
POSITION wanted doing housework.
of the population graph and are inNOTICE—The owner of Deposit Book Box 12. Long Cove, Me.
stores, with tenements above, the
MINNIE
creasing in many cases faster than |
A' D ' (?37'be a< heard
8 ocloclt
ln the
No A823 Issued by the Rockland lean HENRICKKSON
one part of said building having
77-79
thereon
If
the white man. Termination of the j they"see cause.
and Building Association has notified
once been set off to Eliza Perry as
TWO small old ship lanterns wanted
the Association that said Deposit Book
dower; thence westerly by said dower
India1- ’ once steady march toward | AUGUSTA L. ROKES. late of Union.
78tf
has been lost, and that he requests a St once. TEL Rockland 853-13.
and partition sixty (60) feet to the
obli. on is credited by Indian af J deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
duplicate of the same. ROCKLAND
northwest corner of said dower;
PATIENTS wanted at REST HAVEN.
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
may
be
LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION. 105 Limerock St. Tel. 1293 Eva Ames
thence westerly parallel with the
fairs officials to more food, better
and allowed and that Letters
By H. O GURDY, Secretary Rockland.
north line of the late Ezekiel Perry’s
78*80
medical care and increasing resist ' pioved
Testamentary Issue to Lorenzo W HadMaine. June 18. 1937.
72-S-8O
lot sixteen (16» feet to land formerly
HOUSE wanted, to rent. 6 or 7 rooms,
ance to disease.
j ley of South Portland, he being the
of the late Israel Snow, thence
bath; t.iust be li, city, preferably near
northerly by said Snow's land
A population increase of 502 Executor named In said Will, without
Southend Write E. T. Care The Cou
bond.
twenty-one (21) feet, more or less,
among the Wyoming Indians be
rier-Gazette.
78'80
to the southerly line of land former
CLARA E FISKS, late of Owl's Head.
tween 1920 and 1930 was reported. II deceased
ly of Henry Flint; thence easterly
FULL shaggy all black or orange
Will and Petition for Probate
by
said
Flint
’
s
south
line
(formerly)
kitten wanted; also male canary, hue
The two tribes on the reservation, | thereof, asking that the same may be
(76) feet, more or less,
singer. with cage. BAY VIEW FARM.
Arapahoes and Shoshones, num j proved and allowed and that Letters seventy-six
to
Main
street;
thence
southerly
by
North Haven.
78-80
Issue to Pearl H Flske
said Main street twenty-three feet
bered
1,343 in 1920 and had in ' Testamentary
SECOND floor apartment to let. five
of Owl's Head, he being the Executor
MASON work wanted by good reliable
77&79
eight
and
one
fourth
Inches,
more
rooms
and
bath
$15
month;
also
un

creased to 1,845 in 1930. The rate named ln said Will, without bond.
FRANK E GRAY, 21 Frederick
or less, to place of beginning. Being
furnished apt on first floor at 36 mason.
60*73-tf
of increase has continued since 1930. I LULIE UFFORD. late of Union, de
the same premises conveyed by T
Pleasant St., five rooms, toilet. TEX. St., City, Tel. 8533.
W. Hix et als . to Lucy W Snow, by
It is estimated that the reservation ceased Will and Petition for Probate
883-W.
78-80
dated May 13. 1889. and re
will contain nearly 2,250 Indians by thereof, asking that the same may be deed
FURNISHED apartment to let. all
corded In the Knox County Registry
and allowed and that Letters
1940 unless an epidemic reduces proved
modern Improvements.
19 WILLOW
of Deeds, book 80. Page 249. together
o,’ Administration with the will an
with the buildings thereon.
STRUT.
79-81
their numbers.
nexed be Issued to Herbert L Grinnell
Also
another
lot
of
land
adjoining
of
Union,
or
some
other
suitable
per

Knowledge that the race is not son. with bond.
MODERN 5-room apartment with
the above described lot and bounded
bath, to let. Excellent location. TEL.
doomed combined with modern
and described as follows: Beginning
FORD coupe for sale, also platform
JULIA A. HARWOOD, late of Hope,
639-J. City.
79-tf scales, draws
on the westerly side of Main street
ton. chain hoist. $15
science is responsible for the in deceased.
Will and Petition for Pro
at a point opposite a partition that
crease, according to John Collier, bate thereof, asking that the same may divides the building into two stores
FIVE-ROOM furnished apartment to each. 6 h.p. single phase electric motor,
boiler
and
engine
10 and 15 h.p (cost
let MRS PERLEY MILLE3I Tel 1213-J. 8500) $100 cash. Numerous
be proved and allowed and that Let
Indian commissioner.
and tenements; thence westerly by
other things.
79-81 J H. SIMONTON. Meadow St
ters
of
Administration
with
the
will
an

said
partition
through
said
build

. Rockville
"The Indian of today knows he nexed be Issued to Arthur S Harwood
ing sixty feet to stake and stones in
78*80
FECUND floor furnished Apt., to let
has a future side by side with the of Hope, or some other suitable person,
a line with said partition; thence
at
14
MASONIC
ST
78*80
ONE-HORSE
mowing
machine
for sale,
southerly parallel with Main street
white man,” Collier said in an in without bond
in good condition.
C. E STORER
to Pleasant street; thence easterly
terview. "It is a scientific fact that
ESTATE JENNIE S JACKSON, late
THREE room furnished apartment RF.D. 2. Waldoboro.
79*81
by said Pleasant street to Main
of Washington, deceased Petition for
with
bath,
to
let
at
32
SCHOOL
ST
a feeling of racial
inferiority
and
street; thence northerly by said
NICE REFRIGERATOR for sale at
... , . . ____ _____ i Administration, asking that Arbor SldeTel. 883-W
78-80
Main
street
to
first
bounds,
with
subjugation Will deplete population imger of Newcastle, or some other suit
Waldron’s farm at Spruce Head. CALL
buildings thereon
SIX-ROOM modern house to let. Ap- 853-2.
79-81
able person be appointed Admr., with
with almost epidemic speed.”
ALSO OTHER REAL ESTATE situate ply W J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard.
out
bond.
DRY.
fitted
slab
wood
for
sale,
15;
Modern farming methods have
ln said Rockland and bounded and Thomaston.
77-tf
pigs. $5; also German police pups. 15;
ESTATE ELI WIN G BRANN. late of described as follows:
played a major role in reversing
delivery anywhere in Rockland or Cam
BEGINNING
at
the
southwesterly
SIX-ROOM
modern
apartment
to
let
Washington.
deceased
Petition
for
the"trend of the Indians’ population Administration, asking that Harry’ W
ROBERT ESANCY. Liberty. Tel.
Apply W J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard den
corner of the house lot formerly of
79*81
John W Hunt and later -owned by
Thomaston.
77-tf Washington 12-23
Brann of Washington, or some other
graph.
the Thorndike & Hix Block Company;
suitable person be appointed Admr.
BLUEBERRY
farm
ln
Warren,
for
sale,
SMALL
furnished
apartment
to
let.
THENCE running westerly by land
without bond.
also two unfurnished. 100 Union St., 35 acres, seven room- hOUM; ham. two
formerly of Andrew’ Ulmer and later
Divining Rod Is Used
hen
houses,
woodshed,
carriage
house,
ESTATE ANNIE E WRIGHT, late of
LEOLA ROSE
76-tf
owned by the Knox Telephone Com
garage; wood and lumber on place; good
I Vinalhaven. deceased.
Petition
for
to Find Rich Gold Ore I Administration, asking that George T pany;
FURNISHED front room to let $4 pasture; at « bargain for cash, or terms
THENCE northerly on a line
week
FO6S
HOUSE.
77
Park
St.
78-tf
_ .
„ . _ .* ^
Wright of Vinalhaven. or some other
can be arranged
BOX 13. R F D 2.
parallel with Main Street four (4)
Sydney.—How a piece of wattle suitable person be appointed Admr.
Waldoboro. Tel. 153.
79*81
rods and nine (9) links to School
FIVE-room
apartment
to
let.
ALICE
stick in a man’s hand was used as without bond.
street:
FIVE good work horses, come and see
FULLER. 25 Linden street. Tel. 106-J
a divining rod and resulted in the
THENCE easterly by said School
71-82 them work One pony to let or sell. Ten
ESTATE JOHN OTIS. late of Wor
cows Two Ford Coupes MURDICK
discovery of a rich gold reef forms cester. Mass., deceased. Petition for Street seventy three (73) feet and
five (5) Inches to the Hunt lot afore
IN South Cushing, furnished house CRAMER. Route 17. Washington. Tel.
Administration,
asking
that
Alan
L
one of the romances of modem min Bird of Rockland, or some other suit- | said;
to let. by sea. 12 miles from Rockland. 6-22.
79-81
THENCE southerly by said Hunt
ROSE L ROBINSON. North Haven
ing in Australia.
able person be appointed Admr . with
DAVIS farm for sale. Good buildings
lot about four (4). rods to the first
74*79 sightly
Men had prospected for gold near I .bond
location; fine summer home;
Xr«nDe<1 b0U“dS' W“h bUlldln8s I FIVE-room apartment to .et. .11 blueberry pasture. MRS GERTRUDE M
Maldon. Victoria, for 40 years with
estate aurie a dyer, late of VlSTUDLEY
Thomaston. Me
77*82
littlc success when there came to nalhaven. deceased Petition for AdALSO OTHER REAL ESTATE situate hMrZrt" MIKE
iHue&uue» wu
ministration, asking that Sidney E ln said Rockland and bounded and p"?de. MIKE
Mfn • Shop,
RICH dark loam and gravel for sale
78-tf
the district George Hansen, a IN or- yin* Of Vinalhaven. or some other sult- described
as followr*
for flower garden and lawns delivered.
wegian, who was bom in the'United | able person be appointed Admr., with
BEGINNING at the north east I TWO modern flats to let, one fur Tel. 167-11 or 23-W. WM. ANDERSON.
corner of lot of Iand belonging (for
nished. Call at C. M BLAKE'S Wall West Meadow Road.
78tf
States, and w’ho had spent eight out bond.
merly) to Lynde which Is 92 5 feet
Paper Store._______________________ 73-tf
CSED mackere| and herring barrels
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN late of
years prospecting in Queensland.
from
the
easterly
side
line
of
Main
Friendship.
deceased. Petition
/or
FOUR-room apartment to let. fur-and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
There he had seen the aborigines ,(Administration
street;
DBN C.T.A.. asking
nlshed and heated: garage. 88 Pleasant various sizes.
Write for particulars.
THENCE in an easterly direction
find water with divining rods and that Melvin Lawn" of Friendship, or
St
. Tel. 913-J. Adults only
78-tf HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R I
along the southerly side line of a
-------78-tf
he himself had learned the trick, ' some other suitable person be appointed
STEAM heated office to let. central
reserve for a street two and one half
location. Tel. 133.
78-tf ( USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
w’hich he thought could be adapted I Admr.. DBN. C T A . with bond
rods wide, two nundred eighty four
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
ESTATE IRVING E MURCH. late of
(284t feet to the north west corner
to gold prospecting.
mS"Ap?ly aFc’EX & ItocW.nd I #80' STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Rockport, deceased Petition for Conof lot number 32 belonging to Mrs
At Maldon he found that at three ; flrmation of Trustee, asking that Lola Clarence Miller;
78-tf
Water Co., Tel 634
7-tf
THENCE southerly along the wes
places his divining rod gave a i M Culver of Jacksonville. Ila., be conPAIR HORSES for sale, reasonable
I
Armed
as
Trustee
of
the
estate
given
ln
terly
side
line
of
lots
32
and
17
one
i price good workers, kind
CLINTON
strong pull. Where the pull was Trust for the benefit of Ida L Murch hundred sixty (160) feet to a reserve
Notices of Appointment
L CALPERWOOD, Vinalhaven 78*83
strongest he sank a shaft and struck of Rockport, presented by said Lola for a street two and one half rods
_________________________________ I SHAG KITTENS for sale FRED HALL.
wide;
gold at six feet, but it disappeared M Culver
THENCE westerly along the north I I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro- ! Hosmer Pond Road. Camden. Tel 8818
at 15 feet. However, trusting his
ESTATE LYDIA A HATHORN. late of
erly side line of said reserve three
bate for the County of Knox, ln the ; ------------------------------------------------- stick, he continued to dig and at St George, deceased Petition for Li
hundred fifty (350) feet to land ! State of Maine, hereby certify that ln ( FOURTEEN-FOOT cat boat for sale,
to Sell certain Real Estate, situformerly of Mrs. Henry Berry, now
45 feet came to a reef yielding two cense
the following estates the persons were ! First class condition. Cash, quick dis
ated In St. George, and fully described in
deceased;
appointed Administrators, Executors.1 tiosal. Apply A. J. WILSON, Spruce
ounces of gold per ton of ore. The .s&id Petition, presented by Granville N
THENCE northerly along the
Guardians and Conservators and on the I Head.___________________________ 78*80
mine now has a market value of j Bachelder of St. George. Admr
easterly line of said Berry lot eighty
. jiates hereinafter named:
. HORSE for sale, weight 1480. 875. price
(80) feet to land of said Lynde;
*150,000.
ESTATE ALTON T RUSSELL, late
THENCE easterly seventy (70, feet,
GEORGE E CARR, late of Rockland.
.-2? .aoo<1 home
________________
1 of Rockport, deceased First and final
deceased
Nelson
C
Carr
of
Rockland
i PRESCOTT Te. 489-JA. _______ 7i 79
more
or
less
to
lot
number
36;
account presented for allowance by
THENCE northerly by said Lynde
wa- appointed Exr . May 28. 1937. and
SIX-ROOM modern house for sale.
Olivia Carroll. Admx.
Kit Carson’s Niece Says
lot eighty (80) feet to place of
qualified by filing bond May 29. 1937. Almost new Located In Thomaston.
ESTATE IDA M BABBIDGE. late of
beginning as per plan of Henry
CHARLES M
SHEPARD late of For details, apply W J. ROBERTSON.
deceased
First and final
Ingraham estate made by O H
Scout Wasn’t Illiterate Rockland,
77-tf
Union, deceased. Sophie Shepard of Lumber Yard, Thomaston.
account presented for allowance by
Tripp about fifty years ago. but
Union was appointed Exx , June 1, 1937.
Boonville, Mo. — Kit Carson, con Perley N. Bartlett. Exr.
PONTIAC sedan for sale, ln Al Condlexcepting so much as was conveyed
without bond.
i tion. 36 James St
77*79
ESTATE LOUISE A GRAY, late of I to Leon A. Gould by Edwin W.
trary to the legend that he w’as il
SUSIE B CAMPBELL late Of Rock- I• DINING
rtTMTwn TABLx^
tidt r and six chairs lor
deceased First and final
Gould to Leon A Gould. December
, ...
literate, learned to read and write Thcmaston.
land,
deceased.
Ludwig
Star.ing
of
.
mrs
pha
^
whtt
’
M
orf
account presented for allowance by j 19. A D 1905 and recorded in the
as a boy, according to Mrs. Bertha Marion L. Grafton. Exx.
Registry of Deeds for Knox County. '
Book 136. page 388 the de-cription ln
Carson Amick, niece of the plains
ESTATE LOUISE M BURTON, late
June 2. 1937
SINGLE and double harnesses for
of South Thomaston, deceased
First | which deed ls hereby referred to
man and Indian fighter.
ABBIE CALDERWOOD. late of Vinal- I
a1?? ,arm wa«°n. mowing machine,
and made a part of this complaint.
and
final
account
presented
for
allow’
hay
tedder, two-row cultivator and po
Mrs. Amick bases her contention ance by Albion G Caddy. Exr
That your petitioner la the owner of ! haven, deceased. Florence E. Grose of
tato digger. JOHN T BURGESS. Wal
one
undivided
half
<
‘
a)
part
thereof
|
Vinalhaven
was
appointed
Exx
.
June
1,
on family correspondence concern
77-79
.aa
Si and the owners of the other half arc to i 1937 and qualified by filing bond June doboro. Maine.
ing Carson in her possession, and on ThnJ.J™
petitioner unknown, and that your 2. 1937.
HOUSE in Thomaston for sale, fur
WILLIAM E PERRY, late of Brookline, nished; five rooms, bath, electric lights.
direct word from the scout’s chil sented ^for allowance by Ralph O' Ben- : Pftltloner desires to hold her Interest
dren.
ner Admr estateViola Benner
ln BeveraIt3r
Mass. deceased. Harold E Perry of Good neighborhood. Price reasonable.
'
F nRVTT t p "rdawk'
WHERLruRE she prays that notice to pjfw Bedford. Mass, and Maurice R. Apply to F. D ELLIOT. Thomaston.
Carson was torn in Kentucky in
76-tf
oivunH
J , r ali P€r«)ns interested may be ordered ptrry of West Hartford. Conn, were ap1809, and came to Old Franklin, Mo., Rockland deceased First and final ac- commissioners appointedand her said
pointed Exr- Feb 16. 1937 and quailGUERNSEYS for sale, reg and grade,
count
presented
for
allowance
by
Alan
interest
set
out
to
her
to
be
held
In
I
fled
by
filing
bond
May
14.
1937
Rodney
with his family when he w’as ten. It L. Bird. Admr
and jn severalty
I Thompson of Rockland appointed daughters of the great Ladon. the high
est type bull ever in Knox Co. Come and
was in Old Franklin that he went to
E9TATE L HC WIGGIN. late of
Dated this twenty seventh day of Agent ln Maine.
take your pick. ROSE HILL FARM.
school. He played with his friends Rockland, deceased First and final ac- November A D 1936
FANNIE
B
KALLOCH.
late
of
Warren,
Owls Head. Tel 292-R___________ 75-80
MRS CARRIE F GOULD
along the banks of the Bonne count presented for allowance by Lll- ;
deceased Edwin J. Kalloch of Warren
SECOND hand stoves of all kinds for
lian L. Bicknell and Elizabeth P BenORDER
was appointed Exr . June 15. 1937. wlth- sale;
Femme, Salt Creek and the Mis- ner.
also house trailer. C. E OROTTON,
both of Rockland. Exx*
i
138 Camden street. Tel. 1214-M
71-tf
ouri itself. As a lad in his early
teens he watched the first Steam- o* Rockland, deceased Second account i thereof be given the defendants, by Head deceased Beatrice M Philbrook
TWENTY-room house built by Gen.
boats puff slowly up the “Big presented for allowance by Arthur A publishing for three weeks -uccessfvely Gf Rockland was appointed Exx . June Henry JCnox ln 1796. on Wadsworth
street, Thomaston, will be sold at GlveAdmr
<n
Courier-Ga/ette. of Rockland I is. 1&37. without bond.
Muddy” and tie up at the wharf of Clough.
a
x-. 1 Aw»y price if the buyer will agree to
JENNIE M BLACKINGTON. late of Maine, the last publication to be at
EMMA
T
MORTON,
late
of
Friendship,
preserve It. Also seven-room house on
Old Franklin.
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition least fourteen days before the first
Lena A Davis of Friendship Georges street. Thomaston. Bath, lights,
Leaving school, he went to work fcr Probate thereof asking that the Tuesday of August. 1937. a copy of the deceased.
was
appointed
Exx
.
June
15,
1937,
withfurnace,
newly painted; price right,
may be proved and allowed and bill and this order thereon, that they
as an apprentice to a saddlemaker. same
Seven-room house at Walker’s Corner.
that Letters Testamentary Issue to may then appear at the Court House in out bond
JULIETTE LOOKE. late of Owl's Head. I barn and acre of land Many others to
according to Mrs. Amick.
Aimer J. Huston of Portland, he being Rockland ln our said County of Knox,
from. DR ALLYNE W. PEABODY.
Carson worked at making saddles the Executor namedin said Will, with- at ten o'clock in the forenoon of said deceased. Mollie L. Johnson of Owl's select
71-tf
out bond .
day, then and there to answer and show Head was appointed Admx.. June 15, Tel. 52-11, Thomaston. Me
for a time, then dropped his tools
ESTATE WOSTER S VINAL late Of cause- 11 any they havp why the Pe:1"
wlthout ^nd
to lead the way in conquering the ' Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition
for tl0,n of the
contained in said
EDWARD J. MOREY, late of Rockland deceased
Charles H Morey of
Administration. asking that Mildred VI- blil 8hould not
FMERY
West.
Rockland was appointed Admr. C.T A .
nal Hopkins, or some other suitable
Justice
Superior
Court
June 15. 1937. without bond.
penon be appointed
a
Admx , without
June 12. 1937
bond
WILBUR N KELLEY, late of Rockland,
U. S. Building Legation
A true copy.
deceased
Aimon P Richardson
of ^ •♦••*•*•*•*•♦•••• *^ •**••*••*•* *^ *
ESTATE ELLA M. BRANN. late of
Attest:
Rockland
was appointed Admr . June 15. , RELIABLE Spiritual Reading QuesWashington.
deceased
Petition
for
on the Summit of Cape Administration, asking that Arthur A
MILTON M GRIFFIN
1937. and qualified by filing bond June tions answered. 25c and stamp. GEORGE
Clerk 17. 1937
i A. JONES. Bluehlll Palls. Maine AmazMonrovia. Liberia.—Work is un Bartlett of Washington, or some other
72-S-80
DANIEL G. WENTWORTH of Appleton lng nfe analysis, SI_____________ 79^81
derway on a new $500,000 United suitable person be appointed Admr..
bond.
Helen Gushee of Appleton was appointed
EXPERT Tailoring Suits made to
States legation building, under direc without
Guardian June 1. 1937. and qualified order. Clothing for the entire family
ESTATE DANIEL H. CHURCHILL
tion ot Lester A. Walton, United late of Rockland, deceased Petition for
| by filing bond June 17, 1937.
remodeled and repaired. Prompt service.
M1CK1E SAYSLicense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
A. MINNIE PLUMMER, late of Cam Prices reasonable NEW YORK TAILOR.
States minister to Liberia.
78-tf
ated In Rockland, and fully described ln
den. deceased
Martha P. Hewett of Corner Main and Summer Sts.
The building is being built on the said
Petition, presented by Helen M
Camden was appointed Executrix June
WATCHMAKER. Am remaining ln
summit of a cape extending into the Nelld. Admx.
15. 1937. and qualified by filing bond Rockland this summer. Will continue
YOU eAUT SAY POSITIVELY
June 17. 1937
Atlantic and will face the ocean.
repairing watches, clocks, antiques all
ESTATE ANNIE F LOTHROP. late of
THAT YOUR. BUSWESS IS DOT A
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
Per

GEORGE R C AZ ALLIS, late of Cush kinds. Call and deliver. S. ARTHUR
Weeks of dynamiting were neces
AAOWEY MAKER, UUT1LY0U
petual
care
of
Burial
Lot.
presented
by
ing.
deceased.
Lizzie
E
Young
of
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St., Rock
sary to level huge boulders on the Letha Munro of Rockland. Exx
HAVE TRIEO OUT THE EFFECT
ol
Cushing was appointed Exx., land. Tel. 958-J
78-tf
rocky site. Soil was then spread
June
15.
1937.
and
qualified
by
filing
OF
A
NEWSPAPER
AD
IN
ESTATE ARTHUR E JOHNSTON
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
bond June 21. 1937.
so that trees and flowers may grow. late of Washington, deceased First and
THE HOME PAPER REGULAR!
work, painting of all kinds. Call A W.
DANIEL H CHURCHILL., late of Rock GRAY Tel 8533
final account presented for allowance by
78-tf
The legation will be about half a Blanche
MALY A BIZWESS HAS GOT
M. Johnston. Admx
land, deceased. Helen M Nelld of
TO ITS FEET, AMD HEUeETORTH J Rockland
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
mile from the British legation,
was appointed Admx., June
ESTATE CARRIE A POLAND, late of
SUPPORTED THE BOSS 94
lo. 1937. and qualified by filing bond land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail aiders
which stands on the south shore of Union, deceased First and final account
solicited. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J
I June 21. 1937.
LUXURY AMD STYLE AFTER
the cape. The cape is the coolest presented for allowance by Ethel Po
78-tf
EDWARD J. WARDWELL. late of Cam
1WB1BIUG THE MAGie ELIXER. | den.
part of Monrovia but had never be land Hall. Admx.
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
deceased. Louis J Wardwell of
ESTATE
HERBERT
S
WEAVER
late
fore been used for dwellings be of Boston. Mass., deceased. First and
Camden was appointed xr . June 15. 1937, and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
| and qualified by filing bond June 24. roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
cause of its rugged state.
final account presented for allowance by
(successor to Rockland Hardware Co.)
I 1937.
George A. Weaver, Exr.
78-tf
MINNIE A STAALESEN. late of Owl’s Tel 791. Rockland.
ESTATE ANNIE F LOTHROP. late
Head,
deceased.
Mabel
A.
Pillsbury
of
of Rockland deceased First and final
Owl's Head was appointed Exx . June
account presented for allowance by
Twin Lambs Are Born
15. 1937. and qualified by filing bond |
•
Letha Munro. Exx.
June 25. 1937.
ESTATE FRANCES E HURLEY, late I
in “Red Woolens”
IRVING
E
MURCH.
late
of
Rocki
*
of Rockland, deceased Petition for Al
Sullivan, Ind. — Twin lambs,
port, deceased. Lola Murch Culver of A
lowance. presented by William P Hur
Jacksonville. Fla . was appointed Exx., ■
born on the John McKinney
ley of Rockland. Widower
June 15. 1937. and qualified by filing! COTTAGE to let at Ingraham H1U
farm, northwest of Sullivan, re
ESTATE CAROLINE S BARRV ’st»
band June 26. 1937 Agnes B Merrill i for season. City water and lights. MRS.
of Camden, deceased First and final
of Auburn was appointed Agent ln i RALPH L. WIGGIN, 14 Maple St. 77-79
cently, are normal in every re
account presented lor allowance by
Mi<ine
SHORE COTTAGE lot for sale at Owl's
spect except that they have
Elizabeth C. Barry and Martha B Cor
JOHN D AUSTIN. late of Wlnthrop. 1 Head, fine harbor view, also Brunswick
nells, Exxs.
bright red wool. They have at
Mass , deceased Leila L. Austin of said 1 phonograph. 61 CAMDFN ST.. City.
tracted widespread interest, no
ESTATE AROLINE C. GORWAIZ. late
Wlnthrop. Mass., was appointed Execu- |
79*81
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
trlx April 20 1937. without bond. Ar
farmer in this vicinity having
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach by week,
final account presented for allowance by
thur
L.
Orne
of
Rockland
was
appointed
month or season. Inquire at CLOVER
seen lambs with naturally red
Myles S. Weston and Alfred M. Strout,
Agent in Maine
FARM STORE. Park St., or Tel G25.
Exrs.
wool.
WILLIAM H PRICE, late of Rock
79*81
ESTATE ABRAM W NYE. late of
port. deceased. Vertner A Beckett of
LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach for
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Li
Thomaston was appointed Exr . June 15. sale
or to let for the season; completely
cense to sell certain Real Estate, situ
1937. and qualified by filing bond July furnished,
everything modern. EDWARD
ated in Rockland, ln the County of
1. 1S37.
GONIA, City.____________________ 74-tf
Knox,
and
Portland
ln
the
Couty
of
Traffic Officer—Say, why all the Cumberland, and fully described ln said
CALD5TA S. COLE, late of Rockport,
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
deceased. Lincoln-Alliance Bank and
hurry? Do you want me to pinch Petition, presented by Vora Nve Bemis
Trust Company of Rochester. N. Y. was Head Island, on salt water, connected
of Rockland. Admx. D B N , C.T.A.
appointed Exr., June 15. 1937. and qual with mainland by bridge. Tel. 853-13.
you?
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire,
ified by filing bond July 2. 1937. Edward ________________________________ 46-tf
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
K. Oould of Rockland was appointed
COTTAGE at Megunticook Lake to let.
Sweet Young Thing—Just because County. RocKianu, Muiuc.
Agent in Maine.
Five rooms, screened porch, lights and
Atte«
f
•
Attest:
water and boat, price reasonable. Week,
you're an officer, you don’t need to
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
month, and season W. F. BRITTO. 4
CHARLEb L. VEAZIE. Register.
get so familiar.—Chelsea Record.
____ ___
..
79-S-85
Camden 8t., Rockland.
7Q*72-tf
79-S-85

LOST AND FOUND

!

TO LET

:

! MISCELLANEOUS

Summer Cottages J
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GOLDEN WEDDING
I

"777 I-

Bernice Haining In First Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Mason,
Formerly Of Thomaston,
Place As Contest Nears
Its End
Celebrate In Keene, N. H.

CAMDEN
The C. B. norlands have arrived
Jroni chjCag0 t0 pend the summer
at their home on the Belfast road.
Mr and Mrs. Marcus Taylor of
Norwood, Penn., arc guests of their
son, Clarence Taylor.'
Tlie American Legion Auxiliary
met last night.
Col. and Mrs Edwy Taylor have
arrived from New Haven, Conn., to
occupy their new home Hurricane
House, Chestnut street.
The congregational Society will
meet Wednesday afternoon with
j^rs
w Rich, Elm street.

MANY NICE GIFTS
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Perry
of Warren Remembered
On Golden Wedding

As the contest draws to a close
President and Mrs Wallace E. Ma
Mr. and Mrs. lArthur C. Perry, 74
all those entered are working hard son of the Keene (1&. H.) Normal
and 69 observed yesterday their
to win. The ballot box has been School observed their golden wedding
golden wedding anniversary. A famtaken out of the A. & P. market so anniversary Thursday at their home
ily party was held in the evening at
that votes may be deposited until 251 Main street. They had planned
at the Perry home, with the five chilMonday. The ballot boxes will be to observe open house, but owing to
dren. Mrs. Emma Wincapaw of
closed sometime between noon and , jjrs. Masons recent attack of tonPortland, Mrs. Clara Johnson of Bosthe time of crowning of Miss Knoxisilitjs tbe afjair was limited to the
ton, Mass, and Miss Helen Perry of
CountyI family.
Union; the two sons, Arthur L. Perry
The contestants will ride in the
Mr. ancj ^jrs Mason were married
and Benjamin Perry of Warren; and
beautiful float of the Cocoa Cola Bot- ln Thomaston. She was Nettie M.
12 of the 14 grandchildren, and the
The
annual
business
meeting
of
ting Co., in Monday's parade, the Robinson, the daughter of Edwin A the YMCA will be held at the two great grandchildren present.
costumes the girls will wear are to and Amelia (Waldo) Robinson.
Mrs. IPerry was born in Hillsboro,
"Y" building Thursday at 8 o'clock.
be furnished by Senter Crane Com
They have three sons, Harold E.
N. B„ daughter of Benjamin and Re
Carlos Salzedo and Mrs. Salzedo
pany. All contestants are requested Donald R. aind Wallace E, Mason,
becca (Woodworth) Gammon, and
i Lucille Lawrence i. the famous harpto get in touch with Kenneth Mo- Jr.
came to Maine when 17 years of age
ran to arrange for orders for their . President- Mason is known as U,sj have arrived from New York city whc„ she was employed as
Capt L L
costumes some time Saturday.
. -Daddy•• tohundreds of graduates of and are at their cottage on Marine keeper ln the home
Due to the great number of votes Keene Normal school, of which he javenllp for the summer
Snow in Rockland.
Miss Janet Keene of Montclair cast for yesterday's counting it was | has been principal director and presi- OtU 063,1who 1,35 3 P°sition with
Mr. Perry was born in Rockland,
Miss Elzada North was hostess
count I dent 6lnce 1911 He was
in theAmericanInstitute ofEconomic son of Mark and Margaret (Butler)
N.
J„ arrives today to visit her impossible to recheck the
last night to a group of friends at
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. which will have to be done this I North Conway June 4 i86t son oI 1 Research in Cambridge. Mass., will Perry. A blacksmith all his life, hav
her cottage at Lermond Pond.
morning. Beatrice Haining is still John E. and Lizzie (Randall) Mason. spend the Fourth with his parents, ing learned the trade in North Bil
Gurdy.
Swimming and picnic lunch were
in the lead with Helen Walsh in He began his career in Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean.
lerica, Mass. Mr Perry has followed
Mrs. Ada R. Dyer, librarian at the
highlights. Quests were the Misses
Miss Besse Reed of Waldoboro and second place. Ruth Pike is third, where he received $8 a week and
that vocation in South Portland
Public Library, announces the en_____ ___
where_ .._
he worked
for____
the ______
Marine
Ruth Qregory, Lucille Rankin, Viola New York and Miss Hazel N. Day of Caroline Bodman fourth, Alice Hap- "boarded round,” teaching 64 pupils ,
worth then, Mary Lombardo, Lu in 24 classes. He served as principal i®aKen"n' of hel daughter, Miss Hardware Company, Boston, Lyndon
Anderson, Helen Korpinen, Luella Fryeburg were guests Friday of Mrs.
cille Hupper and Beverly Simmons of Thomaston, High School. 1883-I „ U 6 M Oyer' librarian in the Calif., Jennie Lind, Calif.; and
Snow, Eleanor Tibbetts. Irma Pickett Russell Bartlett. Miss Day is spend
ing a few days with friends in this eighth. After the votes are checked 1888. He was admitted to the bar in 1 00kl'ri Public Library, to Edward Thomaston, in the George Gilchrest
and Ruth Ward.
of “
Brooklyn.
J
the figures will be on the black Colorado in 1889. practised for two B
“ Hall, Jr. °*
rooKlyn' The-----wecI
shipyard, at Washburn Brothers'
vicinity.
years in Tennessee and then decided d‘28 Wi” ,ake_place ln the early fall. shipyard and also Dunn * Elliot.
boards.
Mrs Donald Cummings was host
T Jenness French and family are
to return to teaching. He has spent
Mrs. Clyde Magann of Waterville
Refreshments of sandwiches, lem
ess to T&E Club for luncheon and
| moving this week to their new home
Mrs.
Frank
[Hewett
has
returned
a
half-century
in
the
field
of
eduonade, ice cream and cake were
is guest of her sister, Mrs. S. H. Doe,
sewing Wednesday afternoon.
from Cousin’s Lsland where she has cation. Bowdoin College granted ijat
“l Lincolnville
lJl"colnv“ie Beach.
“eacn
{served at the family party. The
at The Highlands.
n8 attractions at the Comiue coup]e received many nice gifts.—By
been visiting Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Rob him a master's degree in 1927 and
Rhode Island College of Education Theatre: Sunday and Monday, Ty- !Alena L Starrett.
Harrison L. Dow, Jr„ went Friday
Mrs. Mary Clough who has been at ert 'Pierce.
a doctor's degree in 1928.
' r°nc Power and L01*118 Young ln
to Medomak Camp at Washington,
Rest Haven a few weeks, has re
"Love Is News;" Tuesday, Alice
Mrs. Annie Hanscom is visiting her
where he will remain for the sum
He
was
one
of
the
organizers
and
LISTEN, CHILDREN!
turned to her home on Grace street. daughter, Mrs. Nealley, in Caribou.
mer.
the first president of the Keene Ro Brady in "Call It A Day;" also GetRich-Nite, $140 given away; Wed
Rockland children are watering
Mrs. Lucia Burpee of Portland has tary Club, has been active in com nesday and Thursday, Robert Mont
Miss
Elzada
M.
North
graduated
as
their pet plants (when Nature doesn’t
Mrs. Ross L. Wilson and young son
munity affairs and did much toward
been
in
the
city
for
a
few
days
mak

Kennedy, of Upper Darby. Penn, are an honor student Thursday night ing arrangements to open her cottage developing and maintaining a co gomery and Rosalind Russell in do it for them), getting ready to ex
house guests of Mr. and Mrs. John from Forsyth Dental Infirmary in
operative spirit between the school "Night Must Fall." also on Thursday, hibit at the Summer Flower Show to
"Femme Follies" on the stage) with be held at the Community Building
Boston. In the class of 45, three at Lucia Beach.
and community. He is a Mason.
O. Stevens.
18 people.
Maine girls attended, each an honor
Aug. 17-18. They should be enMrs. Dion E. Woolley. Mrs. Anita
Both have been active in the First
Di . Harry Holt arrives today from | couraged in this act.
student. Dr. C. D. North and Walter Spear, Frederick Hufnagel and Congregational Church, and he has
Hatetoquitit Club met at Rock
Barstow attended the commence Miss Lucille Reilley of Mt. Vernon, { served as president of its Men's Club Brookline. Mass, to spend the Fourth \ i went down street on a recent
ledge Inn for, beano this week, as
ment, returning that night accom N. Y., are occupying the Woolley while Mrs. Mason is a member of with his family on the Belfast road, {pleasant day with a bouquet of pink
guests of Mrs. T. L. Maker, a tempt
panied by Miss North.
L. D. Chandler is employed in the peonies for a friend. Indeed, it was
cottage at Pleasant Beach, where Ashuelot Chapter, DA.R.. the Fort
ing supper preceding play. Mrs.
Western Union Telegraph office dur- a day for children in their blues and
they
will
be
joined
today
by
Chandler
nightly
Club
and
the
Keene
Wom

Retta Cole and Mrs. Bernice Free
I ing the summer season.
Members of EF.A. Club were de Woolley and family of Mt. Vernon.
reds, some on bicycles, some skipping
an's Club —Boston Globe.
man won honors.
I Major George Blaney and family rope, others walking. The fragrance
lightfully entertained at a noon
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Reed and son
of Rockland are occupying the Helen from those peonies attracted one
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Biro and luncheon, Wednesday, at the home
Kendall of Belmont, Mass., are at
Perry cottage at Lake Megunticook group at a time. In all instances our
of
Mrs.
H.
W.
Thorndike.
The
aft

son David of Winchester, Mass., are
Rockledge
Inn,
Spruce
Head,
Mrs.
during this month.
conversation centered around the
guests of Mr. Birds’ parents, Mr. and ernoon card game resulted in the
Reed was formerly Miss Gussie Sher Mis. Drewett’s Pupils Ac- Joc' ^cves Grant Circle. Ladies of flowers and the coming Flower Show.
following
awards,
Mrs.
Cora
Smith,
Mrs. Henry Bird, at Dynamite Beach,
Quitted Themselves Nirelv he °A R met l3St nlght' During
Later, farther down the street. I
Mrs. Choris Jenkins and Mrs. Annie man of Rockland.
over the weekend.
quitted themselves Nicely he remainder of the summer meet, {was b;cne; the children were off tell
Collamore.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Daggett and
In Elaborate Program
ings will be held the first Friday of jng others the news. I stopped where
A Rockland group had luncheon at
Mr and Mrs. William Palmer of
An
,
1
MCh
montl1'
' a very small child was digging her
The Outing Club dined Wednes Glens Falls. N. Y.. are guests of Mr.
Beach Inn, Lincolnville, Wednesday,
An interesting recital was given Frank Bickford arives today from I ... int. the dirt "What's your
day
at
‘
‘
Trails'
End,
”
the
afternoon
remaining for contract in the after
Daggett's mother, Mrs Iena Mer- Wednesday night by pianoforte pu- Long Wand, N. y. t0 spend the Xe little
No answer
I
rill over the weekend and holiday. {pll. of Mrs. Louise Drewett at the weekend with his family on the Belaga “ • Xt does your mother
noon. Honors were won by Mrs. Ed being devoted to cards.
Today they will motor to Woodland. Universalist vestry. Beverly Cogan fast road.
:"'Jkly the answer came
win Scarlott and Mrs. Cleveland
Sleeper.
Miss Frances Murphy of Ports
ln two song and dance numbers Bertha (Horton) wife of Arthur L. back- -Mamma calls me home!”
«•“ Marlon
01 Malden „iart
„h,i
"
mouth, N. H., is visiting her aunt
»
the
«««
a,
Mi.
and
Mr.
«..." and
... ...................
Al, » “
Xe’ a.
the Blue Jay Say
Uttle «‘r1' We hope' wU1 J°‘n
Mrs. Doris Damon was hostess to Mrs. Florence Dawes and other rea- Mass
other Rockland children in the ex
H. C. Chatto at Crescent Beach.
the Thursday Auction Club this tives in this city for the summer.
Sing Like the Birdies Sing, a large j west Rockport. The funeral will be hibit of flowers at the Summer Flower
week, at picnic dinner and cards at
Alfred Greenlaw is home from New audience of parents and guests held Sunday afternoon from the Show.
L R- pher farm in Waldoboro.
showing appreciation of the follow- ] Good Funeral Home.
W. L N. Club was entertained Britain, Conn., for the holiday.
Thursday night by Mrs. Mildred
ing selections:
Mrs. clarence Harmon of Portland
Crosby Ludwick has returned from
GLEN COVE
Richardson. Card honors went to
Rev. and Mrs. B. P. Brown and
was recent guest of her aunt. Miss
South Windham, where he was a
Wiswell Hoaksworth of Belmont
Mrs. Vera French, Mrs. Harriet Bar son Benjamin of Holyoke, Mass..
Maxine Lowell
Mary C. Davis.
guest at the home of Mrs. Charles
is engaged in haying for Sidney
art making a two weeks' stay at their { Black Hawk Waltz.
Walsh
M
and
bour and Mrs. Florence Knowlton.
1
Barbara Allen. Dora Seavey
“na Mrs M. E. Emery of
Parker
Cooper's Beach cottage and will re Cedar Brook Waltz.
Perry Akron. Ohio, have rented Mrs. Leo Stinson.
Elizabeth McPhail
Misses Katherine, Marion and Avis
An habitual fondness for canines turn in August.
LaGrace,
Bohm p- Strong's cottage. Birch Villa at
Mr. and Mrs. David Beach and
Taylor are among the latest addi
which
has
always
been
one
of
the
Phyllis
Kalloch.
Marilyn
Miller
Hosmer's
Pond,
for
the
summer.
daughters Betty and Eileen, are
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl enter Dance on the Lawn.
Reed
tions to the ranks of bicyclists.
Joyce Hills
St. George is playing here in the
spndlng the holiday weekend with pleasant characteristics of Miss tained Opportunity Class, and mas
Sunshine Waltz,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory. Her
Eleanor
Bird
is
somewhat
on
the
Hopkins
{
Twilight
League
this
afternoon
at
3
Mrs. Beach's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
June Ames. Elizabeth MacPhall,
culine annex, at Lake Megunticook
bert N Brazier and W Ashton Rip
wane these days as she nurses a
o
clock.
Sunday
afternoon
at
3
M. C. Lockhart, at Moncton, N. B.
Thursday night. A baked be*n sup- { Little Fairy Waltz!’ COg“n
broken right wrist originating from
StLichner Waldoboro will be here. Fourth of ley attended the session of Pomona
per was one feature of the evening. Waiting for the Mail.
Florence Davis
Mrs. Mary Roberts Rinehart has the antics of an over active pet dog.
I July will find Camden playing at Grange last Saturday in Vinalhaven.
Orange Blossoms.
R. W. Studley is making repairs
arrived at Bar Harbor, where she will
Rev. and Mrs. Gilbert E. Edgett Second Valse,
Durand Rockland in the forenoon and St.
on his residence, assisted by Stewart
Maxine Pratt
Bernard Thompson and Gordon have been calling upon Rockland
occupy her cottage ' Brookend" for
George,
playing
here
in
the
after

Betty's Waltz.
Martin
Tripp.
Richardson left by motor this morn friends this week. Mr. Edgett is a
the season.
noon.
Elizabeth MacPhall. Joyce Hills
Callers Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
ing for a vacation visit with Bern former pastor of the Methodist iThe Falry
Miller Smallwood!
E.
H Hall's were Catherine Carpen
Mrs. Damie Rose Gardner and ard's relatives in New Brunswick. Church.
Valse des Roses.
Ketterer
F W. Oorden & Son, Union,
Dora Seavey, Mrs Drewett
ter and Lorea Adams of Providence,
Miss Christine Norwood are spend They are making the trip with Mr.
Maine
—
storewide
sale
closes
tonight.
Lullaby.
Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Brown of Noble
Mrs. Alberta Rose of Boston is The Pixie's Drill,
ing several days with Mrs. T. C. Fales and Mrs. John A. Thompson.
L. Brown j stock up today and beat rising
June
Ames
boro and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Greg
spending
a
few
days
with
her
daugh

at her summer estate in Egypt, Mass.,
Bohm
prices.
Today
is
last
chance.
La Oracleuse.
ory
of Rockland.
Miss Beth Hagar left Friday morn ter, Mrs. Geneva Huke.
where they will later be joined by
Maxine Lowell. Barbara Allen
79-lt
Twlnkletoes.
Eckstein
Mrs. Ida Murch has employment
ing for Chicago, Joining there an ex
Mrs. F. W. Rugg of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P Wight are Mandollna. Betty Imlach
cursion party, which will sail from
Langey [ Two great dances at Rockland at Bert Gregory's.
Maxine Pratt. Mrs Drewett
Mrs Ogarita Rase Rugg of Port Seattle, Washington for Alaska. The guests for a few days of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Wass of Ma
Petite Tonkinolse.
Scotta-Chrlstlne Community Auditorium wil! feature
land will be the soloist at the First trip will extend through the month Mrs. Frank W Fuller and Mr. and The Wayside Rose.
chias
and son Arnold are guests of
Fischer
the Fourth celebration. SundayPhyllis Kalloch
Mrs. Fred W. Wight.
Church of Christ, Scientist, Sunday of July.
Daisy Polka (original composition)
midnight until 4 a. m. Monday— i{Mr. and |Mrs. George Woodward.
July 4.
Allan
Miss Adah Hall of Boston returned
Vanderberk man>' prizes, special features. And
Upon their return to Terryville, Edelweiss Glide.
I home Wednesday after several days
The Afghan Club met this week
Minuet (Don Juan),
Mozart
the
great
Independence
Ball
MonPerry Rich and family of Detroit, with Mrs. Perley Damon at the Da Conn., this week Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Barbara Allen
! day night, July 5. closing the cele- { visit with her mother. The latter
Huke were accompanied by Mr. Song and Dance (Selected)
Mich, are guests of Perry's father, J. mon Farm in East Waldoboro.
Beverly Cogan
bration. Grand contest awards made i accompanied Miss Hall on return
Huke's son Jack, who will spend the Springtime,
F. Rich, on his Glen Cove farm.
Tocaben ,
and will be her guest for a time.
Roaming.
swift at the ball Special prizes. Music,
Miss Eleanor Snow has arrived vacation there.
Gwendolyn Barlow
Mrs. Nora -Wilde of Winter Park, from White Plains, N. Y., for a va
March of the Flower Girls.
Wachs Uncle Seth and hls Hill Billies..—
Lora Seavey
adv.
SEARSMONT
President and Mrs. Everett C.
Fla., is summering at Daytona Beach cation visit with her parents, Com
A Frangesa.
Costa
F. W. Gorden & Son. Union.
instead of coming north this year. mander and Mrs. Carl F. Snow, who Herrick of Newton Theological
Betty Imlach, Mrs. Drewett
School, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Irish Foreman—“None of you men Maine—storewide sale closes tonight.
are summering at Treasure Point
THE DOWNIE CIRCUS
must leave the yard till you've been Stock up today and beat rising
The Thursday night meeting of Farm. Miss Snow has as guest. Stanley Pratt are spending the week
searched. The bass says the engine prices. Today is last chance.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps was the Miss Marion English of White end and holiday at the Herrick cot
Coming to Rockland July 281 of his car is missing.”
79-lt
tage. Ash Point. Mr. Pratt is son of
last of the season, the sessions being Plains.
Under Sparks Management
a former Rockland pastor.
discontinued until September,
A
short business meeting preceded a
Mrs. Herbert Mullen, Mrs. Flora
MRS. MARY E. MACK
Fred Kilgore, contracting agent for
patriotic program, which included Fernald and Mrs. Frank Fields were
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Sparks managed Downie Brothers
readings by Mrs. Eliza Plummer. winners at bridge, at the weekly
Mrs. Mary E. Mack, formerly of
Circus,
was
in
the
city
yesterday
with
Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth meeting of the Chummy Club, held this city, died June 24 at the home
World’s Dizziest Aviator!
the interesting information that
Gregory and Mrs. Lena Rollins. The with Mrs. E. W. Freeman.
of her ^daughter in Waterville. ageJ
When
He
Opens
His Throttle, You Loop the Loop!
Charlie Sparks will bring his circus
mystery package was won by Mrs.
84 years. The deceased was the widow and menagerie to Rockland Wednes
Up
in
the
air
for
the thrills that come once in a
Elizabeth Mills. The corps members
Two great dances at Rockland of John H. Mack, who died many day. July 28 for afternoon and night'
Laughtime!
will have various social events Community Auditorium will feature years ago. For 20 years she was en
through the summer, with a series of the Fourth celebration. Sunday- gaged as housekeeper in the family performance. He will offer in addi
tion to his well known circus presen
beano parties and picnics.
midnight until 4 a. m. Monday- of Mrs. C. W. Henry at Beauchamp
tation one of the finest menageries
many prizes, special features. And Point. Rockport. Five years ago she entour.
Mrs. Edna McA. Hart, who has
the great Independence Ball Mon went to Waterville to make her home
The circus is enlarged in every de
been for the past two years a tenant
day night, July 5, closing the cele with her daughter. Mrs. Charles
partment, this season, alld is now rec
at 37* a Limerock street, one of the
bration. Grand contest awards made Keith. Her death was preceded by
ognized as one of the biggest circuses
Copping apartments, is about to re
at the ball. Special prizes. Music, an illness of only one week.
on the road.
move to an apartment in the Bach
Uncle Seth and his Hill Billies.,
Mjs. Mack was a member of St.
This Sparks managed circus is one
elder house on Oak street. Lawrence adv.
Bernard’s Catholic Church in this of the oldest and best, now on Its
McAllister, who has been with her
city, and the Sacred Heart Catholic 47th tour. Throughout the United
will locate elsewhere, dividing the
Church in Waterville. Her kindly States and Canada. Sparks is a j
time devoted to his insurance buslHAWAIIAN GUITAR
ways and many other admirable traits household word as it always gives1
Their aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth Newman,
You can learn to play this fasef
will long be cherished by all who clean entertainment in enormous
Their aunt, Mrs. Eyizabeth Iewman,
nating instrument. Play your fa
knew
her. Funeral services were held quantities.
This season
Charlie
since her serious illness last winter,
vorite hymns or tunes. Organize a
in Waterville last Saturday.
Edward Sedgwick Production
** Released br RKO-Radio Pictures
class among your friends. A limit
remains in the care of a friend.
Sparks brings you an entire new pro
q\«1’
cd number of guitars now avail
Mrs. Mack is survived by three gram of foreign and domestic acts,
able. You pay for lessons only— daughters, Mrs. A. O. Morey of Rock
adv.
The question of where to dine Sun
$1, at your home if within 25 miles.
LAST TIMES TODAY
day or Monday is perfectly answered
An inquiry incurs no obligation. land, Mrs. Charles Keith of Water
ville,
and
Mrs
H.
B.
Tyler
of
Cam

by the delicious shore dinner at Also piano accordion, voice and
DICK FORAN
bridge, Mass.; one son, William H.
Crescent Beach Inn. Cool ocear. piano lessons.
in
CHARLES
A,
LUNDELL
Mack
of
Medfield,
Mass.;
and
three
breezes, wide airy porches, beautiful
"CHEROKEE
STRIP'
Friendship, Maine
granddaughters, Virginia, June, and
view and a delicious shore dinner.
78* It Charles IKeith Tyler.
What could be better?—adv.

A PIANO RECITAL

READ THE ADS

WAIT

|

LOOK
WHO’S
COMING

ROCKLAND
WEDNESDAY, JULY

DOORS
OPEN

Jaiuf/uunnskine

EVERY FEATURE *■> IN NOVATION

MWTHHSHiON

CIRCUS GROUNDS, AIRPORT, PLEASANT SV.

Come To Us If You Need
TO BUILD A
\
TO BUY A
>
) TO REFINANCE THE t
1 MORTGAGE ON YOUR '
OUR DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOAN
Is just what you need. Small monthly payments REDUCE PRIN
CIPAL AND INTEREST regularly.
We have ample funds to loan on homes in this vicinity and will be
glad to help you with your problem.

Rockland Loan and Building Association
ROCKLAND, MAINE
G4Stf

18 SCHOOL STREET,

IRWAYS.

INC.

To North Haven and Vinalhaven
Standard Time
Leaves Koekland

SCHEDULED
EAPLANE
lERVICE

8.00 and 10.30 A. M.; 12.30 and 3.30 P. M.
Charter trips to all points
Seaplane Base Next To Public Landing.
TELEPHONE 338

63-tf

SUNDA Y
MONDAY
TUESDAY

Together
In the most

.

important sto.y either cne has ever had!

ROBERT TAYLOR
And His Ileal Life Sweetheart

BARBARA STANWYCK
In the Picture (he Whole World Is Talking About

a

THIS IS MY AFFAIR”
with

VICTOR McLAGLEN
NOW
PLAYING

Holiday
Prices
Monday
10, 25c, 35c
Matinee
and Evg.

"KID GALAHAD”
with
EDW . C. ROBINSON. BETTE DAVIS

Khow;
Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Sat
urday 2.15 to 10.15

I
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with others in the "Guardian" fam
ily.
Mr. and Mrs Wallace Birlem of
Southwest Harbor visited the sta
tion last Saturday which was fine
as long as lt lasted, but, hope 'ere
the summer is out that we may be
favored with a longer call from these
friends. .
Kip, we are looking forward to
seeing you, "Mrs. Kip. and June
Dr. and Mrs. Hagopian of Bar
Harbor were guests here last week
end. We are sorry to learn that
Gov. Brann Camp is closing for it
means the transfer of the doctor
end his wife.
Bertha, why don't you and Alton
pay us a visit one of these days?
Keeper and Mrs. Kennedy have
returned to the station after 15-days
leave. Among other places of in
terest they visited the home of the
late Calvin Coolidge In Plymouth.
Vt.. also passed a few days at Capt
Brogan's In Danbury. N. H . and then
pioceeded to Putnam, Conn., and
North Uxbridge, Mass., to visit rel
atives. They also made a stop-over
in Newburyport, Mass. It was a tip
top trip in every respect.
Millard Gray of Jonesport who
was substitute during the recent
absence of the keeper, has re-

Realm

FROM TAXPAYERS’ POCKETS
of

Music
kf

Every-Other-Day

GlaJyi Si. Clair Htiitag

PUT NEW

Democratic Senator From Virginia Makes Scath
ing Denunciation Of Extravagance

the banks of the country. If we keep
on constituting ourselves legislative
spendthrifts for the government,
My good friend. Ellen Dean Tol- ' ing the orchestral accompaniment,
pretty soon such a depreciation in
man. recently had the pleasure of This is done by playing the accomgovernment securities is going to oc
hearing John Charles Thomas, fa- paniment from a wax recording into
cur, and when it does occur and
nious baritone, in a concert given in earphones Which the singer places
when the banks with their millions
Worcester. Mass., and thoughtfully over her ears. Flagstad adjusts the
of depositors and stockholders have
sent me the program accompanied earphones, steps up to the microto meet that issue, we are going to
by a letter enthusing on Mr Thomas phone, signals that she is ready,
have precipitated upon us a disaster
marvelous artistry The baritone Is She is the only person in the studio
of which none of us can conceive.
a clever program builder—one Is al- completely composed.
A technlAs a matter of fact, we are not
ways sure of hearing unhackneyed cian starts the orchestral recording,
taxminded. In nearly every com
things, something vastly different For seconds there Is absolute silence
munity in this country public offi
The composers themselves tell this —then Flagstad's great thrilling
cials are taxing their ingenuity to
story—Torelli. Hermann Hans Wetz- voice fills the room It Is Wagner—
think of and devise projects, a large
ler Marx. Duparc. Ravel. Pierne. from Die Walkure.' There are other
proportion of which are of no use. on
pauses, when the studio Is heavy
end so on.
earth. The idea of my community
I hear the whistling wind through wide i rles and blueberries gathered by the
In three fields Mr. Thomas has with silence. Thompson Is perspir
gray sails.
one of the richest towns in the State
Across the bay the lifted fog banks , children.
aroused public enthusiasm to a de ing although it is not warm. Flag
of Virginia, whose bonds sell away
The'wind is crested on the (lowing tide, I A Jerse>' COW has been added 10
gree that places him among the stad is intent upon the music coming
above par, borrowing money from
Driving the clouds on Inland moving ! the Lighthouse family.
gteatest living artists—opera, radio through the earphones. Again she
the Federal government to construct
Over the dunes lt blows fantastic veils,
The Keeper has a wind charger
and concert. Perhaps it is on the bursts into a cascade of song—until
sewers and sidewalks! I think it is
claim!
I which he finds a great saving over
concert platform that his consum- the end. Then applause and bravos
a disgrace to the community, and
Of dazzling sand that will forever hide I
., ....
The ancient forests on the mountain “toting batteries,
mate artistry finds its fullest ex- from the little audience."
it is not very creditable to the State
side.
pression. Few artists can boast of
• • • •
of Virginia, whose bonds rank above
And blot to whiteness dark and leafy
an audience of 100.00 such as that
returned from a recital tour
trails.
those of the United States govern
—Joan Voos.
which greeted him in Chicago, or the ir Europe. Josef Lhevinne said that
ment, that lt should come here and
45 000 in Pittsburgh. 13.000 In Salt "■ en engage o p av over e a e
borrow Federal money.
Portland Head
Luke City. His average tour in- ov'ned radio system in Stockholm. curred—not nearly thirty-six billion,
• • • •
A good lighthouse family gathering i
eludes between 60 and 70 concert he was merely taken Into a studio, but nearly forty billion, if not over
Federal
money?
Where does the
appeared in last Saturday s paper.
engagements in addition to his his name announced, and then left that sum, when we count the con government get any money that it
Tlie month of June collected a ,
broadcasts and appearances at the alone. The experience was so un tingent Indebtedness of the United does not first pick from the pockets
usual.' said Mr. Lhevinne. “of having
goodly number of fog hour- to its
Metropolitan.
States. Who Is to pay it? Are we of the taxpayers of the various States
credit. We wonder If July will |
John Charles Thomas was born In no announcements and no dlsturb- to repudiate the national debt, or and sub divisions thereof? That is
dampen our spirits.
a little Pennsylvania town, the son a!lces that I never played better In are we to pay the national debt at the only way the Federal governThe first bus arrived here Thurs
cf a Methodist minister. As a boy niy '^e
’ maturity and as it matures?
! ment gets any money and it is going
day morning.
he sang with his mother and father
Ezra Rachlin. now a member of the
wh° constitute the States and the down deeper into the pockets of
in the camp meetings at which his Report summer music colony, communities of the States? The every taxpayer in the communities
Visitors at the station the past
week were more in number and those
father preached. He was wavering
tQ add concert dgtes from people of the States and of the com- and in the States In order to meet
between the careers of medicine and all over the country, bidding fair munities constitute the States and (the maturities of the enormous nafrom New Jersey report fog down
music when
that way.
, ,u he_was
. „offered
„ a schol,
that he will have a very full sea- communities, and every man In every I tional debt.
Guests the past week were Miss Perkins Island Light on Kennebec River where R. W. Fowers guards his bit o arship by the Peabody Conservatory
dur_ community and every State has not I Moreover, I never intend so long as
of Music in Baltimore, and music ing the months of November and on*y «ot to W th* Percentage that I live to vote for lump-sum appro
Mary Toothaker and Robert Tooththe coast. Capt. Powers is a frequent contributor to this department,
won out. Beginning his career in December.
aker of Brunswick; Misses Alice and---------------------------------------- we are talki“« about, but, in the priations to be turned over to minor
turned home. The company of the light opera, his thrilling voice and
....
last analysis, he has got to pay the irresponsible
Mary Martin of Baltimore; Keeper
Petit Manan
officials,
unbonded
James Anderson of Cape Porpoise; | Mrs. J. H. Freeman and children Grays was enjoyed greatly and we fine acting soon won him stardom in
The Columbia Broadcasting sys- entire indebtedness of this nation, men. not elected by the people but
wish them the best of luck.
such productions as "Apple Bios-. {em has announced tbe exclusive together with the accrued interest appointed, to spend fabulous sums.
and his daughter. Mrs. Prout of are at the Light for the summer.
Keeper and Mrs. Faulkingham soms" and “Maytime." However, his
Cape Elizabeth; ex-Gov. Theodore ! Mrs. M. J. Foss has returned from
Seven billion dollars are turned over
broadcasting rights to the famous on that indebtedness.
Christian of Minneapolis; Mr. and I a visit with her relatives In Sulli- and daughter Lucille dined with us mind was set on the more serious Lewisohn Stadium Concerts in New
to a man who never had any real
• • • •
Mrs. W. C Dow of Portland; Mr. j van. Miss Muriel Bagley and Lillian last Tuesday. We passed a delightful forms of his art. and by hard study York for the summer of 1937. These 71,6 su«*estlon was made the other business connection in his life to dis
^ater portion of the tribute as he may please at his dis
Lowell of Port Clyde; Granville Kin- j Woodward accompanied her on re- day and trust the occasion was also he prepared himself for opera and concerts which run for eight weeks day that
pleasurable for them.
launched his career in this field at during June. July and August. are'revenues of
government was de- cretion. I have voted against these
ney of St. George and Mr. and Mrs. ! turn for a^weeks stay here.
Oeorge Soule and part}’ of WoodKeeper and Mrs. Lockhart with Capt. William Brogan of Danbury. the Royal Opera House in Brussels. one of the world's most famous out- rived from income taxes That is lump-sum appropriations every time
fords.
i Keeper and Mrs. Frank Faulking- N H„ has been making a few weeks ' Then followed invitations to sing in dcor music institutions; they are in
in i ^ar ^rom ^e truth. The greater por- J they have been proposed, and I am
All in all the past week was a busy ham recentl>' motored to New York stay with us. Hewishes to be re- London. Berlin and Vienna, and on their 20th year They are given in Ition of the avenues of the govern- going to continue to vote against them
cne here—Y D and Legion Con- <W. New
Jersey and Hartford, membered to Captain Gray of Bass his return to the United States he tne original Lewisohn Stadium of the ment Is derived fram miscellaneous I at this time and whenever they may
ne here Y D. a d Legion C
,
Keeper Harbor Head and also to Mrs. Kings- sang with the Philadelphia Grand CoUege pf New York at
taxes upon all the people of the be projected here. It is an unbusi
ventions with their parades in Port- Lcr‘r' un lne return trip weeper
tin,,
land and the sailing of the Gertrude Lockhart'smother
accompanied' bur}', as he had a wonderful
time Opera. Chicago Civic Opera. San A;enue ftnd 137th street and >u country. If we were to take every nesslike way to make appropriations,
L. Thebaud with MacMillan and them to spend the summer
here. v.hlle visiting them recently,
Francisco Opera and for the
. concerts are performed by the Phil- dollar that the wealthy classes de [and it results In ruinous extravatwo seasons with the Metropolitan b&rmonic.Smphonv
society
of rive in income, if we were to take 1 gance.
partv of 36 scientists and students
Mrs Dorothy Fletcher of Matini-,
• • • •
Opera His concert tours have car- New York
summer s conductors their very principal, we could not Therefore I shall vote for the
for Northern Labrador.
cus Rock has returned home after,
Pond Island
wUJ lnclude Vladimir Oolschmann, begin to pay a measurable part of pending amendment In order to
, , . ,
visiting a week with Keeper and
we are back on Pond Island after ned him all over the country.
He is an arden’ devotee of boat- Fritz
George Klng R^n. the Indebtedness that this nation make the people at least somewhat
Doubling Point Range
Mrs Lockhart- Her visit was very , having i5 days leave during which we
much enjoyed and we hope she and DlOtored to Hanover. N. H. attended ing. Every minute he can spare „ush and wjllem va„ Hoogstraten. has already Incurred; and if gentle tax-conscious, and in order that they
Greetings to all Guardians of Our Ke€per netcher can visit again soon. Dartmouth commencement week and from his music is spent aboard his;
____________
men think that this indebtedness is may understand the implications
Coast."
not a menace to the nation itself, when their Governors and Mayors
Mrs. and Mrs. Otto Lockhart and bad a fine time in general. Next we yacht. From its deck he lowers his
Continuous fog and rain has de Miss Edna Lockhart of Edgewater, motored to the White Mountains speed boats with which he has won
they are very much mistaken:
exhaust their ingenuity in the effort
tained me from repair work and N. J., have returned home after a * and registered at Mt. Crescent House, many races.
We boast of the credit of the gov- to secure projects for the purpose,
painting. However. I hope to com three weeks visit down through the j On return^,g ,0 Hanover we saw
Will Enjoy the Novel Fea- ernment! see it announced in the in some cases, of teaching p“ople
plete them before snow flies.
Maine students who are musically
East a part of the time being spent a b(g b|ack bear He did not hurry
tures Offered By Walter neWspapers that subscriptions to art, of teaching them music, of
I have been hauling gravel on the j with Keeper Lockhart.
Treasury issues are tremendously teaching
I tc get out of the way, and on look- inclined and who desire training
them how
to
play
L. Main Shows
Lighthouse road for the past eight
under professional musicians, many
oversubscribed. As a matter of fact, golf, and a multitude of other silly
The men here have been well up ing back we saw him still in the
days and it w’as a hard job as I had
of them full-time symphony players.
in the air these days as the tower road O yes. he was a wild bear
The Walter L. Main Circus will they are not subscriptions at all; things, all at the expense of the tax
to cover a distance of 18 miles a
will be accepted as students at the
,
i is getting her black coat of paint.
.
,
;
„
,
,
I
exhibit
in Rockland one week from they are allocations. The Treasury payers of the country. Talk about
from the mountains.
round trip, one and one-half hours
New
England
Music
Camp
(formerly
certificates are allocated to the people starving! It would be better
The cow that was bought for the
today.
We drove then to Rutland. Vt..
.
summer by the men here could not and visited the marble exhibit. Eastern Music Camp', according to
It seems that Walter L. Main who banks and the banks are compelled to take the money and feed the
All kinds of motor and row boats ,
,., .
,,
..
. .
camp ofliciasl Dr. William A Gore
,
have liked it very well as they had While in that State Mrs. Fickett was
i known to almost every circus per- to take the bonds for they have been hungry, if there be any, instead of
have been noticed in this vicinity, L
,
,
____ _
.
,
... 7 I her less than two weeks when she taken 111 and consulted Dr. Gart
i former as the "Governor" has sent maneuvered into a position where engaging in all of this foolishness.
their occupants fishing for black
New York Either full time or com- mor- perform„s t0 ,he
of the they cannot refuse to take future
died.
Mr.. President, I feel so intensely
land at White River Junction. Vt muting students will be accepted at ,adder (han any Qther showman on
bass The fish are plentiful and can
issues because they must protect the that the Congress of Lie United
The
captain
from
the
fishing
She
remains
under
his
care
although
often be seen jumping out of water.
the camp, and any students en- parth seems
hgve thp nack Qf enormous amount of Federal securi
Btatts is precipitating this country
Mr Stuckert and Mr. Flanagan, trawler. Benjamin Thompson re she is back in Maine.
rolling from Maine will be given pjrking jujt (he f
klnd Qf gcU ties which they already hold and a
into actual bankruptcy with its ex
cently
came
ashore
to
call
the
Coast
Alva
Light
substituted
during
our
electricians, recently made adjust
opportunity of playing with the camp
to give the maximum amount of en reduction of 10 per cent under the travagance that I am utterly opposed
Guard at Cranberry Island for as absence.
ments to the fog signals.
symphony orchestra.
tertainment for both the old as well par value of Federal securities would to the whole business and shall vote
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Cyrus Ryder of sistance to be towed to Southwest
The advance notices state that the rs the young, and that is one of the practically bankrupt 90 percent of against it.
Little River
Thomaston were visitors last week Harbor where engine repairs could be
faculty will boast some names of na | reasons that the Walter L. Main Cir
made.
end at the station.
George Morong arrived at the st? • tional prominence, and in general cus enjoys such a tremendous own The house carried a large mort
• • • •
TO WED IN AUGUST
Glancing up from writing. I can
tion June 30 and will substitute i9 the teaching staff exceeds in musical amount of popularity wherever
gage when Francis died, but his
Burnt Coast Harbor
see six boats near by. all the men
days for William Corbett and family.
Ishown
« years.
widow was an enterprising woman and Maine's Episcopal Bishop Is To Marry
busily engaged in trolling for fish.
Everett and James Chandler of
Walter Ackley is suffering from a w,th the Eastern Music Camp, which
Among the many features this she paid lt off by selling wood to the
the Widow of George P. Hay
This is unusual as there have been Bristol. Conn., recently spent the long 6iege of ill health.
was dissolved in 1935. The New season is the great Orton troupe of lime kilns at Rockland."—Bangor
no fish In the river the past few weekend -with their parents. Keeper
Mrs. William Corbett and Kath England Camp is a non-profit cor- J af ria, performers supported by the News.
The engagement of Mrs. Mary P.
years.
and Mrs. Chandler.
leen Corbett returned home Sunday poration organized under the laws I nc less popular Fisher-Graham aerHay
and Rt Rev. Benjamin Brews
Lighthouse Tender Hibiscus passed
cf the State of Maine and Is oper- lahst whQ
presenUng thelr dar.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Chandler from Roque Bluffs.
WHEN BARNUM CAME
by the station this morning.
ter,
Bishop
of the Maine Episcopal
ating
along
the
same
plan
as
the
lng
*
death
defyjng
stunU
h
,
gh
up
were dinner guests at the station re Fred Dennison, Neil Corbett and
I Por The Courier-Gazette I
Mrs Nye recently attended a La cently.
former institution so far as music midair will thrill and send chills 'Twas a day In June, the date I can't diocese who this month completed 50
Frank Ackley motored recently to
remember,
dies' Aid sale of cooked food, fancy
ir concerned, with a different ft chasing each other up and down
Herbert Burns and Joseph Kelley, Machiasport for a load of hay.
Main stieet was thronged with people years as a priest was announced
articles, quilts, etc., at the Arrowsic
nancial
setup.
Dr.
Gore,
who
tieaas
up
and down.
accompanied by their mothers Mrs. We are declaring a recess on cor
the spines of the most hardened In that crowd
there was an old offender, Tuesday. They will be married late
Schoolhouse. The sum of $66 was
Charles Burns, Jr., and Mrs. Bene respondence until our return from the corporation, is superintendent thrill seekers, and would put the That day when Barnum's circus came in August. The announcement was
earned—a considerable amount for
oi Schools. Hempstead. Long Island, "man on the flying trapeze" to shame
to town.
dict Kelley, recently attended a furlough.
issued from the bishop's residence in
such a small community.
N. Y.
birthday party given by Mrs. Charles
and the grandeur and splendor of We were waiting (or the big parade
"Cheerio” to my keeper comrades,
Portland. It will be the second mar
Mrs.
S
Merritt
Farnum.
president
quite
patient.
Joyce in honor of her son. Stephen's
their glittering, bespangled ward
round the comer mounted on a riage for both.
with kindly wishes for a pleasant
NOTICE TO MARINERS
of the Maine Federation of Music robe make them one of the out When
first birthday. A pleasant time was
donkey brown;
season.
Clubs, is among prominent people standing acts of its kind In America Came the leader of the big parade and
enjoyed.
Mrs Hay is the widow of George
pageant.
• • • •
West Penobscot Bay — Ensign endorsing the camp, and the State today
As lt swung from Park onto the Main P. Hay and the daughter of th» late
The Steamer North Haven now
Squirrel Point
Island Bell Buoy 1, reported missing Federation is urging its members' There are many other features
street of the town
Oeneral Charles L. Phillips. Bishop
arrives in the forenoon, being on
to attend the concert series.
June 25. was replaced June 28.
The tender Hibiscus passed up the summer schedule.
too numerous to mention, including j A band struck up. the kids with glee Brewster's first wife, Stella Yates ol
The huge bowl, the largest of its
all shouted
East Penobscot Bay—Passage be
river June 29.
Cole, famous western rodeo
New York, died several years ago.
Boats are making appearance, as tween Mark Island and Robinson kind in New England, is open and Rex wi
,h
7" "'Z”' I whe.^ th?v “w the funny ,ntlC8 of
Mrs. Seavey and daughters Juanita,
.
,
I
star
with
his
congress
of
cowboy,!
__
the
clown;
Bishop Brewster who is 76 years
in previous summers, to load with Rock—Mark Island Point Beacon to visitors began to arrive last Sunday
camels In that big parade we old, has been head of the Maine dio
Myrtle. Patricia and Pauline and son
cowgirls and Indians, as well as the Fifty counted.
pulpwood.
be painted black about July 8, 1937. to inspect the camp and grounds. animals, clowns, acrobats, wire- That day In June, when Barnum came cese for 21 years, going to Portland
James returned to this station June 12
Mrs. Roscoe Chandler and Miss
to town.
West Penobscot Bay — Camden The camp is reached from Oakland walkers. dogs, ponies, herds of ele
from Newagen where Mrs Seavey at
from Colorado in 1916. He Is a na
Josephine
Lamprey
have
summer
b}
a
route
which
follows
the
east
Harbor
—
Northeast
Point
Lighttended the graduation of her daugh
phants, and droves of camels, mak There were horses, zebras, elephants and tive of New Haven, where for 28
Hons.
Structure was changed to a red shore of Lake Messalonskee. There ing up a full two hours' performance
ter Myrtle. She was accompanied by employment in Brooklin.
Almost everything both male and fe years his father was rector of Christ's
is
a
parking
area
which
will
accom

skeleton
tower
June
30.
Elliot
Smith,
Charles
Burns.
Jr.,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Nor
that will please every amusementmale of renown;
Church. Bishop Brewster's son, Rev.
modate l.OCO autos. The opening lcving person. There will be two A wild man from Borneo was In a cage William Brewster, was ordained two
and Benedick Kelley were business
ton of Newagen.
and
Irons.
date is set for July 1st.
Miss Juanita Seavey went June 16 callers in Stonington recently.
performances at 2 and 8 p. m.. rain On that day when P T. Barnum weeks ago.
Two great dances at Rockland
showed In town.
Bernard Chandler has employment
to Portsmouth, N. H.. returning June
cr shine on the Oul Circus lot.—adv.
Community Auditorium will feature
in
Monroe.
"God,
when
you
patterned
a
birds
song
19 with her grandparents who attend
A wise old elephant they had. her name
SHIPMENT RESTRICTIONS
the Fourth celebration. Sunday- Flung on a sliver string.
was Wally.
We would be glad to see the sun
A STONE FOOTPRINT
ed the graduation of their grandson.
midnight until 4 a. m. Monday- How did you know the ecstasy
Who paraded with the others and
Owner of the property in Cape
While there she visited radio station toi awhile. The fog bell has been many prizes, special features. And That crystal call would bring?
she found
Between June 15 and Oct. 15, in
How did you think of a bubbling throat
Into the crowd, she saw
going almost steady for some time.
Rozier,
where stands a stone bearing As sheby gazed
WHEB.
golly
the great Independence Ball Mon And a darling speckled wing?"
clusive,
there is H restriction on
Mr. and Mrs. Benedict Kelley and
• • « V
/
1
the imprint of a human foot, Is Stan That old offender; to him she threw
The Keeper and his wife and daugh
day night, ,July 5, closing the cele
a
frown.
shipment
to points outside the regu
Directed by Harlan Thompson ley ID. Gray, now 75, who is a retired
ter Myrtle spent an enjoyable aft children Joseph and Mary of Ban bration. Grand contest aw’ards made
ernoon recently with Mrs. Osgood at gor. have returned home, after a at the ball. Special prizes. Music, from Hollywood, Kirsten Flagstad, school teacher. He also owns what is When Wally rubbered round there was lated areas on the following. Oreen
a reaaon.
visit with Mrs. Kelley's parents at
called the 'Bateman house, alleged to
Popham Beach Light.
All the circus folk got wise and looked corn on the cob, beans in the pod,
Uncle 8eth and his Hill Billies..— famous dramatic soprano of the
the
station.
»
around;
Metropolitan Opera, has been mak be haunted. Mr. Gray discounts all
The Keeper recently visited Keeper
apples, peaches, blackberries blue
adv. .
saw the cuss who gave a
Although we don't write often our
ing her first movie at the old Astoria the mystery. He is quoted: “The And they
Nye at the Range Lights.
berries and raspberries. The Maine
chew last season.
studios across the East River in New original Bateman house was built by Of tobaoco to her when they showed Extension Service is not concerned
Many pleasure boats and barges intentions are good.
In
town.
Best wishes to all.
BELFAST
York. Quoting from a review: John Bateman, one of the original
have passed up and down the river
i “Thompson swipes a handful of press settlers on Cape Rozier, and during Wally told the other elephants about with inspection or enforcement of
• • * •
lately.
Japanese beetle regulations, but fur
him.
Bear Island
F. W. Gorden & Son, Union. department superlatives to describe the Revolution the British moved it They
The Keeper has been busy the past
In turn soon passed It up and ther information in regard to the
down;
Remembering once more
our Maine—storewide sale closes tonight. hie appreciation of Flagstad's tal- to Castine, and I believe the framefewjdays washing paint and painting.
control program may be obtained
Now every elephant from Rockland to
The gardens are up and doing nice Lighthouse and Coast Guard friends Stock up today and beat rising is the necessary recording of voice j 1803 John's son. Francis, built again
Bingham
from the county agent's office, U. S.
Will know him If their circus comes to Court House Extension, Pearl street,
ly. Small produce has already been we forward news of our recent do prices. Today is last chance
town.
on the sound track without record- 011 Vhe site, and this Is the house I
79-lt
greatly enjoyed as well as slrawber- ings in an effort to keep in touch
Fortland.
Herbert H. Mojton.

The text, from the Congressional
Record, of the speech delivered by
the Virginia Senator on Monday,
June 21, during final consideration
by the Senate of the $1,500,000,000
relief appropriation bill carrying the
amount asked by the President and
the Relief Administrator.
Mr President. I do not think we
have yet gotten out of the "vale of
tears,” although it seems to me the
Senate has been treated to more
lachrymose rhetoric than ever be
fore in the history of the Republic
I individually think that more eco
nomic blunders, if not in some in
stances ecunomlc crimes, have been
perpetrated by Congress In the name
of starving people who never starved
and freezing people not one of whom
lias ever frozen than the imagina
tion can conjure up.
The talk about the cities and com
munities being unable to pay a cer
tain percentage of the cost they incur
for the nation raises „„
the question „
as
,g
|40000.
poo qqq oj indebtedness already in-
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YOUR MOTOR
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OLD AND YOUNG

amazing new motor
s fuel] is created that
puts a new breath of life in
your modern motor. It’s not
gat alone . . . not oil alone.
But it is GAS oil INE!
GAS oil INE takes the place
of both old-fashioned gas and
top-cylinder oil. The gas In
GAS oil INE is the finest
Tydol ever made...in
pick-up and power. The oil
in GAS on. INE Is heat
proof and carbon-free. It
keeps valves free from rust,
reduces hard-carbon, and
protects cylinders from
corrosion.
You get power plus protec
tion in GAS oil INE. You
get exceptional smoothness,
quicker response and greater
economy. And you get them
all in GAS oil INE at the price
you now pay for gas alone.
n
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